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PROSODY AND APEIRON
There was neither being (sát) nor nonbeing (ásat) … what happened? … who knows? …
Creation may have formed itself … or the One who made it might not even know. —
Rigveda 10. 129
If there is no real thing that is perceived of which you say it does not exist, then the
nonexistent, being baseless, how will it present itself to the mind. — Shantideva
"… then even nothing was not, nor existence… The poets who’ve illumined their hearts
see that which is, is kin to that which is not.” Nasadiya Sukta

It is by listening carefully to beginnings that we avoid imbalances and set clear
courses for necessary change. That’s the traditional wisdom … but it comes too
late, and fails to recognize that every moment is precursory as it happens. Resting
in the unbegun safeguards all arisings.
With prosody as the call and response of all existence, prosody as calling into
existence, the call that calls into existence, throughout all form and lifeform, even
presenting prosody as our evolutionary protolanguage, the precursor of both
language and music, the original motherese, would be very late in time, long after
the beginning. Locating even a provisional starting point of prosody is particularly
problematic for me, in that I perceive even the segmentals (phonemes, outcries,
fillers, seed sounds, syllables) as proper parts of prosody — meaningful,
formative and potent in themselves,
How much more initial than materialization could prosody possibly be? Can we
cut through even sound or meditation practices commensurate with cosmogony?
Conventional cosmogony starts once there is an observable beginning. At the
same time, initial conditions that bring about a beginning are necessarily integral
to what begins.
Not even cosmogony starts at the beginning? How could it? Creation would
have been brought about. Conventional cosmogony starts once there is an
observable beginning. What happened prior to that, before there was something
that could be known? The initial conditions that bring about a beginning are
necessarily integral to what begins. Prosody is characterizable as that which is
constitutive of its initial conditions. How so? How to speak of prosody and
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apeiron in the same breath? Simple: implicate prosody in that which has not been
preceded by non-existence, in the unconditional. Do we have any knowledge of
this? Can that without prior non-existence — having always been — be
experienced?

BEING AT HOME
I’m not quite homeless. I rent. I’m insecure, paying roughly 2/3 of my income
to a "Behavioral Change Manager" landlord who works for the multinational firm
KPMG. I live here, in Bedford-Stuyvesant, Brooklyn, but this is not my home. I
did recently return to the town where I was born to care for my father for the last
10 years of his life. It was an honor to be with him and keep him in his home as
he wished. Nonetheless, as our story together was closing, in the last days leading
up to his death at age 100, in the very house he had built and lived in for 65 years,
he kept looking to me and imploring, at times insisting, “I want to go home” “take
me home” “I know you know how to take me home, I want to go home now.”
We’re made just as much of all that exists as all that doesn’t. All that doesn’t exist
… could it be listed? Parmenides believed that if “it” could be listed, it then is;
and what really doesn’t exist, absolutely is not. But, if we accept the premise of
non-existence, is there but one non-existence that exists, and does it issue forth
numerous existences —say “cosmoi” — other than our own; is its nonexistence
uniquely unspecifiable in relation to unique sets of terms in each existence … in
effect creating as many non-existences? Perhaps we should simply leave the
conundrum alone as the unknown. Would this be tantamount to admitting that the
unknown is our home? To find a way home, to belatedly meet my departed
father’s urgency to be brought home, I can work through these questions as an
offering to others, to others working along parallel and intersecting lines who
might find these terms to be of benefit in their own experiences of being at home.
The act of speech has always struck me as exceeding my ability to comprehend
how it is that I’m able to speak. It’s been a matter of letting it happen while
allowing the wonder of it to take part in particularized meaning-making.
Whatever the mix of inherent or acquired fluency, a word arising in mind, written,
or reverberating in the air and processed by another’s population of neurons, as
the most radically intimate, significant, bewildering psychochemical event, has
always exceeded my self-understanding. And the effect has been rather
proportionate: the more I’ve studied evolutionary linguistics, speech evolution,
cognitive science, psycholinguistics, semiotics, neurolinguistics, primate
vocalization research, bioacoustics, computation and so on, the more I’m
gratefully wonderstruck all over again. Nothing explains language, particularly
not its own power of explanation — which is not to say that it can’t be selfrecursive. Words must, in fact, say more than words can say, particularly when
they’re addressing their own nature. In brief, inquiring into how a word happens
has been a process of fully beholding that it happens at all, just like “existence”
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— indeed, with existence and language as co-constitutive. The ungraspable nature
of words leaves a vast vacuity that language disciplines are scarcely able to
address. It literally soothes and balances me to hold language and cosmogony in
the same breath. To posit prosody before —and constitutive of — the beginning
and in relation to that which has no beginning, is the most that I can set out to do;
to entrain with the terror of initial knowing. Origin models and myths of both
language and cosmos abound; they become coeval and fuse with the arising of
each everyday word, as direct evidence and experiential data … as attuned as
Vedic seers (ṛṣis) who saw their verses fashion us at the originary sacrifice of
nonbeing for being, in order that total interconnectivity happen.

NOT EVEN NOTHING
The only observable beginning — our beginning — would itself have had a
prior, causal condition, even if that necessary condition would have been
“nothing.” Can it be shown that prosody had a constitutive role in that condition?
Are poets particularly implicated in or responsible for the ways in which
phenomena, at this scale, has unfolded? Particularly in the Brahmanas (Vedic
explanations of the Vedic hymns, also said to be śruti, received revelations)
differentiated materiality is constituted of meters and mantras — the Vedic verses,
sacrificial formulae, chants, incantations and imprecations — emanating from the
omnipotent word, in turn recited by the poets (ṛṣis) as unauthored (apauruṣeya)
poetry. Is there a practice or sacrifice poets are no longer performing that is
crucial for harmonizing the interrelationship of human being and ecocosm? Can it
be said that our prior condition was the word yet unspoken? Is not an unmanifest
word yet a word. Is not everything that exists a discrete relationship to its
nonexistence? What’s so special about language?
At what point did prosody begin to embody us? Was there a point? Let’s say
that prosody, as the patterned vibration of all forms, began to embody us at the
emission-point of the first sound wave. Is there a practice through which this point
is yet audible, just as the cosmic background radiation (CBR, the oldest light in
the universe) is still visible? It is a fact that the CBR and the primordial acoustic
event that drove the expansion of the earliest universe are inseparable. Indeed,
aided by extremely sensitive spectra instruments and mathematical constructs,
acoustic cosmologists like John Cramer and Gavin Starks have “played” the
sounds of the CMB, galaxy arms, gravitational waves, pulsar spins, black hole
collisions and other astrological phenomena; while in the sonic universe of the
Upaniśads an infinitely sensitive instrument — the self, or, bare consciousness (as
consciousness is itself a modification of waveform) — can directly hear the
cosmogenic sound, the anāhata nāda, the unstruck sound, sound without a source.
(This sound which can be tuned to but not produced, audible as the cynosure
syllable AUM, runs through Upaniśadic, Epic, Puranic, Yogic and Tantric
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scriptures, and pre-dates, pervades and sustains the current cosmos while
reverberating within the body. The relevant literature is vast. The Mandukya and
Nada Bindu Upaniśads are potent starting points for practice — with Vedic Vāc
as the feminine principle or presence of speech as precursor; the Hatha Yoga
Praitprika is perhaps the most recent detailing of a Pranava practice. In a
subsequent essay, after facing/fathoming the apeiron, I'll go into anāhata nāda
practice in greater depth.)

SAY
yə·hî "let there be"

Poets draw on prosody in order to write poems ... orators, in order to speak
persuasively. Meditative recitation of primordial sounds and syllables merges a
practitioner with all points of the inceptive and sustaining energy of existence.
According meditative recitation with the purported, standard Big Bang model of
the universe that began from an infinitely dense singularity event around 13.8
billion years ago (depending on the reigning Hubble Constant) is simple enough.
Hindu Pranava, Nāda Yoga, Attentional Anāhata and the Phonemic Emanations
found in Tantra are all profound cosmogenic approaches that directly correlate
with our scientific understanding of the observable universe. Speech cosmogonies
have been practiced the world over. In the first chapter of Sefer Bereshit, the
phrase “And God said” (Wayyōmer Ělōhîm) occurs ten times while “and it came to
be” (wayǝhî ) occurs fifteen times. Creation comes about through different
permutations of the twenty-two letters housed in the Torah. “Twenty-two letters:
God drew them, hewed them, combined them, weighed them, interchanged them,
and through them produced the whole creation and everything that is destined to
come into being.” (So says the Sefer Yetzirah.) But what distinguishes prosody
(and its expression as poetry) from forthright physical science is a fused factual
and figurative faculty of perception (the definite and indefinite, if you like, or the
finite and the infinite.) Sirach 1:4 states that “Wisdom has been created before all
things.” And this wisdom can be heard. The phenomenal world is the
manifestation of wisdom, constituted by and of wisdom. What we’re witnessing,
whether by means of an optical telescope, electron microscope or a sunrise seen
with the naked eye, is wisdom itself — and as such, as that which came before
creation, we are also directly perceiving nonexistence’s existence. “And there is
no beginning but wisdom…” (Bahir: 97.) Empirically, in this view, all things are
seen as teachings, even speech; felt as breath and blessings.

SA’AH NAAGHÁÍ BIK’EH HÓZHÓÓN AND VOICE
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In Diné ceremony as well, the world is thought and spoken into existence from
within the sweathouse of the primordial Diyin Dine'é, the inviolable Holy People
or In-lying Ones. “The earth will be, from the very beginning I have thought it …
The earth will be, from ancient times I speak it … and so it will be.” (Beginning
of the World Song, translated by Gary Witherspoon, Language and Art in the
Navajo Universe, pg. 16.) The animating powers of thought (Sa'áh naaghái) and
speech (Bik'eh hózhó') are drawn out of the originary medicine bundle. But
reducing the meanings of Sa'áh naaghái and Bik'eh hózhó' to “thought” and
“speech” would be more than misleading. As an invocatory term Sa’ah Naaghái
Bik’eh Hózhóón is omnipresent in Diné prayers, rites and storytelling. Diné
Education Consultant Vangee Nez has written that “Sa’ah Naaghái Bik’eh
Hózhóón is Diné epistemology, a complex system of knowledge encompassing
two paradigms: Beauty Way (Hózhóójii-female) and Protection Way (Naayée’
k’egho-male), with hózhó at its core." (Diné Epistemology: Sa’ah Naaghái Bik’eh
Hózhóón Teachings, by Vangee Nez.) The word “hózhó” is resonant beyond any
conceivable interpretation. Perhaps “harmony” or “balance” or “happiness” can
begin to give an impression. But what’s involved is a lifelong, ardent, ethical,
ecological, participatory practice regarding one’s actions in relation to others,
community, environment and cosmos, as full awareness of the cosmogonic,
current nature of words. This interrelational nature in which language is
performative and proscriptive — not descriptive — is directly practiced as
prosodic transformation of space in the neurosocio-commons. In this sense,
translation and indigenization of conscience serve as antidotal medicine of reverse
acculturation. From the book Saad Lá Tah Hózhóón by Diné poet Rex Lee Jim
(translated by the author): “I come in many forms. Because of me people think
differently. Because of me people pray differently. Because of me people sing
differently. Because of me people speak differently. Because of me people plan
differently. Because of me people live differently. Voice I am … I value different
ways of living … These are reasons why I gave myself over to the earth-surface
people … When I sound within them without falling apart life ceaselessly
expands. In the beginning I am.” Diné poet Sherwin Bitsui (from a reading at the
University of Arizona 2/12/2015): “Unfurling a blank heaven over mapped earth,
here again". When the Diyin Dine'é were originally asked what they were
planning they answered: “We are planning to extend knowledge endlessly.” (from
Witherspoon.) “Prosody” is to directly perceive this plan as vibratory phenomena;
to receive the prayers we pray. Hózhó is the patterning of who we are by
harmony-generating awareness. In my own teaching I call this Implicate Prosody
— prosody as the embodied, enacted, rhythmic integration of wisdom, world and
interaction.
Diversity of speech and behavior is evidence of thought’s boundlessness. “In
the Navaho view of the world, language is not a mirror of reality; reality is a
mirror of language.” (Language and Art in the Navaho Universe, Gary
Witherspoon. pg.34.) Through language we participate in continually re-intuited,
re-researched creation. And given that cosmology is always local (an
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epiphenomenon of a people in their bioregion and background) it’s through
language that we participate in creation of place. In this way, all things are
revelatory, word is entheogenic and breathing is itself the creational, carrier wind.
Cosmogony is our nature.

WORD OF THE FOX (PROSODY AS AN ETHIC OF NATURE)
In West African Dogon cosmogony, the original stirring of elements and
impulses are the words of the creator Amma. Amma conceives of the world and
then materializes it through the spoken word. One of the first beings to be
engendered is a key figure in Dogon divination named Ogo. Ogo breaks out of the
primordial egg prematurely, anxious to construct a rival world of his own.
Clearly, Ogo is a disordering, self-invested agent. For Ogo’s repeated
transgressive behaviors, Amma metes out a series of punishments designed to
deprive him of the creative power of speech: his tongue is torn out, his teeth are
broken, his throat is damaged and he is ultimately changed into a fox, forced to
live as an outlier and a thief. But Ogo’s agitations are at once understood as
integral to the formation of the universe, and he is given a mediatory role between
human activity and Amma’s intentions. Ogo begs to speak to people and people
carefully read the signs and symbols of events as the divinatory speech of Ogo,
the “Word of the Fox.” In Dogon divination, speech is the matrix of the cosmos.
The original word and human language are one oscillation in an uncertain and
constantly recreated and reinterpretable reality. Action is a form of speaking, and
every work is the word of its maker. Ogo’s speech-deprivation nevertheless
continues to shape and redress the world as the “word of the fox” sought in
divinatory rites by people in need of guidance.
Ogo’s struggles at the beginning of time created the dynamic irregularities
necessary for the differentiating evolution of life. In divination, the freedom of
making personal decisions in a contingent, contradictory and conflictual world is
a matter of carefully consulting phenomena while accepting responsibility for the
communal harmony upon which the fluent workings of Creation depend. In her
book Dogon Divination As An Ethic of Nature, Laura Kétékou Grillo states that
Dogon divination is “an ethical duty arising from the responsibility human beings
bear for the proper functioning and flourishing of the cosmos, giving primacy
therefore to ‘the good.’” Prosody (to reiterate) is the expressive, rhythmic, tonal,
intonational, intentional, temporal, performative and repercussive aspects of
language — the entire gesture of realized interrelationship. These prosodic facets
are themselves a rapport with cosmogonic forces also distinguishable as
“language” and further distinguishable as prosodic forces, as portrayed in the
patterned, cymatic emanation of the observable universe. This rapport between
vocal and cosmogenic prosodies is embodied and activated in the courses of
action we divine each day in light of this rapport and (as mentioned in Dogon
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practice above) for the wellbeing of community and all that exists. Prosody as an
“ethic of nature” is simply a practice committed to becoming aware of the full
meaningfulness of phenomena. Prosody, by definition — beyond the lexical,
discursive, material levels of language — opens into the immeasurable potencies
of sound, symbol, suggestion, invocation, incantation, silence and the implicit. Its
divinatory potential (to propose and prophetically put into place by way of the
about-to-spoken) calls upon these potencies entangled in events to bring about
harmonious, equitable outcomes in the molten creativity of the momentary. This
is not “supernatural ability” but unobstructed insight into the nature of existence;
not paranormal or “out-of-body” but an emptiness of self and out-of-bias; a step
outside the dictates of cause and effect where consequences can be weighed,
levitated and played out by the prescient and impulsive array of prosody’s tools.
Prosody connects act to ethic — there are critical differences between coercing
and compelling and occasioning. Superstition is a matter of acting out of the fear
of nature’s presumed inhospitality. Prosody is nature's the trust in us. Reality is
otherworldly enough. Immeasurably so.

COSMOI
But what are the implications for prosodic practice once we take into
consideration the multiverse and unobservable-universe models, including cyclic
models in which prior versions of our own universe (as a continuum) may have
collapsed and bounced back? Does this shatter our reality or put things in
perspective? In Post-Vedic Hindu cosmology, a beginninglessness in which
universes sequentially oscillate in and out of existence is the standard model, in
which the imperishable Vedas, as both the undifferentiated and differentiated
totality of knowledge, formulate cosmos after cosmos. And in the west, no later
than the time of the first theoretical physicist, Anaximander, teetering between
Hesiod’s theogonic table of elements and natural science, would the word
“cosmos” have appeared as plural cosmoi. How in the world can a person, coemergently, tune to the bubbling up of potentially infinite cosmoi, each with its
own physical nature? And although there is, of course, an outside chance that our
known cosmos is absolutely unique and non-successive, the question of a lone,
specific prior condition or a possibly-characterizable conditionlessness would still
remain unresolved — not to mention prosody’s un-probed relationship with the
unobservable 95% of our current universe which is purportedly dark energy and
matter invisible to us by any means.

NO LOCATION, PLACELESS PLACE, NOWHERE’S
WHEREABOUTS ANALAGOUS TO THE UNSTRUCK SOUND
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What is it to disappear ... like one thought after another? The reversibility of
remembering? "Nothing" must have once existed. It yet may. It does now, as
boundless love in each cell of our bodies. We're horizon without even a line. The
vast complexity of nothing, abounding; nihilscopic. Just as an H2O molecule is
not a piece of water, a person dying, aging, suffering and being born, is not a
"part"of everything (things are not so apart.) Space is not made of space. We're
caught in the perturbative tonotopy of our exchanges. The only word that could
ever reabsorb every point in space until they vanish is “word.” The tip of tongue.
Cavernous suspense. Entirely probable with no real world application implied. I
could do this all day. The unobservable outcomes are calling the shots. There are
no building blocks. No rug to pull "under" out from. We were led to believe that
space is a byproduct of arrangements within it. It will appear in a phase
completely unfamiliar to us, but when? Scrap it and reassemble it before it’s too
late to ever figure out. Physics will outlive the law. I can’t be uncoordinated. We
jiggle. Stiffen up in a crowd. If you’ve ever spent an hour disentangling a
daughter’s hair, you’ll never romanticize entanglement again ... only love the
occasion culled from the space of all possible outcomes, what one's existence is
actually, only, constituted of. (The word, by the way, for smoothly flowing inner
energy, in Tantra, is "untangled.") The boundary is nothing and it is everywhere,
emitting solids like us. An unassembled bracelet can’t contour a wrist, not until
we hear humming. I’m no relation to you ... just the same stuff. The more
incontiguous the more we say many and seem one. If we’re all oblivious to the
ubiquitous how will we ever get along? Born again though backwards. You’ve
created so much distance between us I can’t move on. Inconsistency is as short as
flat. The brain is not built to accept its own shortsightedness. What remains is the
grain of salt without the salt. Being weighed down is a crutch, just as instantaneity
is personal. Primitive prosody is the cause and its effect, the throwing that is the
rock that throws itself into the pond, the wave, the floating threads, clumping
stars, and the interspersing tonal and intentional landscapes conveyed and
interpreted as actually happening. I experience what is not known first. There’s
not enough distance between us to exist. The intense eros of being each other’s
mechanics and information loss, an embrace made of every being that ever exists,
without analogue. I can’t come until I’m approximate again. Though the buildup
must first be built exactly. We are what is real about each other: the appearance of
solidity’s appearance. The cosmos calls me home. Another universe barging in,
how else explain effects without cause? Any hypothesis will fit in my hat.

WHAT’S MORE PRIMITIVE THAN SPACE?
"What is the divine? That which has no origin and no end." — Thales, (DK 11A1 (36)).
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Let’s travel back to the portal of creation, step by step, palpation by palpation;
where what we’ve always thought of as 'time' shatters into droplets that have no
meaning.
If there can be sound without a source ('unstruck' as implied above) how could
there not be space without events as well? If there is a cosmogenic predecessorspace, would it have inherent properties so different from existence as-we-know-it
(or void of existence) as to be absolutely unrecognizable? (The unrecognizable
exists: there's more of "it" than not it.)
In a successive-universe scenario, is there a trajectory? Does the oscillatory
nature of the observable collapse limitlessly back into itself or exhaust itself
forward (or perhaps both at once?) Does not-even-space exist, and if so, how can
we even say “exist”? What would whatever we’re able to point to as
“nonexistent” be made of? What can't be pointed out perplexes perception. What
is anything ultimately made from? In his final essay titled “Eureka” Edgar Alan
Poe wrote: “Because nothing was, all things are.” Would non-spatiality be
tantamount to nothing? (In traditional Asian medicines, space is the element the
elements come from.) (I pose these questions only in relation to prosody;
problems without the provision of prosodic implications I couldn’t even pretend
to meaningful tend.) Is it proper to speak of prosody inanimately, as applied to
matter? (Would it not then be the elusive vital force?) Could prosody per se have
played a part in the fraction (and fractioning) of the world that is visible to us?
Where does it start? What is its rock bottom — especially in that prosody is
always integral to its own emergent conditions? Could vibration itself —
indivisible from prosody — act utterly differently in other cosmoi? What would
speech be elsewhere? Are there totally inconceivable prosodies? Or could
vibration not exist while an existence yet exists? What is prosody’s role in the
pre-palpable (if not the substantiation of the nature that it would tune?) Especially
now that space is theorized as having properties of its own, with or without matter
in it — flexibility, fluidity, springiness, outward push, and so on. It may even
have weight, or at least mass-producing effects by means of particle-interaction
with bosons in the putative Higgs field — like passing a potential mass through
thick molasses that saturates and coats that mass. In terms of current testable
cosmological questions, one underlying premise is that emptiness has energy, socalled counter-gravitational dark energy. (Or is it energy?) Like impulse to speak.
(Or is it this impulse?) That which we have no idea will ever be spoken or could
be spoken: dark energy of the all-generative and unmanifest tacit, staring us in the
face by means of what we call "outer space." It lays the cosmetics on thick, onto
all the surfaces it has created.
Augustine of Hippo’s statement about time could only, at once, apply to his
sense of space: “…then assuredly the world was made, not in time, but
simultaneously with time. For that which is made in time is made both after and
before some time...‘In the beginning’ can’t be said if something had come
before.” (City of God X1, 6). In our helplessness, why wouldn’t we cling to
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scripture? Homer qualified the gods as everlasting and ageless (aidion kai agaro.)
Doesn’t cosmology today confirm the archaic rumor: that the eternal, infinite,
inexhaustible and inconceivable define the divine? Perhaps Aristotle best
expressed the archaic moment of the melding of theoretical physics and theology.
In the latter half of Book 3 of his Physics he finds it necessary to exhaustively
inquire into infinity. “There is no beginning of the infinite (apeiron,) for in that
case it would have an end. But it is without beginning and indestructible, as being
a sort of first principle; for it is necessary that whatever comes into existence
should have an end. Wherefore as we say, there is no first principle of this (i.e. the
infinite) but it itself seems to be the first principle of all other things and to
surround all and to direct all, as they say who think that there are no other causes
besides the infinite (such as mind, or friendship), but that it itself is divine; for it is
immortal and indestructible, as Anaximander and most of the physicists say.”
(Physics iii. 4; 203 b 7.) This year’s (2019) Nobel prize-winner in physics, James
Peeples, concurs: "It's very unfortunate that one thinks of the beginning whereas
in fact, we have no good theory of such a thing as the beginning." (AFP interview,
November, 2019.) Peeples said of the Big Bang: "It connotes the notion of an
event and a position, both of which are quite wrong."
Peeling away the doxographic layers — back to the key terms and concerns of
the Presocratics — provides us with western instruments for sensing prosody’s
primordial stirrings. This etymological odyssey at once opens various
concomitant cultural questions. Can early cosmology support contemporary
astrophysics? Can a peer-reviewed proof spark a meditative practice? Can mantra
coincide with baryon acoustic oscillations? Are geometries of the formative gas
flows around galaxies harmonic? Can a capacious understanding of prosody
apprise the sciences? The cross-empirical approach of the research field known as
the Prosodic Body posits that such correlative questioning weaves together who
we are and allows us to feel at home in the scarcely knowable.

EVERYTHINGS
What is that which is entirely or at least somewhat different from that which it
creates?
The universe is a product of the illimitable exacting a limiting action (a
discipline) on itself. What can be known about this action? How did I arrive at
this question? From how many angles?
The question whether space has any inherent properties (not co-dependent on
anything in space) is inseparable from the attempt to locate the basic elements or
particles, beyond which only pure space would exist. Can the building blocks
indeed be removed without obliterating their volume
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(being/consciousness/bliss!)? What underlies even the infinitesimal? “Underlie” is
itself a precarious, perhaps misleading, word. The origin from which all things
come might not exist in any spatial relation to its productions. Spatiality itself is
suspect as mere metaphor. Expressions like God within, heaven above and
underlying reality might be misdirecting us, not cluing us “in.” Ultimately (is it
delusional to conjecture in terms of the ultimate?) there would seem to be a point
at which something could have only come from nothing, or from something so
different from known matter that it utterly eludes (i.e., deludes) us. But why
assume “everything” would have only happened once as our everything? What
about their everythings, alien everythings, otherworldly everythings, separable
un-interdependent-in-relation-to-us everythings? Perhaps phenomena forever
springs from phenomena, with no infinities (as Aristotle suggests) separable from
the sensible. Assume an infinite number of everythings (cosmoi, in this case)
forever generating from something else. Is immateriality merely matter we can’t
identify? Is materiality more or less or also completely immaterial, perhaps but a
holograph projected from the 2D edge of the overall shape of the universe. To be
“in over our heads” would be the point of existence, were existence to have a
point — to hold up under the awe that blows our separable selves away. Holding
up under the awe that blows our separable selves away leaves what? What is it to
“hold up?” To stick to the delusion of density? To what end? To be somebody?
To not miss a moment of the preciousness of existence (which is obscured by
holding up?)
Leave behind even holding up. Hear what you say. Prosody is a leaving off
from prosody, quite specifically. Worrying is extremely localized. One is worried.
Worrying is extremely localized because we claim it. It can’t exist without us.
What else would want it (other than oneself?) Prosody is being in the position of
not being bound to the reinforcement of position. Tonal freedom in all directions;
in being inhabitual. (Creative interrelationship not bound to chronic, causal
outcomes.) Does the nature of space hold a key for prosody as an ethic of nature?
Is there a behavioral tendency in the practice of tonal freedom? In the Dzogchen
(Ati-yoga), the most ancient teaching in Tibetan Buddhism, emptiness (śūnyatā)
and compassion are coeval (and, moreover, blissful.) How different is meditative
śūnyatā from cosmogonic speculation? Is it the nature of space that is empty, or
the nature of mind aware of its own emptiness? It could be said that śūnyatā is
reflexive: meditation on space leads to śūnyatā and śūnyatā empties space. But
with regard to the Presocratic project, how “participatory” was the process of
thinking? Was there a pronounced tendency among these first philosophers to
reflect back on that which theorizes as a constitutive part of the cosmos they were
attempting to comprehend? “To think is the same as the thought: it is.” (Ταὐτὸν δ'
ἐστὶ νοεῖν τε καὶ οὕνεκεν ἔστι νόημα. From Parmenides' untitled poem: 8.34.) I.e.,
both thinking and the thought are; that is, they is; this is the bottomline ontic
enlightenment, prerequisite for Presocratic processing of phenomena. They
theorized for the sake of the kosmos.
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PHYSIKOI
How did the Presocratics self-identify. (They certainly could not have called
themselves “Presocratics.”) Adding to the difficulty of identification is the fact
that they were very variegated, often writing to contradict each other. Aristotle
called them physikoi, to differentiate them from the earlier theologoi and
mythologoi. They were a fringe movement (quite literally: their Milesian “school”
was in present-day Turkey, while the other, established, Eleatic school was in
southern Italy) that began a new way of inquiring into the phenomenal world.
Their natural philosophy was an uprising and an uprooting. Concept and critical
enquiry stunned the populace. (Anaxagoras was prosecuted for impiety for
asserting that stars were fiery stones.) They were proto-scientific etiologists.
Heraclitus said “lovers of wisdom must be inquirers into many things,” and the
physikoi were indeed pan-disciplinary. Their knowledge of nature was intended to
bear on all things, namely, the kosmos — a bearing that nonetheless, necessarily,
involved the rejection of considerable prior knowledge. They’re known for their
revolutionary rationality. Logic this pure must have been totally revelatory in its
day. Pristine ontology would have indeed burned as bright as the “truth.” But the
keenness of their epistemological method can’t be explained without recognizing
that they were at once awash with the extramundane. Thales was a hylozoist who
held that God is mind. Xenophanes didn’t rebuke Hesiod for being theological,
rather he ridiculed him for degrading deity with the attribution of human
characteristics. For Anaxagoras, nous initiated the motion of the universe and had
power over all things without partaking of them. For Heraclitus, knowledge of the
structure of the kosmos accorded with knowledge of the soul. The closed
communities of the Pythagorean akousmatikoi worshiped Pythian Apollo. The
Orphic formulae that found their way into Plato’s dialogues would have first
journeyed straight through the Presocratic schools. Empedocles was an ethicist.
Parmenides’ poem is a hexametered katabasis that takes him to a goddess who
lays down the plain ontological truth: what is is and what is not is not (ἔστι γὰρ
εἶναι, μηδὲν δ' οὐκ ἔστιν, 6.2-3) and there’s nothing to learn from the latter “for
you cannot know what is not” (γὰρ ἂν γνοίης τό γε μὴ ἐὸν. 2.5) — just get over it,
give it up, in order to know what is necessarily real and to hear the everyday
speech of mortals for what it is, i.e., that which deadens. Parmenides doesn’t refer
to the apeiron. He simply unifies Being by abolishing nonbeing. In his poem, all
differentiation is part and parcel of the specious world of “doxa" (opinion) while
beings like ourselves only have veritable existence as Being.
Parmenides was also an Ouliades Physikos, a physician or iatromantis. As such,
he would have had an array of revelatory-healing practices at his disposal: dark
retreat, diet, dream incubatio and interpretation, enkoimesis, word cure, baths,
herbs, gymnastics and other Asklepian therapies. Parmenides would have also
understood that his poem — in which he was shown what only God knows —
would need to be a total therapy in itself, the ultimate medicine of truth told: a
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sacrifice (of his mere mortality, of his being, of untrue poetry); truth told as the
centerpiece of his healing ceremony; deepest theurgic doctoring; the poem’s
words as Word — being-merged-into-Being as the basis of the poem. One could
read his fragments as a mere didactic poem or empirical paradox ... but only at the
expense of untold benefits and heightened wellbeing; his poem has more in
common with the mystery religions of his time than philosophy as we know it
today — a turning or converting back to the divine; what Jung called
Urerfahrung. First philosophy and first physics were an initiatory purification; an
immortalization of soul, not its explication as was the case with "next"
philosophies and physics.
Prosody implies: how we say what we say is what we say. The mind making
itself up is prosody saying what we say in a way that says what it says. Prosody is
the mind making itself up in a way that says what we say. Among the physikoi,
mind and logos became indistinguishable. Their natural speculations were a
clearing of the mind, a returning to mind as primordial; speculations that
patterned the mind anew — according to the language of their inquiries — into
Nature inclusive of kosmos. If an original writing on cosmogony is not itself
cosmogenic it has, then, failed. The physikoi were contrarian. They opposed
popular culture, they reconciled a universe that was generated and energized by
contraries, and they argued with each other. They stood acutely and contentiously
between the infinite and the finite, the undifferentiated and the different, chaos
and order, the uncreated and the contingent, being and nonbeing, Being and
beings, oneself and others, mind and knowledge, as well as elemental contraries
like water and fire, air and earth, in order to speak the language of reality for the
first time. Their prosodies were the correspondences between that which reveals
and their realized revelations. Their mode can rightly be called henosis, a fusion
with the fundamental, a coming home to logos. Heraclitus wrote indignant
aphoristic fragments with the precision of a jeweler, and as though the kosmos
were a digestive tract eliminating his speech. Parmenides knowingly wrote a
metered, counter-counterfeit-Odyssey to take himself home and tell the story that
Being, not beings, live on. In effect, the physikoi established an intense elenctic
collective according their language with the periodicities of cosmogenic logos;
with prosody as the necessary particularization of the primordial; a
prosodonoēsis; an interactive tonotopic organization of what is.

ARCHÊ = APEIRON
There is doxographical agreement that Anaximander was the first theoretical
physicist — specifically for having thoroughly thought-through origin. He is
credited with the first technical use of the term archê (beginning, first cause) and
the equating of archê with apeiron (the indefinite, infinite, that which cannot be
limited, or that which comes before all differentiation) (see Simplicius Physics. 32
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r; 150,20 — Physics 24, 13.) And even if Anaximander didn’t ultimately confirm
infinite coexistent and successive cosmoi, his disclaimer would have required the
conceptualization of their possibility — serving as de facto introduction of the
idea. Once arriving at the indefinite as archê, all contradictions and all
possibilities beyond the evident are necessarily in play, even as parallel or
simultaneous possibilities. In a very real sense, Anaximander’s views bear on the
quantum dicta of the indivisibility of observer and observed — that one’s
observation of a state of matter alters that state, and that the energy transferred to
a system in order to observe that system is at least partially constitutive of that
system. In his search for the primal prose of natural philosophy, Anaximander’s
introduction of a conceptual abstraction — a neuter, non-representational,
metaphysical term such as apeiron — would have been in itself earthshattering in
6th century BCE Miletus. And having modelled the beginning of philosophy by
directly thinking the beginning — void of theogony or metaphoric, heroic and
mythological supports — it’s no wonder that modern physics, as well as
metaphysics, keep referring back, foundationally, to the few archaic accounts of
his writing and the lone extant fragment that appeared in a roundabout attestation
by Simplicius (DK 12B1) commenting on Aristotle’s Physics one millennium
after Anaximander, and believed to be a quotation from Aristotle’s pupil
Theophrastus. The fragment itself: “The Non-Limited is the original material of
existing things; further, the source from which existing things derive their
existence is also that to which they return at their destruction, according to
necessity; for they give justice and make reparation to one another for their
injustice, according to the arrangement of Time.” (translated by Kathleen
Freeman in Ancilla to the Pre-Socratic Philosophers, p. 19.)
Nietzsche redeployed Anaximander’s apeiron as detonation device for
collapsing both the Classical Apollonian Greek ideal and the axiological
foundations of Christian civilization. “That which truly is, concludes
Anaximander, cannot possess definite characteristics, or it would come-to-be and
pass away like all the other things. In order that coming-to-be shall not cease,
primal being must be indefinite. The immortality and everlastingness of primal
being does not lie in its infinitude or its inexhaustibility, but in the fact that it is
devoid of definite qualities which would lead to its passing away. Hence its name,
‘the indefinite’." (Nietzsche, Philosophy in the Tragic Age of the Greeks. p. 47.)
On the basis of the Anaximander Fragment, Heidegger first distinguished the
differences between beings (ta onta), to be (einai), is (estin) and Being (on), and
our profound obliviousness to Being (see his essay on the Anaximander
Fragment.) He further defines apeiron as the “empowering power of appearance”
and the effective difference between Being and beings, while highlighting
Anaximander’s correlation of apeiron, archê and being: archê ton onton to
apeiron. (The Beginning of Western Philosophy. pp. 22-26.) With apeiron as
presence, a being is that which presences in unconcelament. Emanuel Levinas
also calls “apeiron” by name. In Totality and Infinity he elaborates the dependent
interrelationship between autonomous beings and infinity; apeiron is the primal
giver, as well as ‘nothingness.’ In more recent physics, Heisenberg developed a
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theory in which elementary particles were stationary states in a unified field of
matter which he likened to Anaximander’s apeiron. Max Born proposed to name
the primordial quantum substance in which the same particle could manifest in
different states “apeiron.” One explanation for dark energy is that it’s a property
of space. Empty space may be thought of as an apeiron in which virtual particles
continually appear and disappear.

UNBORN AGAIN
“There is nothing in possibility more wonderful than what is.” (laysa fi’l-imkan abda‘
mimma kan). — Abu Hamid al-Ghazālī
“The Lord of all things is the word “be”…
“Every shift (in the energy balance accomplished at earth’s crust) affects all the
universe. Though fantastic, this is scientific fact.” — Buckminster Fuller

It would be a fascinating study, to trace the development of apeiron from
Anaximader through the Hellenistic age, as it met and meshed with the major
monotheisms (i.e., arché is God.) But tracing this theological crossover would be
a major undertaking in itself and, for the most part, a sidetracking of the prosodic
research at hand. I will, on the other hand, be following forward the Heraclitan
lineage of the correlation of archê and Word (logos) as it is basic to prosody. The
harmonic arché of Pythagoras and Philolaus is also a path that may wend its way
through this writing in one form or another. And I think it’s essential, before
moving on, to at least touch upon a few corroborative Arabic terms and Islamic
sources that speak to the medium of prosody as I have been presenting it.
The lived experience of the eternal, evidenced through its ever-present contrast
with the contingent (with everything else, with everything) is fundamental to
Islamic thought. The 'contingent' is that which could either be or not be. Hadith
derives from the Arabic root h-d-th, “to happen.” Hadith in Islamic literature of
course refers to the collection of sayings, practices and sanctions that trace back to
the Prophet. But the underlying meaning of hadith is “created-in-time” — that
which begins after it was not; an existence preceded by non-existence; being-thathas-become. Hadith contrasts with qadim, 'eternal.' The Quran, as verbatim
revelations from Allah, are qadim (or “uncreated,” “uncomposed,” if you like)
while the Hadith, compiled generations after the time of Muhammad by his
followers and subject to doubt, dispute and the burden of authentication, are
contingent, created in time in relation to the verity and eternality of the Quran. It’s
an open question (at least for non-Sunnis) whether the Quran was created (by
God) or uncreated with no prior existence, not even as God's message to
humankind at certain point in time. There's even a Quranic reference to the Quran
as a written text (archetext) existing before creation, then transmitted orally to
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Muhammad. The Prophet’s literal illiteracy along with his lack of prior familiarity
with the historical scriptures that undergird the Quran, would support the book’s
status as revelation from self-existent qadim (not unlike the beginningless,
imperishable Vedas.) To summarize, from Nasir al-Din al-Tusi’s text Tajrid alI’tiqad: “What is not preceded by anything else, nor by non-existence, is eternal;
otherwise, it is contingent (hadith).” (From Creation in Time in Islamic Thought
with Special Reference to Al-Ghazali, by Eric L. Ormsby.) Ismaili and Sufi
interpretations allow Quranic verses to be read on both levels, as created in time
and uncreated — as exoterically, externally literal (zahir), and as hidden (batin.)
(I’d argue that language itself — and certainly language as cosmogenic Logos —
can be understood in this confluence.) Zahir is the “letter” of language, language
as acquired habit, the arbitrariness of sound and meaning; artifice; the
mechanistic; rote; face value; a superficial understanding of religion and the real,
accessible to everybody; evident, apparent, knowing only the name of God and
not God, knowing only God and not that the Name is God; deactivating words;
deadness of the word; fundamentally non-resonant. Batin is inner, unseen,
esoteric. From the Ismaili text Kalami Pir (p. 85): “If you look at the reality itself
from the point of view of relativity, it will be relative, and if the relativity is seen
from the point of view of reality, it will be reality.”
If the art of prosody, through its array of transformative tropes and grasps of
symbolic meaning, is not that which senses and expresses the subtle shifts,
streams, offshoots and impulses within the contingent/uncreated confluence, it is
nothing, meaningless. One writes within this confluence in order to reveal the
confluence. One writes within this confluence to lift people out of the literal and
the allegorical (majāz: the figurative, metaphorical, sign, caricature; inclusive of
the “letters” which stand for things — the appearance we pass though because
there is somewhere further to go which is marked by the meta-phor.) The timeless
tropes of prosody mediate zâhir and the real (the real as that which requires
statement and allegorization to be revealed) as an essential aspect of words saying
more than words can say, in the illumination where words are illimitable,
inimitable, real (haqîqat), where benevolence is beheld in every atom, in the
origin of the gift of language, as our wondering where words come from begins to
reciprocate.

AN AMERICAN APEIRON: THE PULSE OF THE MEASURES OF
FIRST THINGS
In Ismaili theosophical practice, interpretation of literal and implied levels of
meaning is named ta’wîl. The Kalami Pir defines ta’wîl as “derived from awwal,
and means 'to trace something to its origin.’” This is the same source Henri
Corbin drew from in his book Avicenna and the Visionary Recital. Corbin’s ta’wil
was in turn tapped by several later-modernist American poets, including Diane di
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Prima, Robin Blaser, Robert Creeley, Robert Kelly and, in particular, Robert
Duncan and Charles Olson. While it’s warranted to question the appropriateness
of expropriating a Medieval theophanic Shi’ite text for the purposes of American
poetics, in effect Corbin’s experiential, exegetical translations came across as
immediately meaningful — even providential and, moreover, concisely mindblowing — for the syncretic, anagogical, experimental spirit of the 1960s. (After
all, even at this point, one half-century after the fact that this Ismaili Shiite
offshoot took root in American poetics, a sedulous examination of motive can
only help safeguard and update such an act of translation — even with regard to a
poetics as assiduous as Olson’s that claimed to be “secularization that loses
nothing of the divine” — a claim in this case up against the statement in the
Kalami Pir that “ta’wîl is the state of God” only realizable under the guidance of
the Imam who possess all the evident and hidden properties of God and who
keeps not only this world but 18,000 other worlds from collapsing.")
Everything Robert Duncan perceived was an “omen of the real.” He received, as
he wrote, his heretical “grand collage.” In Fictive Certainties, relative to his
experience of reading Pindar’s first Pythian Ode, he wrote: “My mind lost the
hold of Pindar’s sense and was faced with certain puns, so the words light, foot,
hears, you, brightness, begins moved in a world beyond my reading, these were
no longer words alone but also powers in a Theogony, having resonances in
Hesiodic and Orphic cosmogonies where the foot that moves in the dance of the
poem appears as the pulse of measures of first things [archēs].” When Duncan
introduced Charles Olson at the 1965 Berkeley Conference he said of Olson: “His
knowledge of language is such that its usability seems everywhere. He has had to
occupy an area in history big enough for a spirit which can roam all over anything
it can imagine and then imagine one that is still restless because it can’t find a
space big enough for it to exist in.” In Olson’s essay ‘The Animate versus the
Mechanical, and Thought’ he added this note: “I am here seeking to speak within,
or across the ‘range’ of a principle of likeness which includes, and seeks to
‘cover’ what Henry Corbin reminds me is a constantly affirmed homology among
the initiatic cosmos, the world of nature, and the celestial world.” He mapped a
cosmography — the Animate — in which the events of his life would allow him
to pass through a counterpart self who would be his archetype, or an angel
thinking his thoughts, if you like, or all of his angels as a hierarchy of active
intelligences. Olson referred to these intelligences as “given things or voices
which come to you from cause.” Although the archetype he moved toward was
necessarily individuated, it was at once, essentially, cosmic (in terms of the
Anthropos or “homo Maximus” whom Jung spoke of, via Ezekiel) and extracosmic. Olson was writing an apeiron event inclusive of the uncreated, of those
events happening prior to creation which are conditions for creation: “But behind
it all, backwards (Ocean forwards ta’wil the Angel of Cinvat / Bridge you will
pass through it you / propose it / the 1st Angel (of the Pleroma - / the 1st samsarar
/ the 2nd Angel farushta / the 3rd angel your own / outside Creation outside God
himself." This concatenation of Ismaili terms appears in the fifth section of
Olson's The Secret of the Black Chrysanthemum, displaying a poetics impossible
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to project without the Illuminationist writing of Suhrawardi and the epiphanic
theosophy of Ibn Sīnā, as made available via Corbin’s writings.
Iranian metaphysics animates Western poetics on a number of levels. Ta’wîl is
a template for cutting through far-from-home occidental materialism and situating
organism in cosmic communion, as new world pioneers become medieval Persian
pilgrims. Also, the imagination is primary for both poetry and the Avicennan
recital in which the ta’wîl procedure takes place in and by means of the “organ of
metamorphoses,” namely, the imagination. This is why I position prosody — the
performance of the organ of poetic imagination — as mediatory between the
senses and apeiron, between the contingent and that which exists without having
come into existence. Through prosodic imagination the literal, sensible and
exoteric are transmuted into symbol and exaltation which are identifiable as the
spiritual reality they imply, and which could never be revealed otherwise or as
anything else. This spiritualized imagination operates autonomously within the
dictates of cause and effect; in fact it creatively composes with causal details,
transferring words and actions — by means of themselves — beyond themselves
into boundless being. Finally, it must be mentioned that the ta’wîl return-to-origin
necessitates originality, a perilous “finding out for oneself.” Innovative American
poetics could mainline Ismaili mysticism in that our current age of maximal
egoism is consonant with the ta’wîl procedure which, to be genuine, requires
intensely personalized experience and a privatized, performative reading of the
phenomenal world; opportune for putting together a paginated path in the name of
poetics. The cosmos can only be local! “Paradise is a person. Come into this
world. The soul is a magnificent angel. And the thought of its thought is the rage
of Ocean.” At times Olson conflated soul and angel, which is not exactly accurate
relative to the Avicennan angelology he drew from. “In every case this figure [the
angel/guide] represents the heavenly counterpart of the soul; it manifests itself to
the soul only at the dawn (note also that Olson self-identified as “archeologist of
morning,") the “sunrise,” of the soul’s perfect individuation, its integration,
because only then is its relation to the divine individualized.” (From Avicenna and
the Visionary Recital, p. 21.) (Interestingly, Corbin also mentions "fravarti."
Fravaši is the Avestan word for a person’s archetype which sends the soul out into
existence to fight for the preponderance of benevolent over baleful actions.) Thus
the Ismaili recital — as a dramatic situating of oneself in the cosmos, as “spiritual
autobiography” — and field-composition overlap. The poet can’t bring the poem
to reality without the soul (troublesome to define; try “animated self” or
“terrestrial angel") undergoing the return, and a return can’t be undergone without
the writing of the poem creating the conditions for returning. This reciprocity is
the hermeneutic circle, the cosmic self/text cross-exegesis. “my memory is … the
history of time … I am making a mappemunde, it is to include my being…” (The
Maximus Poems, p. 256.)

HOME
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Dying is to move from the figurative to the real and even further from the
limitations of the literal — from mere metaphor to before-that-which-begins, to
that which one’s life has all along implied. Once this implication — if ever —
becomes an image or understanding, from that understanding one looks back upon
one’s life as that which has all along implied such understanding. The image is
theophanic, the understanding is originary word.
In his home of 65 years, my father, of perfectly sound mind, asked to be taken
home, repeatedly, over the last few days of his life. What’s that all about? Was the
nostalgia oriented forward or backward in time — or perhaps a perfect blend of
both, indivisible, accomplishing each other? Terrestrial-celestial pleromatic
dissolution? About to be no longer a part of a species. Species of one — no one
— always particularized by having been. No more wondering, just wonder.
Agnostic nostalgia? No need to either believe or not believe when finally faced
with fact — glaring fact that at once can’t be known. Perhaps the facts are always
beyond themselves, depending, until the contingent crystalizes for real. One’s end
anticipated by exultation and anguish. To have now been in exile then. I continue
to live through my father’s experience of the formerly familiar. In his
defamiliarizing of phenomena he must have included me as well (how new or
otherly was I in that changeover from father to final farewell?) as he gathered up
his family and friends in mind as requisite fissile matter (one can only defamiliarize by sacrificing the familiar.) The unfamiliar can never be unfamiliar ...
it’s simply “unfamiliar.” He was preparing, packing up, coordinating a meeting
with boyhood companions on the Avestan bridge, while wide awake; needing to
drive to Los Angeles from his easy chair in Southern Minnesota. The brutish
apeiron pressing in. An acme of individuation about to accomplish the dying
away of all suffering. His recital. Mysticism when it’s happening is simply the
immediate. It can only be first-hand. A spiritual romance indeed, with its
sweetness nowhere to be found, pressing in. Unable to even spit up. Who
wouldn’t be ready to leave 7,423 bombs dropped in Afghanistan last year alone.
(During the Great War, he repaired bombers returning to Tunisia after their
missions flown over fascist Italy.) Everything is instantly long ago with nothing
between now and then. Quarantined on a cruise ship. To want to go home makes
one a stranger where one exists, or at best a guest (gnosticism is harsh reality.) To
return to that which one never wondered whether one left. It wasn’t there until
before — which is to say, there is a counterpart to the home that no longer feels
like home because there always was, if now it is. To return to conditions prior to
one’s creation and be before creation itself with those pre-primordial events as
one’s real family. It is a sound that can’t be heard, yet it is. Its rungs have rung.
All ten timbres of the unstrung. The Almighty’s tinnitus is us. Belonging to the
uncreated by means of all that the Goddess has made by being uncreated. A
machinist of morning. Solid man among men. Would follow me to the ends of the
snowstorms to glow with the glory of his boy athlete. Lifetimes of my efforts
which would honor him can't compare to even one step he took in order to survive
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by means of his natural effortlessness. To jump just in time. From freight car to
fright car. Adventure to let passing away take its course. Changing over to the
tacit, the non-adventure, as he starts to see for himself, looks like gone, is shown.
"Got to go." Though it’s still the early universe for another millionth of a second.
Wrestle with outworn senses. Can’t lift an eyelid in all of nonexistence in the bed
in which he conceived me and won’t breathe again. Why look again? It only
detracts from inconceivable coherence. We can’t know as little as each other. I’m
intruding again. I want, and I must not. Only "I’m sorry" is more vast than a
cosmos. To bear the original grace to leave the crypt without the bitter a priori
retrospect of being cast into exile or hurtling ahead into oblivion. Our hands are
not in our hands. All my strength makes it so. I am literally like what I can’t see, a
faith stronger than fate. All there is, made mostly of address, crying out. Listening
to listening. The winter branches, the internet, no nuclei yet. We do know the
origin of language. Evolution is but a diacritic, as in “let me go home.” We do
know the origin of language: existence that would exist and existence without
having been brought into existence distilling the first infinitely dense dot. Matter
far more impressionable than any readymade anatomy. The operation has had to
be physical, that is, unendurable. Exactly what is happening can’t be happening.
Watch me go. Do as you’re told when you don’t listen. Command lament.
Material returns to create energy. We each independently do the same, though at
the critical instant we cry that “each" not be the case. The same is the symbol.
Savior of separation. The syzygy of home and home. Ingenuous gnosis. Partially
is only whole. How am I understanding this, following the scents, hanging on my
own words? My father has just died. Forever.

ACCORDIANIST
Not seeking revelation, one’s life is revelation, God’s knowledge; tempered,
kept in tension, knowing God is not knowledge. What is the effect, as the
uncreated plays out in the contingent? Indiscriminately revealing? For Abu Hamid
al-Ghazālī to write: “There is nothing in possibility more wonderful than what is”
(laysa fi’l-imkan abda‘ mimma kan) he had to open the last door. Experiential
Apeiron fully shown, seated under the bodhi tree, or between two unruly shrubs
on the pre-cast concrete steps of the house where I was born. Enwombed without
an outside. Entombed without a tomb.
Thought responsible for maintaining integrity of the cosmos, tunes to selfoccurring sound. Emptiness is constitutive of the specific. This is the way in
which any object that exists, in that it exists, is beyond comprehension. Better to
say boundless, not otherworldly. There's nothing unnatural, only things handled
with less reverence. We're caught in the inability to create creation, though it’s
ours to smash to bits to see how it ticks, proving how easily we might have never
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been, or ever be, in a rock bottom that never began. Prosody cuts conduct and
ethics into gnosis. The meaning of compassion is the manifest.
Words knew they’d need us, their substance, to refer to the unspeakable bliss
that can only be expressed though them, as our viscerality. The literal level exists
as ambiguity that serves the concrete’s need for change, and as unprecedented
existence’s need for original evidence.
Prosody is the metabolism of visible, invisible bodying. This is what I have
meant all along by vibe. Our correlational organ. The recital (without which there
is no context) for finding a way home by spatializing (spiritualizing) space.
The suprasensory buckling columns and pancaking floors slapping
progressively downward in the collapsing of a skyscraper, collapsing the spine
stacked up like gold coins, still spreading panic.
Uncreated words cutting off circulation.
Emptiness, returned to, as no more exoteric than esoteric, rescues human being.
Compassion can have no reference, no object, or it will be quashed by
contingencies. Our meditations fail as premeditation. Impulse is compassion.
Without emptiness there's no instant, no sudden tears as the astonishing
accordionist in the subway station sends forth her dulcet sound, salvaging the lot
of us languishing on the platform. I did die for her, who sustained me for that
moment. While on another front, monster autocrats make the decent people fight
to not fall to their level, where all will be devoured.
A word can differentiate, divide, democratize or dissolve even the identical.
Speaking the unexpressed is creation. (Words are the inexpressible.) How much
more simple can it get? Phonemes are archē. Once Creator thought the words,
already there, for their corresponding objects, they would need to be vocalized.
This is the same as saying that mind and speech entered into union, each before
the other. What then does that make Creator? Who, distilled to AUM, to Am and
to irreducible A, in whom no one can believe.
Doesn’t have parts, it’s everywhere. I mean, any one of the charms I bought and
brought home for my daughter to make her tiaras. Exaltation is always turned on,
though only through its details which at some point, after all the delusions and
desperations play themselves out, suffice. The ethers, oceans and suns are in the
revolving cochlea. Eternal though not imperturbably so.
There’s little occasion for having these discussions about the nature of everyday
speech: whether we “think it ourselves” or think that it's thought thought by
thought. Of course there is trance, the autonomic, channeling, universal grammar,
musing, mediumship, prophecy, revelation, psychoactive ingestion and other
conditions of extraordinary speech. But what I mean is the taking for granted of
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the basic paranormality of the norm. Prosody is active gratitude for the immensity
of interchange, realized in real time in ways that dumbfound by unfettering.
Say this too many ways, but only once, at once.
Differentiation is a symbol of unity.
Only the unknown is home. Composition of the contingent conducting us to the
uncreated — creativity Creation, mother Mother, father Father, Who whole. The
cheap tricks of capitalization capitulation save us from damnation.

PROSODY AS ARCHĒ
This writing on the origin of prosody actually had a false start. I initially set out
to make the case for prosody as the evolutionary protolanguage — starting
relatively recently, with Early Homo and the emergence of symbolic culture, long
after the "beginning" (much less before the beginning.) One step later I was in
freefall down the proverbial rabbit hole … at the bottom of which would open the
bottomless apeiron, initiating the pursuit not of the archē of prosody (which
would have been far simpler to chart, with its course clearly denoted from the
trillion-Kelvin dot nuclei and post-plasmic background radiation forward) but
prosody as archē.
By way of vibration and formation, periodicity, patterning, embodying and
cohering (or “poetics” if you prefer) the natural correlation between prosody and
cosmogony can be proffered. Knowledge of prosody’s connection to the
conditions that brought the cosmos about would require knowledge of the
existence of those conditions, with prosody itself playing an integral part in the
pursuit of such knowledge. The radical, root, premise is that prosody would
naturally be constitutive of the conditions that brought it about — as archē and as
current speech as well.
Typically we think of prosody as a temporal phenomenon ... or at least as
inseparable from time-sensitive formation. Prosody’s spatiality, particularly in
terms of a pure, inceptive space from which the universe possibly formed, is
entirely unexplored. On what grounds to proceed? Is prosody necessarily
experiential, as distinct from conjectural? If cosmos is an epiphenomenon of
consciousness (to take this leap) — consciousness would then be vibrational.

COMING APART AT THE SEAMS AS THESE SENTENCES
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Edgar Alan Poe’s statement (in his last essay Eureka) “because nothing was, all
things are” brings us to a further formulation: nothing having been, by way of
what has never not been, is the way in which all things are. We are so much the
impression of consciousness as to be made of it. Can it be said that consciousness
has ever not been? What’s your understanding, and where is it coming from (if
not from itself)? On what is it predicated? Is it a process of palpating the
imperceptible to produce a pulsation readout? Aren’t comprehension and creation
fully correlated? Is making-things-up convulsively cosmogenic or a mere matter
of more messy manifestation? Is imagination a blueprint? To hear we reverseengineer. Remember, orality was preceded not only by revelation but reception of
a text written in — and indistinguishable from — so-called eternity. The first
poets untranscribed. Listening was that pristine. Listening was itself inceptive. It
still is. Let's call it "hearing." It's hard to describe what actually happens:
existence without prior existence is transliterated in that its text is carried over,
exactly, though orally, without a sound, without actually having been spoken or
read aloud — perhaps as an impulse or jolt without spacetime (and certainly not
syntax) to be unfolded by an organism which the a-primordial text specifically
brought about in order that it be spoken. Now we write, as well, and have a new
evolutionary relationship to the all-containing, undifferentiated dot of dots that
begot the beginning. Writing carves out. Writing carves out what wasn’t. Pieceof-paper infinitely-dense-and-hot sub-infinitesimal dot-breakout. Speaking out at
once extrapolates observed conditions all the way back in time. Prosody is the
autonomic system coordinating all these loose ends, a mixing console beyond our
machinations and imaginations. Poets, as adepts at pitch, pattern, stress, gesture
and suggestiveness are those who pick up on and mess with all this. Apeiron is the
organ of language, prosody its impulse ... always initial. I can’t work out all the
incongruities. Again, only partial can be whole (or there life could never be.)

COMING HOME TO APEIRON
“The Inexpressible is the Great Note that harmonizes all the notes that make up the
expression of nondifferentiation into discrete beings.” — Wang Bi

Doxographers right up to today vent their frustration, indignation and even
surprise over Anaximander’s failure to define apeiron beyond its definitive
identification with archê. Countless books and essays are now being written to fill
in the blanks, bring the seed to fruit or plot fresh courses through the conundrum;
to comb through, iron out or further frazzle. Anaximander may have felt it would
be contradictory to definitively define the indefinite, or that he had indeed been
perfectly, necessarily concise ... or that the act of non-definition completely
conveyed his meaning. Perhaps he in fact had raised apeiron to the heights of the
ineffably self-defining and self-subsisting. Perhaps he had extensively
propounded apeiron ad infinitum in his lost writings and his early commentators,
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faced with Anaximander's prolificacy, determined that extreme aphoristic
abridgement was in order.
Can apeiron be written? If I bring you there, to the “nonwhere” by means of this
perilously practiced ta’wîl, would that be evidence of direct experience, as distinct
from Presocratic or third party hearsay or overheard heresy? Can apeiron, as
Undifferentiated Name, be contained by its name? Could countless definitions
add up and overtake the extent of its indefiniteness — an all-accommodating
account of non-existence following every overtone, modulation, undertone,
connotation, implication, contradiction and concealment as nuanced frequencies
in its illimitable illegibility, altogether sensed as a harmonics we entirely tune to
and address simply by being — an enumeration more exhaustive than counting
every number? A practice too infinite to continue, topples over. Correlation’s
non-illusory lustration, to wash and wash and wash to blot. To exceed the
indefinite, like exceeding the infinite by adding more rooms, as infinite must lose
track. Let live. While eternity turned its attention away, we crept out.

of the world believed to be directly perceived by the senses alone. The books I
take with me to the grave will be left on the street.

INDEFINITE HARMONICS (DELINEATING AND
LEAPFROGGING INFINITIES)
I hear seeing.
Repeat plain truth until it loses its meaning and is only loss. Reread the
unreadable, contrarily. These are the slight fluctuations that led to form. Every
each, specifically not any or outside of.
Plus and minus an all-inclusivity of what is not. And un-specifically not even
remotely part of or made of. The infinitely definable. The impossibility of arriving
at, both within and without.
A word for "entirely distinct from," which doesn't exist. An intense intimacy
with what even infinity over-determines. The use of “is” is demiurgic, perhaps
imperialist.
The leaves that are left on the trees in winter, dark against sunlit bluest sky
behind them. This morning, over a celery root, shitake mushroom, spinach, garlic,
jalapeño omelette billowing between two slices of pan-toasted buckwheat bread, I
can only imagine the grandeur of the initial abstraction.
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Our nature is to be in union with what is not. An oscillation generative of solids,
rapid beyond any conceivable sensor. An impasse behind impassivity. A
continual, unbegun counting, like a song playing in my head. Each number a
starting-line gun, a defibrillation for a new dysrhythmia. Too unique. Jerked
around just like you, I’ll make it to the end. More or less one perfection after
another.
If it is, it’s infinitely divisible. If it’s indivisible, nothing has been left out.
There’s nothing I can’t make inchoate that already is. Know not that which
doesn’t make sense to you (nor the way in which it does not) but that which tells
you so. Subtract energy, then subtract subtract. If you're on top of your game,
offer your self-gratification to another. You’d think two cosmoi couldn’t be both
simultaneous and timeless. Let me rephrase the existent. God is perfect provided
we have no idea what we mean by “provided.” "It all depends on how I look at it"
bores me to death. Ecology in a world revealed as fully as possible by the
existence of as many beings as possible. This degree of sadness is a condition in
which we’re less revealed with each new day. Who die out. Who doubt. God is
unattached. How can I hear the imperturbable? It’s so deafening. How owe who?
Ow oh who. Nothing itself can step forward and snap us out of negative
fascination.
Just a moment. When obvious, add “unless.” Fill in the blank or leave as is (if it
can’t be measured it can’t be) … (then list exceptions.) If it can’t be erased it
can’t be. Delineate a constituent with spatial extent without content. A large
parched vertebrae from the high Chihuahuan Desert set next to a blue
sphygmomanometer. Tongue twister over rough terrain. Peyote locates us, after a
detailed public recitation of my involuted sexual history. Touching only where it
hurts (when it's that which touches that is hurt.) Saving all kinds of boxes for who
knows what.
There are things the omnipotent just won’t do. It won’t include the oblivion of
whatever it would refuse. My thirteen-year old sister had her right arm amputated
to no end. Today she’d be saved. This is which atrocity’s yesterday? Questioning
is incapable. We keep trying to overturn the facts. The indefinite will make you
whole and place you in a frame. In order to not deserve a gift received, in order to
emphasize its good.
True, metaphorically speaking, or not. It’s the principle of disharmony that
disproves, ironically, the autonomy of individuals. We need a local name for the
cosmos in which this condition is apparently the case. A good greater than
maximal happiness for all. Evident because unprovable, the way the word for its
sounds is what it means, purely because agreed upon. Another one of those. All
the ones of those. All those. All.
I’ve had to look up its definition every time I’ve used the word “space.”
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Gracious regardless, gratuitously good. Do all the good you can to not deserve
the gift finally given. It only seems contradictory. The evidence for which is so
hard to come by that it’s necessary to crisscross — not merely cross — the
untraversable.
I know what I would do, not whatever happens. I take that back. Paint each stair
tread a different fluorescent color. To be more perfect, decide to not know. I made
mistakes when I was full and more apt to be mistaken. I still don’t accept help.
Awaiting any windfall to come and squeeze my clown nose — a circus
component infinitely divisible into the various days of countless cosmoi pulsing
in and out of existence in an inflatable pool.
It’s not necessarily redundant to say "infinitely indefinite." The difference to
note between finitely and infinitely indefinite is not only the noting, but the in
between as well. The series of numbers, for example, is actually infinite, while
each number in the series is ordinal; totally tranquilizing Avicenna.
Avoid every preconception, before during and after, to never arrive at definitive
definition of the awkwardly worded originative content. It would take a billion
rocket scientists countless kalpas to see that just anyone would know that an
element can’t rise of itself or create its contrary and remain simple. No preference
formed. No preference formed the phenomenal. One day, a pot to piss in.
In my hand is something other than what I grabbed from the bag, while leaving
only more of it in the bag than before. Realism is in the particulars, without a
boundless stockpile elsewhere. Our creativity can’t be a mere instance. How
many infinities fail to meet the criteria for their disproof? How many will come to
exist simply because they are not demonstrably impossible? Demonstrate that you
can’t imagine this or that — determined by the ability or inability of the
estimative organ that can’t even picture itself. If it reaches the limit beyond which
there is no limit, sit back, enjoy the ride. I have a set of construction plans for
“qualitatively infinite.” Fits on a napkin, a matchbook. A mastodon.
Is it beyond comprehension or simply of no concern?
Neverless. An all-inclusiveness in which deities comfortably subsist. How can it
be even more infinite, ever the less. Paint this on the ceiling of an atom ... on any
ordinary surface, at this point, now that there are no observable obstacles.
Meaning waits for me to add to meaning to it. Come to life my life. Turn Tartarus
back to mystery school. The genie was not in a lamp until there was a lamp.
Apodictic presupposition, meaning I don’t know what I mean either. This is my
experience. Noneless. Countless concoctures. Without the. More than all is made
of. Otherwise the wholeworks would grind to a halt. Was the word 'apeiron' even
in use in Miletus.
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Unentertained. Mule. Mutile. Cosmoitic. Cosmitotic. Cosmeiosis. Excessive
cosmauxesis. Parallel and materially unrelated though born of one what. What
would without limit with and without? One place and time in the place and time
of another place and time. Now that I think of it. It can’t come from what it is.
What else could limitless mean? We even feel that love and mind are anthropic,
who gave birth to the inanimate (as only we could) that it might be. Everything is
speaking, with the exception of everything.
Unshelled peanuts from Chinatown left on the window ledge for brownstone
blue jays. Changeless constitutes everything that does. The interdependence of the
literal and the metaphoric outlines an originary ornament, dependent upon
progression. At some point there must be basic reconfigurable parts that can’t
break down any further. A cycle can’t start from scratch each instant and still be a
duration in which the blue jays return to the window to pick up the peanuts, shells
and all, and fly off. Why this happens instead of nothing is due to the
irrepressibility of beauty.
That thought is my irreducible part. The fat melting away from flesh. Greased
crematoriums. Mud mother. Must not-evident always be more real? I keep
coming back. Because it’s unclear doesn’t mean it’s indefinite. Keep conferring
attributes upon. Filling the time of which there’s none. Frills the kill, without
which we couldn’t suffer our losses. The point from which a thing is first
observable and not a moment sooner exists.
I, for one, can’t be predicated on things that would then not be. Not even an
existence that didn’t come to exist. Though I can wrap my head around that, and
though I am at home in all we’ll ever symbolize of the nonexistent, I can simply
incinerate at any synapse. I’ll be fine.
What can be pinned down is fictitious. I don’t reread I re-corpse until I breathe
again for the first time. Dollhouse elevator, cookie cutter decor, Easter basket
hung from the ceiling, rainbow sequin curtain, beaded jaguar head, mortar mix of
only lime and sand, pear and millet porridge, framed Antonie van Leeuwenhoek
engravings, woodworking clamps, rolling pin, thinly-sliced birch branch bulb
ornament from Finland, empty plastic Radio City Rockettes popcorn souvenir,
what seeps through tissue in the one room in which this is being written.
Indefinite will be my last lover as it has been all my loves all along flaring up,
filling the cut-out reality claiming my pressure is the imperishable breaking the
spell of specifics, bursting the final colossal superposition.
How many worlds would it take for each one of them to be comprised of all the
others? How far could “far” ever be, knowing it is me? I did the time, only to be
freed to knock my crown foramina against the underside above. Because we can
pose only trick questions, our sense of hearing must be breathtaking. Infinity is no
more than that which is enough. Conceptually, in relation to what’s at stake, it’s a
mercy; something to sleep on. As a backup, I’ve built a universe outside itself for
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polymathic invisibility-skeptics; replete with septic systems plugged with
godawful apeirons causing supposition sepsis ... “turning tissue to shit” (as my
mother’s doctor said so delicately of her undiagnosable and ultimately
iatrogenically fatal disease.) Rot is alive. Anything that begins is but love that
overcomes us. Invert abiogenesis in one breath.
Once the apeiron is identified as the organ of language (masked as the inferior
frontal gyrus) it speaks for itself, noting only language itself is vast enough to be
idiomatic. Not only Mitochondrial Eve or Mater Matter, and not even a shared
subjective identification with the whole cosmos as ancestral ecology … rather, the
apeiron, our one womb that we never leave, is earthling indivisibility; felt as
something rather than nothing, in the sense that “things” could have — and do —
go either way, in the immeasurable power of suggestion.
What’s left to forget? Don’t even want how greatly you’ll benefit, in order to
benefit even ever more. Words don’t survive their meanings. That we even have
thoughts! God is what we don’t know. This total intimacy is not a name that can
be named, but a name that names — inconceivably subtle enough to cause at first.
The word exists before it’s spoken. Do we then say that it doesn’t exist? The
word exists without being spoken. Afterwards as well. After having not existed at
all.
Granting precious little to speech, so intent on what we’re trying to say, as if
speaking for ourselves — while the words we use to describe the world actually
constitute it. And when words that actually constitute language are used to
describe language, we must be mindful of the colossal energy losses.

NEITHER CORRELATED OR CO-EXISTENT NOR
EQUIVALENT BUT SELFSAME
“Concerning the unseen, the gods have clarity, but it is for men to conjecture from
signs.” — Alcmaeon (DK24B1; tpc)

Anaximander’s astrophysics boils down to apeiron is archê. But can the
formula reduce any further? How could anything other than origin itself be the
origin? For that matter, following this abductive heuristic to its finish, I would
ask: how could origin even be original?
First, there is the antonymic tension, with the primary divide
existence/nonexistence. Really, what’s the difference? — certainly not the death
of any one of us who will have existed, as though the two contraries could ever be
un-intertwined. And, moving ahead a millionth of a fraction of a second in newly
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created time, according to most cosmogenic accounts, it was opposed elements
that seeded creation — whether the good and evil of dualist cosmologies, water
and fire of elemental creation myths, hypostasized rival gods such as Set and
Osiris, or the more amoral, nature-based, complementary contrariety of yin and
yang adjoined as sunny and shady sides of a mountain.
This integrative, implicate writing, to a great extent, has developed by means of
correspondences (bandhu, in Sanskrit, "kinship" "respect") although only in order
to exhaust correlational perception and open to the freer (potentially infinite)
prompts and patternings of the syncretic mind. Interfacing antitheticals (like
existence/nonexistence) is also integral to this integrative approach. Still, there is
a more basic "nature" beyond correspondence and the complimentarity and
interdependence of opposites that underlies my process. Correspondences can
collapse into one, or scatter aimlessly. Contraries can be one and the same. I
would be unable to identify myself or identify with my practice if, for example,
my person, prayer, poetry and part played in harmonizing existence were not
identical. There must be a word for this. The closest term I've heard of is the
Gaudīya-Vaishnava acintya bheda abheda (inconceivable difference
nondifference.)
Even within the compound word “undifferentiated” a contradiction abounds
between the interdependent needs of affix and stem. Inversely, "un" (annulling)
can be used to differentiate all kinds of non-existences. These aren't word games,
but language as divisiveness and indivisibility carrying out incongruity and
interconnectedness as having always been one.
Are apeiron and archê identically differentiated or perhaps differently
indistinguishable? Is there a nondual word not bound by spacetime? If I state that
apeiron and archê are equivalent (as they certainly cannot be poised as contraries)
I still uphold the pair as binary. Equivalent what? What’s between them, binding
them, blowing “apart” apart? To say “homologous” suggests developmental
separation. “Interchangeable” still plays on the weight of phenomenal distinction:
one in place of another. “Synonymous” is seductive but still sorts into separate
words and respective sounds. And “coevality” is of course a duet. Maybe
something more like quantum’s particle/wave same-phenomenon … yet that
construct dichotomizes the viewing and deals with effect, not cause. Even in
multi-phonic “AUM” one’s mind diffuses into the pre-eminence of Atman, while
the Vedantic term advaita (nondual) requires a positive to negate along with an
illusory world to deal with as it falls in line with other nondualist traditions that
situate the battle not between poles but against polarity per se, in contradiction
with the fullness of differentiation, unable to be anything other than all its
contrary is not.
The only vernacular that prevails in my spacetime freefall is, rather surprisingly
“selfsame.” At least for now, “selfsame” clears the mind — apeiron and archê as
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selfsame. Does it work? What would be the criteria with which to tell? Does this
word liberate the mind or end suffering once it touches archê to apeiron?
Call in another correlate? Put it to the test. E.g., in Mahayana Buddhism,
emptiness (sunyata) and compassion are selfsame (this is the "Great Seal") — the
experience of absolute boundlessness breaks down the boundaries between us. Or
perhaps, inversely, the experience of relative compassion opens the mind’s innate
spaciousness. If not the selfsame experience of origin, what would be bliss?
(Aristotle did speak practically of happiness as a lifelong practice with conduct
and quality of mind as selfsame: "For as it is not one swallow or one fine day that
makes a spring, so it is not one day or a short time that makes a person blessed
and happy." (Nicomachean Ethics, 1098a18.) Are Apeiron and sunyata selfsame
(just because I suggest?) and inseparable from experiential states of highest
greatest awareness? Does what-is-not consist of — or is it itself — bliss? Mind is
an altered state of mind, most of all in its pure absence of contingency and
sickness. Is this the Great Plan: the original arising of the world, creating conflicts
through which those in conflict decondition themselves and become a selfsame
selfsame as bliss? But is selfsame itself the selfsame as anything else? Does “as”
apply? Is the unremarkable strangeness of "as" the final barrier?
Nothing can come between. Nothing is between. Between is nothing. Between
nothing.
If there is no elephant in the room can it be said that the room contains
elephantlessness, even though no one is wondering whether there is or is not an
elephant in the room? Although the substance of heaven and hell can’t be found
(other than the earth itself) their allure nonetheless steers people around. Both
heaven and the absence of elephant are ascribed … just like the room. Agreed
upon terms are the most egregious of human hungers, guaranteeing we get what
we want once we cannot.
Name something you’re not thinking of.
When the room is empty and we’re emptied of the room, why would there be
light, and how would pure light not be loss of life? Who’d want light alone?
Who'd ever want light alone cannot be other than light. Who wanted light alone
can no longer want. What we’d call, from our embodied beings as heavenly
bodies, nectar. Nectar streaming from a heart whose body is now everything.
Experience without an experience.
I write to be converted. No, saved. What, exactly, would be saved, if not when?
I write to no longer be stirred. To be done and unbegun among us.
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THE SCALE OF THE ECOLOGY OF THE NONSTOP LITURGY
KNOWN AS SPEECH
I either and neither nor either nor neither am and am not that I am.
Sounds wonderful. But in a world rife with violence, poverty, bigotry, greed and
warring sides both divinely justified, how can we keep our clarities from causing
further confusion? Perhaps contraries are a contrivance, a superimposition, and
not an objective observation of nature. (The Paleo-Siberian Lygoravetlat people
see their cosmogenic spirits as cooperative.) Perhaps al-Ghazālī’s threshold from
which nothing-could-possibly-be-more-wonderful-than-what-is is too resigned.
Perhaps the scientific method and the unknowable are already and always
blissfully selfsame and there’s nothing to critique. For mortals, perhaps
immemorial dread of death and dread of nothingness are selfsame and we’ll
always be half-homeless. Perhaps God both is and is not creation alone. In a
world always in need of being made real, how might the potentials of prosody
serve as guide?
I’d like to close this section on apeiron by performing a final, prosodic ta’wîl on
word-use itself — an experiential etymology, if you will — tracing moral dualist
cosmogony to its source in ancient Persian Zoroastrianism and ultimately to the
nuanced multidimensionality of the key Avestan word aṣ̌a — “truth.” My
intention, here, is to get at the root of word-use and show our rootedness in
speech.
Rabindranath Tagore (in a forward to The Divine Songs of Zarathushtra tr. D.J
Irani) stated that Zoroaster was the first person to give religion “a definitely moral
character and direction.” (The implication is that Zoroaster radically reformed the
existing tribalistic, bloodstained culture of worship.) In Tagore’s view, Zoroaster
defined his faith by contrasting tradition and truth “which comes like an
inspiration out of context with its surroundings.” But Zoroaster’s prophetic
innovation, as I see it, exceeded even the ethical dimension. Travel back to
prehistory and imagine “truth” itself, as a concept, as conscience, not yet existing,
ripe for being initially conceived. To meaningfully read the Gathas (the oldest
and innermost core of the Avesta) — to read for theophany — it would be
essential to perform a sort of reverse mantic engineering on the terms of the
divergent translations, in order to be reconstituted on the Old Avestan Persian
Plateau, and at least glimpse the perilous meanings that were originally revealed
to Zoroaster. And the message of the Gathas alone would not have been enough
to ensure their survival. Their intricate, concatenating, agrammatical and
incantatory prosody would also have had to engage in battle and enthrall the
enemies of the new, truth-based theology. In our current, relativistic world, after
bludgeoning each other for millennia over absolutes, it’s easily imaginable that
truth doesn't exist (that truth isn't true, that perception of truth reigns supreme) or
that realization of the absence of truth is itself enlightenment. But for now, don
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the heuristic of spiritual truth having never arisen — no such truth to even negate
— considering as well the possibility that we’ve become so disillusioned and
distanced from truth that we’ve lost track of any possible functioning, beneficial
definition.
The standard, narrow meaning of aṣ̌a is “truth” (Plutarch translated aṣ̌a as
alētheia.) What is it that makes truth true. Where is it made true and for whom?
Another meaning of aṣ̌a is “existence.” Yet another meaning is “creation” as
primordially ordered, including moral order, implying further “right working” and
“properly joined together.” But the overarching signification of aṣ̌a is "truestatement.” What is it that makes truth true, specifically in the active sense of
truth being stated (as though it is statement that makes truth true) manifested by
speech as existence itself? What makes a true statement true … a statement so
totally attuned as to reciprocally make the cosmos ring true — which is to at once
ask: what did Zoroaster see?
Both aṣ̌a and its Vedic cognate ṛtá derive from Proto-Indo-Iranian hr̥tás which
stems from h₂r̥tós “to fit.” The Old Avestan language of the Gathas and the
Sanskrit of the Rigveda are sister dialects, distinguished more patently by certain
phonetic shifts than grammar. Aṣ̌a/ṛtá is the primary ethical concept in the Gathas
and Rigveda. The entire edifice of Western morality is founded on aṣ̌a/ṛtá. It is
the name for the observation of — and reverence for — the workings of the
natural order, the awe of it all holding together. It’s the omnipotent wisdom
manifest as the patterning and periodicity of the manifest world. Aṣ̌a/ṛtá is nature
inclusive of the cosmos; a nature in which any separation of human behavior
would be inconceivable. Aṣ̌a/ṛt is that according to which all things happen. God,
cosmogony, consciousness, ecology, ethical conduct and the ceremonies for
maintaining the intactness of the whole are interactively constitutive of aṣ̌a/ṛtá as
true-statement. The Gathas often condense this ethical ecology (or behavioral
cosmology?) into the concise formula: humata hūxta huvaršta “well thought, well
said, well done.” It’s also possible that Heraclitan logos (“that which everything
happens according to” and “truth is that which is confirmed by all facts
universally”) was influenced by aṣ̌a/ṛtá, as Heraclitus’ native city (Ephesus) was,
at the time, part of the Persian Achaemenid Empire. (The element of “fire” was
archê for both Heraclitus and Zoroaster, as well.)
With aṣ̌a/ṛtá as its proper medium, it is prosody that makes true this true
statement by composing with every expressive (gestural, vocal, implicative)
component that constitutes aṣ̌a/ṛtá according to its nature. Prosody is the
embodiment of Logos; the Logos that would otherwise be relegated to the abstract
and inertly absolute. In terms of poetry (as the key element of the rituals
(haurvatat) that harmoniously hold everything together, truth is predicated on an
effective joining of words within language’s own nature, capable of causing such
truth. And given that the Gathas are metered, liturgical songs revealed in a purely
oral tradition, the phonic aspect of the verses would have been as revelatory of
meaning as the lexical features. Newly prophetic, newly prosodic. The Gathas are
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anything but “doctrine cast into poetic form.” (See, for example, the essays of
Martin Schwartz: Sound, Sense, and Seeing in Zoroaster: The Outer Reaches of
Orality, Cama Oriental Institute Congress Volume, 1991; Coded Sound Patterns,
Acrostics, and Anagrams in Zoroaster's Oral Poetry, Schmitt and Skjaervoe,
Studia Grammatica Iranica, Festschrift fur Helmut Humbach, 1986; Dimensions
of the Gāthās as Poetry
http://www.hridayamyoga.com/martinschwartz/pdf/SchwartzGathasFINAL_AT_
MS.pdf.)
Truth is physics, if only we knew.
Truth is its (truth’s) origin, without it (truth). Perfectly enough.
The Gathas function on what is now a largely lost scale of ecology. Perhaps it’s
our inability to recognize the ways in which our typically earth-centric and egoist
actions might maintain the integrity of the whole (by performing the sacrifices of
truth as existence) that enables us to be so destructive locally (i.e., globaly.) (Only
two months ago, a few days before Christmas 2019, the president of the U.S.
signed into law the creation of a new military branch called Space Force,
declaring space a “warfighting domain” — a Donald Rumsfeld dream-come-true,
and de facto obliteration of the archê of space as pristine primordiality, our
deepest sense of home.)

THUS FAR THUS
There is a tension between the ideal and the real. Proffering the ideal is ethical
only if presented with a realistic (truthful) practice. Otherwise, we're caught in the
fantasy of cutting all tension (via samadhi, nihilism, private wealth, cynicism,
entertainment, violence, wishful thinking, addictions, withdrawal and so on)
without necessarily acting on ethical outcomes.
It’s the very constitution of the Gathas that makes them a particularly lucid
ethical practice. The Gathas embed the terms of truth in experience. They
demystify ponderous terms such as “good” and “evil” and offer a framework for
questioning and addressing Creator/Creation. But above all, the Gathas are nonprescriptive; they serve to heighten awareness in a field of implications and
consequences for committing one’s free will to outcomes that bring harmony and
happiness ... or, on the other hand, more discord. Again, Tagore: “Zarathushtra
was the greatest of all the pioneer prophets who showed the path of freedom to
men, the freedom of moral choice, the freedom from blind obedience to
unmeaning injunctions.” Creativity is the act of choosing creation. (Is not creative
destruction oxymoronic?) I could suggest that the behaviors which cause you
unhappiness go against the grain of existence, and leave it to you (as did
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Zoroaster) to decide for yourself what this truth implies in any given context.
Doing the right thing is not doctrinal but individually decisive, revealed through
attuning to aṣ̌a/ṛtá. The composition of the cosmos, its course, at this point, is not
about to undergo fundamental change. Thus the integrity of the whole can only be
maintained by our freedom of discernment. Zoroastrian cosmogony is a ditheism
interfacing the moral opposites of benevolence and malevolence. We inherit this
adversarial tension by coming into existence. Things could have gone either way;
things could have gone any way — yet the primordial tension didn’t produce
disorder or some other order, it “chose” exactly this, the form of creation, our
home arisen from home (however hidden.) Our moral choices and creativities,
when aligned, sustain exactly this: creation over nonexistence and incoherence. In
the Gathas, “good” and “bad” bear on human attributes, and are scarcely (if at all)
hypostasized as deities, demons, personifications or abstractions. The real drama
of existence takes place in the arena of the mind, and the Gathas implore vohu
manah “good purpose, good conscience” over aka manah “bad intent” and
acištəm manah “the worst thinking.”
Again, truth-telling in the Gathas is not metaphysical, rather it is embodied and
situated in a whole ethical, enactive and deeply harmonizing ecology. To act in
ways that are not in keeping with the attuned mind of aṣ̌a/ṛtá ecology is to deny
life at its source. The Gathic list of negative mental and behavioral consequences
includes: anger, deception, looting, aggression, insolence, affliction and
duplicitous speech. Rudolph Steiner associated the Gathic angra mainyu
“maligning mind” with materialism, objectivity and hardheartedness. In defense
of life itself, Zoroaster literally, directly, identified and addressed — did battle
with — phenomena of the mind. Here are a few Gathic excerpts adapted from
Yasna 32, 3-11:
But you O products of the Worst Intentions and Self-Interest, and of deceit and of
arrogance…
…you defrauded the people of happy lives and the chance for ever-living bliss, as the
Worst Thought used negative mind and harmful speech to envenom the spirit and ruin
humankind…
…Who dwell in the Worst Mind destroy understanding, destroy the design of life and
prevent the realization of Good Conscience from being valued. It is with these words that
I cry out to you, Uncreated Wisdom, and to existence as Your Truth expressed…
…Who feed enmity abhor the Ox and shun the Sun, refusing to honor the Living World,
turning the pious into impostors, laying waste to the fields and raising weapons against
the innocent. It is the Liars, exalted as leaders and elites, who extinguish life, depriving
others of their inheritance of amity and benevolence and dissuade them from their Best
Intentions, O Lord.

Perhaps reaching back to ancient Iranian religious poetry only serves to rarefy
the performance of aṣ̌a/ṛtá. At the same time, it’s crucial to note that true-
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statements consonant with a boundless ethical ecology are commonplace. And if
this commonplace occurrence weren’t the case, I doubt we’d still be “here.”
Aṣ̌a/ṛtá can be alive in every breath; it can be seen in the everyday decency of
countless people, like my own parents; in the detonative denotation of Will
Alexander’s poetry; in the “inter-being” and simplified belly breathing of Thich
Nhất Hạnh.
One instance in particular (of the anciently current commonplace occurrence of
profound ethical coherence) comes immediately to mind, and I believe it will be a
fitting way to close this essay. I recently had the good fortune of attending a
performance of Indian Kuchipudi dance. In this classical form, the dancer merges
her presence with her adornments — makeup, jewelry, costume, sacred
Ghungaroos bells — and acknowledges that the movement of her human body
represents the movement of the entire universe. She then conducts a puja, which
is a “sacrifice” or yajna akin to Avestan yasna (the name given to the Zoroastrian
hymns.) The Kuchipudi puja is an act of adoration of the particular deity the
dancer will dramatize and merge into. This puja is also an act of worshipping the
stage itself as the One Source of Creation. Immediately before the dance begins
the dancer performs a namaskaram by touching her eyes and then bowing to
touch the ground. The entire performance is consecrated by this initial gesture of
the dancer touching her eyes as part of the namaskaram —the bowing to the
supreme within another or within that which one is doing. (I was later told that the
dancer can't begin without forming this gesture. Through the namaskaram the
dancer asks Mother Earth to forgive her for the tapping on the ground she is about
to begin, avowing that Mother Earth is as precious to her as her eyes.) As I was
transfixed by her gesture, by its degree of graciousness in honoring the Earth and
Cosmos through a formal practice, everything fell into place for me. I saw that
actions congruous with the preciousness of the gift of life we've been given are
possible, are actual. I even enjoined the namaskaram to somehow “cover” for me,
as I make my living as an architect — gouging the Earth, cutting channels into
her, tearing out her rooted beings, displacing her insect and microbial
communities, converting her body into building materials — bearing
responsibility for incalculable and unceremonious destruction.
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STARTING BEFORE THE BEGINNING
"... uta tvah paśyan na dadarśa vācam uta tvah srnvan na srnoty enam." And many a one
who sees has not seen speech and many a one who hears does not hear it.
—
Rigveda 10,71,4
"If you cannot picture God in a way that strengthens you, you need to read more of my
poems."
— Mirabai (c. 1498—c.
1546)
"All the three worlds would become engulfed in blinding darkness if the light called
'word' did not shine throughout creation."
— Dandin, Kāvyādarśa (Pariccheda 1.4) (earliest known text on Sanskrit
poetics)

To startle is to start. To be struck. Shaken. To stir. To word. To touch upon. To
hurt. To treat. To entreat. And each word is startling, in that it is, and in that it
apparently makes sense. And making sense starts and starts again ... and so sense
suffers, as it becomes over and over and over again, as it can't ever get itself over
with.
The original startling event is, of course, existence itself. Perhaps cosmologists
would be the first to attest that the observable world could not have come from
absolutely nothing. There were prefatory conditions, were there not? Such
conjectural conditions are considered undemonstrable and typically lie outside of
conventional scientific inquiry (as does unconventional prosody.)
I've been writing about prosody for decades. At one point, well into my story of
prosody, I felt that I needed to stop, go back, and start from the beginning. I
quickly realized that prosody itself doesn't start from the beginning. It starts
before the beginning ... even in the unbegun. What is most startling about prosody
is its originative role in the scheme of things. It is constitutive of its own initial
conditions, and these conditions and cosmogenesis are one and the same process.
More specifically, as prosody can only be known experientially, this writing will
present a practicing of prosody — as distinct from (though inclusive of) an
understanding and history of prosody.
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And this startling, creational nature of prosody can indeed be practiced.
How to credibly start the story before the beginning, in prosody's cosmogonic
role? I began to write a tantra for the practice of listening back before observable
phenomena, to prosody's constitutive role in creation's initial conditions. Although
"tantra" is a troubled term, it is its equivocal and controversial nature itself that I
find accommodating. Tantra is a syncretic, exegetical form of theory, theology,
soteriology, ascetic instruction and bodily practices rolled into one; it struck me as
the only sort of writing that could accept the experience I needed to undergo. I
was also well aware that many of the texts I'd turn to in order to tell this
beginningless story would be tantric, and that I would be formally influenced —
even liberated — accordingly.
Through tantra it can be asked: is there a sacrifice poets are no longer
performing that is crucial for maintaining the intricate web of being, and the
wellbeing of the interrelationship between being and not-being?

SELF-OCCURRING WORDS
The impossibility of arriving at a starting point for a writing that must start
before our beginning was solved when I recently discovered that not only
prosodic patterning (proleptic phoneme-potencies, seed-sounds, meters,
incantatory cadence-templates, mantras, unmanifest speech) but poets themselves
were indeed the "non-existence" that preceded creation — even more startling!
The 6th book of the Satapatha Brahmana (an Iron Age Vedic commentary) opens
with this seemingly implausible claim:
"... in the beginning there was here the non-existent. As to this they say, 'What
was that non-existent?' The poets (rishis), assuredly, it is they that were the nonexistent. As to this they say, 'Who were those poets?' The poets, doubtless, were
the breaths: inasmuch as before this universe, they, desiring it, wore themselves
out with toil and austerity (tapas: hardships, devotions, meditations,
mortifications, acts of compassion; to heat up, to incubate, to burn away
impurities), therefore they are called poets."
Who can fully fathom what a poet is? Perhaps there is a particular fundament
per poet. Perhaps the whole point is that poets are those who exist without
inherences. How do words arise? With what do we understand? These aren't
rhetorical questions, just as this writing is not punditry but support for practice —
a practice of hearing-before-the-beginning — and an exacting empirical
introspection into that which introspects and the concomitant terms for
understanding the introspective process. The Satapatha Brahmana underscores
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the word tapas. Just as poetic tapas were prerequisite for creation itself, they are
requisite for realizing our individualized creativities in their constitutive
relationships with phenomena.
And, taking the Vedas as root texts and portal to prehistory and the primordial,
it's crucial to understand the way in which the Vedic poets were not "original."
The Vedas as a whole (the Samhitas, Upanishads, Brahmanas and Aranyakas) are
defined as śruti 'that which is heard.' The Vedic poets, through their rigorous
ascetics and aesthetics, wore themselves away in order to open their cognitive
hearts and hear. Moreover, these poets (the rsis and kavis 'seers') were
synesthetic, seeing (root: drs) what is real (rta) though their hearts' (hrd) inspired
thought (manisa).
Language is revealed, not learned or built-in. We learn how to bring forth what
is bestowed. Insight into the process of revelation might indeed prove to be the
missing link to our understanding of the elusive origin of language and the nature
of cognition in relation to the arising of words. In the rsis' vibratory and
luminescent phonophany, revelations of world and word are not only indivisible,
they're identical. Vedic verses are referred to as apauruṣeyā 'unauthored'; an
omniscience tapped into, a ceaseless stream of revelation tuned into — instances
of grace, with any "constructedness" on the part of the poet being consistent with
the immediate recognition. Poets are elementally what the world is. There's
nothing paranormal about this equation. Rather, it's a matter of right practice, of
remaining startled, unhabituated, not caught up in cause and effect and,
paradoxically, seeing what is evident as the hidden, the hidden as evident, and
above all, attesting to the play of the veil between the two.
Prosody didn't begin with the primordial substance (prakrti). It was, and
remains, an expression of the consciousness that brought forth the phenomenal
universe. The Vedic mantras are considered the sound correlates of form.
Recitation of the sound impulses contained in the mantras (the hymns the Vedic
poets heard ambiently) brought forth the world of form. This early sound-form
nondifference set a major precedent for subsequent poetic and religious
movements on the subcontinent (Upaniśadic Pranava, Mīmāṁsā philosophy,
Bhakti nama-kirtana, etc.) Of course the context in which names and objects are
non-different is not the same context in which names are conventionally assigned
and nonduality is disdained as esoteric. Only in a mundane mono-dimensionality
are all levels of existence not experienced as one.
"In the beginning Brahmā formed, from the words of the Vedas alone, the names, forms
and functions of the gods and other beings." — Vishnu Purana I.5.62 (like all Puranas,
premised on the Vedas, and impossible to date)
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FROM VAK TO VEDIC RITUAL TO UPANIŚADIC
SOUND SOTERIOLOGY AND BACK
What, exactly, were the rsis hearing? — the transmutative relaying of the
cosmogonic language which conventional language is derived from. In Puranic
cosmogonies the Creator is typically depicted as being composed of the Vedas.
With each new creation cycle (or kalpa, which the Bhagavata Purana defines as
4.32 billion years, or one day in the life of Brahmā) recitation of the originative
mantras manifests the manifold forms anew. The Creator (whether identified as
Brahmā, Śakti, Vishnu, Īśvara, Krsna, Śiva, Devī, etc.) is, in effect, this recitation,
while the rsis' reception of apaureysa (authorless language) is the direct audition
of creation. Integral to this cosmogonic recitation is the natural language of
Sanskrit, distinguishable as the non-difference of
word/name/sound/meaning/form/function — a non-difference initiated by mantra,
thereby defining the nature of mantra.
In support of the self-authorization of the Vedas, the Mīmāmsā Sutra (ca. 300200 BCE) refers to the uncreated, inherent bond between word and meaning as
the doctrine of autpattika sambandha 'eternal correlation' (I.1.5). The thoroughly
inter-correlated world of autpattika sambandha is at least as plausible — and far
more potentiating — an understanding of the origination of language and
language as origination as our confused contemporary conflict of linguistic
indigeneity versus input and imposition (or innate versus acquire, nature/nurture,
if you will.)
Creation itself is the vast avatāra; with each word — natural or conventional
— as the sound and meaning embodiment of divine presence (perhaps our speech
is even more miraculous if oblivious to this.) Moreover, the cosmogonic
interdependence between word and meaning corresponds to the uncreated mantras
pulsing primordially, as phenomena's unobservable initial conditions. In this light,
the mantras are either before the beginning or beginningless ... and there is a
traditional practice for experiencing precisely this fluctuation.
Although the four oldest books of the Vedas are a form of mantra (as defined
above), we don't ordinarily associate mantra — typically known for its brevity —
with text, hymn, scripture, instruction, philosophy or even poetry per se. It was
the Upaniśadic sages (c 800 BCE—200 CE) who re-purposed mantra, demoting
and paring down the elaborately ritualistic Vedic sacrifice and recitation to direct
meditative knowledge realized through root mantras, seed-syllables and lone
phonemes, ultimately abbreviating and encapsulating the entirety of Vedic
wisdom in the potency of Om. On one level this writing is a tracing of this shift
from word primacy (Vak and Sabdabrahman) to sound primacy (Nadayoga), and
its concurrent impact on the prosodic practices I'm developing in circling back to
the "word."
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The impulse to speak, the uncoiling of each word, from wherever, from
nowhere, from Narayana, nonexistence or the Unstruck, is the Beloved, is the
Name, Energy, Kundalini, Tatvamasi, Sarasvatī, Śakti. The impulse to speak is
the root of the Pranava, is love of Vāk, love from Vāk; it is what is omniscience
— the only sufficient word for which is ... word, though unheard, like a language
of vibration-in-waiting; in order that we might go on expressing ourselves ad
infinitum, ad nauseam, so that "anything can appear"; in order that there be
potential owing its own being to our acts and accidents. The impulse to speak and
to conceive — our hearing, our phonics, spoken, unspoken and unspeakable — is
perhaps the only possible analogy for the act of Creation, i.e., for itself, as that
act. It is its own analogy. What this means is that awareness is unrestricted, at this
point, at this bindu. Each word is a dissolution of the speaker, both terrifying and
joyous — that's what it takes to utter a word, to blackout to be able to break the
air, to send forth what is happening to us by means of speaking. Vedically, it's
called the cosmogonic udder. Burning butter, cream of cremation. We're offered
up, word by word. We're no more owners of our own coherence than, say, bottled
water corporations — Nestlé, Televisión Azteca, Comcast, PepsiCo — own the
water pumped from common aquifers. It's an impression, a scar. Just as one's
words may also harm others. (Language is samsara's weapon of choice.)
Speech is one body, across species, throughout the insentient — name it what
you wish. Our illimitable words are unable to be created or destroyed, while
language's limited speakers suffer every loss.
Secrecy is out of the (body) bag. Each word is a sacrifice. Speech can only be
purifying, even when it putrefies. We can't damage language. It's pure energy. We
can, on the other hand, hurt ourselves. Stillness is the greatest reverberation. It's
gruesome to drain our lives away in divisions, like inscrutable/apparent,
doubtful/devout, extraordinary/ordinary, featured/featureless. It's all so
phenomenal. We're materialized by murder mystery. The air in one's lungs is part
of all of space. The water in one's cochlea is inseparable from water of life or the
mythic watery chaos. One's metabolism is an infinitesimal center of infinite
energy (and vice versa.) The sound waves we produce accord with those
fluctuations that formed the observable universe. We're here, and then we're not.
Nothing could possibly be more esoteric than the exoteric!
Of course, all sorts of views fall outside one's limited vision — we don't agree
— and this is necessary for filling out the picture, the phenomenal portion of the
space of all possibilities. And the living corpse, the reactant, readily seeks and
accedes to limitation and division … while prosody is the openness and fluency
between any two.
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UNSTRUCK AND UNHURT
... and this startling, inceptive nature of prosody can indeed be practiced,
moment to moment, unbeknownst, or knowingly madly in love with Mother
Language, conversationally or as pointedly poetic. But, because I'm intent on
beginning the story of prosody before the beginning (as I beg my unbegun mind
to bear down on this bewildering matter) I'll begin with a traditional practice of
attuning to sound-origination.
In hearing before the beginning — what is heard — is named anahata-nada,
literally 'unstruck sound.' Anahata-nada is a South Asian soteriological sound
meditation dating back at least to the later Upaniśads. Unstruck sound is sound
without a cause — one "thing" is not struck against another. There's no contact,
no conflict, concept, conditions, friction, confrontation or contradictory forces. It's
self-arising, bearing the potential for all sound and consequent differentiation of
form.
Anahata also means 'uninjured' — less in the sense of "healing" and more
significantly "that which can't be hurt" (though the two states are obviously
interrelated.) Anahata is the name of the tantric heart center (cakra), as well.
Anahata is thus a hearing heart, an inhering sound that can't be put to work, pick
up a cause, comply with conditions or transport a force: inhearing. As such, it's
associated with equanimity and non-reactivity and the ability to make decisions
outside the realm of cause and effect, un-coerced by our fatalistic tendencies —
an open, spontaneous "listening with the ear of your heart" (as Bhaktas,
Benedictines or Buddhists would say).
Stemming from — and searching for — the pulsatile nature of consciousness, a
3-week-old embryo's heart-tube spontaneously begins to bulge and beat for a
lifetime. Nonetheless, this heart center in tantric practice has been named anahata
"without beat." And traditionally, in most texts, the unstruck sound is described as
that which is heard in the heart — a paradox that overrides its very functionality
as that which beats ... attesting to its deeper nature as the organ of expansive
listening and equanimity.
Anahata is the heart-tremoring of the basic energy underlying all phenomena,
the ground that gives forth all formative rhythms, the same ground into which our
lives ultimately dissolve. The ground is Nature inclusive of cosmos, held in the
heart. The energy is a pulsating, living light. The luminosity repeatedly attributed
to the unstruck is a metonym for consciousness itself. Cosmogenically considered,
the unstruck sound was produced when consciousness initially turned toward
itself. In part, unstruck practice is an awareness of words as awareness-as-words.
Here, one can only speak from experience ... or perhaps imploringly for the
experience one seeks. How do we know? Clearly, we're being called forth. Words
for enlightenment confuse and suffuse each other across our various faculties and
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traditions, while words from wisdom-as-what-is act as creational translucencies
that pass into each other in a space in which everything is made possible
(including within this writing.)
Because the unstruck doesn't exist as anything whatsoever, absolutely anything
can come from it. If the unstruck were differentiated, it would be unable to host
what appears. Without the host, nothing forms. If the unstruck itself were to
change into all that arises, nothing more could arise; we'd be used up,
unrenewable; like a mirror that accumulates all its reflections, blotting itself out, a
soundscape in which frequencies never die out. Thus the unstruck is that pulsation
in which everything that is possible is possible. The sage, aesthetician, musician,
Abhinavagupta (924-1020 CE) referred to the unstruck sound as the highest form
of consciousness; we need only follow the reverberation home, until it dies down
in omniscience ... while we're yet alive, if at all possible.
Broadly defined, anahata-nada is a discernible mediation practice that has been
transmitted with remarkable fidelity on the Indian subcontinent for at least a few
millennia — from the isolation of phonemes in the Samaveda through the
principal and later Upaniśads, Patanjali's Sutras, Kashmiri Śaivism, the medieval
Nāth and Hatha Yogas, the Sant Mat movement, Sikhism, right up to Sri
Aurobindo, the Surat Shabd Science of Kirpal Singh and the present.
Although unstruck meditation is, on one hand, a strictly traditional practice, it is
at once elemental, introspective and adaptive. It's an intimation of the nature of
phenomena that ultimately must accord with one's own reality. (In my case,
anahata-nada parallels prosody's cosmogenic role.) This propitious mix of strict
instruction and free introspection is why the practice persists. Depending on the
background of the practitioner, anahata can be heard as revelation, entheogen,
theophany, mystery, mercy, om, omniscience, Tara, Iśvara, Maka-akan, Izanami,
Alaha, Abba, Immah, Ayaba, reality, ambrosial immortality, Anuttara, Mut, Nut,
Nothing, Nada Brahmana, Bhairava, Pranava, Moksha, Mokosh, Kishelemukong,
El Eloah, Sat, Aham, Asat, I Am That I Am, or, for that matter, I Am That or just
Am or vast I.
All in all, this text will be a touchstone for a practice of, not only the unstruck
sound, but the unstruck word as well— the sounds for the word, the words for the
sound, the uncreated and self-arising word — a tantra or tutorial bringing together
basic, traditional, insights and instructions for an approach to liberation through
language revelation (śabda-mukti), God-willing.
Finally, in general, out of respect for the diversity of soteriological sound
traditions, I will also substantivize anahata, in order to form a more heuristic
practice in terms of 'the unstruck.'
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ANAHATA ŚABD OR WORD TANTRA
At one point, far into the writing this tantra — which is itself a meditation
practice, a revealing of language to itself — I realized that I had been mistakenly
writing 'unstruck word' (anahata-śabda) in place of the traditional 'unstruck
sound' (anahata-nada.) In terms of traditional practices, nada-yoga is quite well
known, while I had never come across the term śabda-yoga. My first impulse was
to go back and correct this glaring error. But upon reflection, it struck me that this
changeover actually made perfect sense, in fact inevitably so ... and that an
explicitly word-yoga lineage would turn up in the vast and resounding Hindu
universe, if I were to look and listen accordingly.
In Sanskrit, "in the beginning" (and perhaps earlier) was Vāk, the Word, the
Goddess who gives life to all. In the Vedas she speaks in her own voice only
once, in the Devīsūkta. She speaks in the poetic form of ātmastuti, "self-praise."
She asserts her primacy and then addresses the poet — her conduit — directly.
Paraphrasing from Rigveda 10.125:
"I am Sovereign, the provider of wealth...foremost among those deserving
sacrifice...The gods have distributed me in many places—so that I have many
forms and cause many things to enter me...Whoever eats, whoever sees, whoever
breathes, whoever hears what is spoken, does so through me. Though unaware of
it, they live from me. I'll tell you only what is deserving of belief. Listen, o you
who are listened to...Whom I love, I make awesome, a sage, a seer...I spread out
to all creatures...Like the wind I blow forth embracing all worlds—I've come into
being of such size and greatness."
She is not only the vibratory precursor of all lifeforms. She is all permutations
of the hypostatized Word, as well. Chronologically, by the time of the YogaUpaniśads, Vāk had been recast as Śabda-Brahman (Word-God). Tantric and
Yogic texts further recast Śabda-Brahman as Nāda-Brahman and AUM,
emphasizing sound over word and name per se. As I was tracking the course of
Vāk forward in time, the Hindu cosmos was turning more generally sonic than
specifically vocal. As a poet, this was a somewhat disturbing turn of events, an
impasse or loss of orientation. I paused. During this same period of word-tantra
research, I was also reading the Medieval poet-seers (sants), and it was this
concomitant reading of their poetry that brought me back to the "word within" as
the arché, as the beginningless point (bindu) I was bound for. From the 15th
century bhakta julaha Kabir Das: "Apply yourself, O friend, to the practice of
Śabd. The Śabd from which even the creator came into being." And the 16th
century yogini Mirabai: "One night as I sat in quiet, I seemed on the verge of
entering a world inside so vast I know it is the source of all of us." Thus the
unstruck word once again began to resonate more fully for me, as distinct from
the Upaniśadic and Yogic trend toward Om and Nada wherein the soundbite Aum
is given primacy as the originative, liberatory vibration, as it is identified as exact
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sound-form of the unstruck, and as Vedic verses and the rituals of the Brāmanas
become concentrated into salvific syllabic bits as meditation-aids for puncturing
ignorance in an instant.
"There are two Creators to be meditated upon: sound and non-sound. Nonsound is revealed only by sound. In this case the sound-Brahma is Om. Ascending
to it, one comes to an end in the non-sound ... This is immortality." (Maitri
Upaniśad 6.22.)
Moreover, Vāk is also translatable, simply, as 'speech.' It is perhaps most
revealing to remove the stuff of the unstruck from the realm of the absolute: i.e.,
not Śabda-Brahman, The Word, Logos, Epiphany, Prophetic Dictation, but
simply speech, and speech as we know it, in any event, the commonplace gift of
our inscrutable ability to speak as de facto dialectical omniscience — allowing
divine causality to indistinguishably mix with our conventional speech, like milk
and water (or ambrosia and soda) with the impact of each word (as thought,
speech or action) as a stirring of all the energy in the universe. We're graced with
speech. Once we cease believing that we're self-made language supremacists,
there is no "gap in the evidence," so to speak, and "we're moved to believe the
words...insofar as the reward of eternal life is promised to us if we have
believed." (Aquinas, De Veritate, q. 14, a. 1). The phenomenal fact that words
are, just as phenomenally as we are, out of all possibilities, that the world exists as
precisely "this" ... is the startling basis of unstruck practice.
The unstruck is a tracing of the factuality of the phenomenal to the faintest
sounding of the words, back to the unfabricated source of all sounds in the
infinitely dense dimensionlessness indistinguishable from the unmanifest and the
unbegun. Language-as-path, as sound and meaning, cognition and speech, tacit
and explicit, material and immaterial, activated only by prosody (or it is as straw)
is perfectly situated to signal our liberation.

SPEECH
The nature of language is pristine and limitless. Use is another matter. Language
is the ground from which language arises. Words are not innate, they are the
innate.
Word-choice correlates with the ground of all possible arisings, i.e. the ground,
not the arisings. Words that fall short and words that fulfill both come from one
source. Just as everyone is divine and all phenomena are innate, all words are
non-different from their beginningless ground.
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Speech is for revealing infinite expressibility, whether speakable or
unspeakable. Speech is for overcoming our fixation on what can and can't be said
by expressing the nondual. Speech is for union with the luminous body of
language, whose sound-embodiment is Vāk. The intrinsic is the paradox of our
Unborn Mother. Speech is not your words but words', while "owning one's own
words" is appears to be responsible, respectable.
Continually appearing phenomena is language. Language is the refuge and the
fruition.
What you would say is innate. There are no parts to add to body, speech and
mind. Clinging to what one would say is asphyxiation. Neither infinity nor
finitude exist.
Self-occurring words arise not gratuitously but bound to the benefit of all
arisings, which are produced by the same self-occurrence. This is the paradox of
freedom of speech. It's the impulse to speak that originates language as the ground
of being from which words arise. Try to point a finger at the place from which
words arise, language will swallow you alive.
We don't import or input words but opinions.
All words are within Vāk. Our whereabouts are not. Outward speech
accomplishes affliction. Unrisen words speak what would be true.
Realization has no words other than these. As a process, clarity needs the
inconceivable to be unconstrained.
Stabilize the beginninglessness behind the words. Mean what says you. Say "I
see." Energy never stops speaking.
Anyone could say this without confusion. By means of confusion ... that's the
great accomplishment! Dawning just as it is. Play, display for us. Even pleasure
can't obstruct us.
Speaking is our non-difference from the ground of being. Neurology is a
switchboard.

SYNTAX AND TEXT AS AVATĀRA
And what is everyday speech? The forming of sentences? Communication?
Syntax is, at bottom, alchemical: word-joinery and fluidity in interchange,
transmuting the prima materia of words into awareness and awareness of words
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as awareness. Is there such a state as syntactic soteriology? Would it depend on
elitist content, or would it be a natural right? Fifth century CE linguist Bhartrhari
refers to grammar as dvaram apavargasya 'the door to salvation' (Vākyapadīya,
I.14) and “the best of all the austerities, the one that is nearest to Brahman”
(Vākyapadīya I.11). Clearly the early science of grammar was not separate from
Yogic practices for raising consciousness to the subtlest stage of language, a stage
sometimes referred to as Para-Vāk. Bhartrhari also used the term śabda-pūrva
yoga, roughly translatable as "union with the word in its undifferentiated
primordiality." (This grammatical yoga resonates with the word-yoga (vāg-yoga)
of Patanjali.) Bhartrhari referred to this salvific process as sphoțavāda. Sphota
means 'burst' or 'flash.' Sphoțavāda is thus the doctrine of sudden, superseding
insight, as a summation or consummation of the sentence. It's in fact the sphota
that communicates, by means of the words, not the words per se! Meaning is thus
an interiorized bursting forth in which syntactic sequence of syllables and sounds
is incinerated as the "flash" unites with the initial, also undifferentiated, impulse
to speak, in a state referred to as Paśyanti, or the Śabda-Brahman itself. Grammar
in this regard is a series of steps for breaking down the double-door of ignorance
and ego until the series culminates. It's patent that the limitations of language are
a condition of the speaker, not the words themselves. What must grammar be,
inherently, to be salvation? The patterning of creation? Omnipresencing? The fact
that we have freedom of speech hardly alters the fact that each arising word is
being gifted to us from the very energy that constitutes and connects all forms.
Words are revelation, upon reflection; reflection on reflection. They're uncreated,
denotative of themselves.
Bhartrhari revised the rival, language-oriented school that preceded him
(Mīmāṃsā) just as the subsequent school of Śankara'a Advaita-Vedanta
controverted Bhartrhari's claims. When Śankara stated that everything is illusory
and that reality could only be known from itself, he was taking direct aim at
language as prime instrument of ignorance (however necessary for being led
along the path of knowledge.) The Mīmāṃsakas, on the other hand, sought to
establish the authority of Vedas as absolute dharma, incontrovertible Divine Law.
Here the self-existence of the text is exteriorized, phoneme by phoneme, as the
ultimate reality. And text as avatāra, built up from the unstruck to vibration,
sound, syllable, om, word and then the sentence, to establish a tradition of the
"book itself" as salvation and god-sameness, is certainly at the core of the
Abrahamic religions. The text as guru or god (grantha-avatāra) can also be found
in Sikhism’s Guru Granth Sahib (completed 1604) and Vaishnavism’s Bhāgavata
Purāna (c. 800-1000 CE). The recited narratives of the Bhāgavata Purāna serve
as speech-incarnations of Krsna, with the ontological premise of Vedic
apauruśeyā as venerable precedent and paradigm. In the Tibetan Tertön tradition
texts and teachings (termas) are transmitted through time to be discovered at the
auspicious moment.
(The world is then woven together, and torn apart, by continual scriptural
citation and salvational assurances.)
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NAME, TO TALK ABOUT YOU IS TO TALK TO YOU
Is the unstruck word "silence"? Silence doesn't exist. We hear our own
biosystems, if nothing else. There is quiet. Is quiet the most commonly practiced
sādhanā on earth? Is this quiet silence the word of God? Is this quiet silence that
is the word of God simply the presence of God? More so than noise? Is it all we'll
ever know ... all we'll ever know about origin and cognition? Does it depend? It
can't depend on anything other than itself and still be self-arising. Is silence selfarising? Would it depend on our hearing? If so, is prayer then this
interdependence? Yes, except when our awareness that this presence of the quiet
silence exists only because of us turns into interference that destroys the prayer.
Would there be silence itself without us? Our imagining of silence itself is the
nearly unstruck. Unstruck is what's behind unstruck. Is the unstruck but the decoy
for silence ... the silence opening to our nonexistence, our experiencing of our
nonexistence? Is this nonexistence experienced as blissful? Why wouldn't it be?
Why should it be? ... as written in scriptures, not as a promise but as a constituent
of itself constitutive of all else. Should we now know better than to have a
ground? Is that the world-engendering adage known as wisdom? What is it to not
be here? To be without here? What here's all about.
Writing is my sādhanā. I write without speaking. My mind mouths the words. I
write the words that come without a sound and conceive me. They're selfoccurring. These are the words I've been waiting for, working towards. I can't
make them come. I can ask. Tantra calls it grace. I will be graced or not. I hear the
words being read, in silence, as silence, not by me. My audience is infinite. My
audience is the infinite. My experiencing of the words as I write is that which you
read. There has been no sound. The act of reading writing unrecited is unstruck. I
couldn't receive the writing without the existence of this unstruck recitation, not in
mind, but in being as boundless, which is would-be bliss. If bliss can exist, why
wouldn't it? Why wouldn't it exist like a basic income guarantee? We weren't
thrown out of the garden, we just stopped gardening. Put it in words. Which is to
say, self-occurring words would be congruent with bliss which is the basic selfoccurrence. It's the same as the basis, this unstruck bliss. It's the opposite of oursfor-the-taking. It's there even if we're numb to it. A tasteless nectar. It has taste,
we can't taste. It's too much to taste for those who could taste it. For the rest, it's
simply tasteless. Its taste takes away attaining. Everything other than all we'd live
for falls away.
This is what not-only-I mean. Not-only-I is meaning. No one can live without
others. The origination of language is wrapped up in this fact, hidden and
illumined in its act.
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This is a tough nut to crack ... which sentence would come next? Clichéd as it is
to say, there's no harder work than effortlessness. It's an unmistakable set up for
stepping aside, for being unscripted. To have exhausted my skills building an
empty stage, to then remove the stage, and then the emptiness. A visible (staged,
paged), unstruck emptiness so that all things can come and go on their own. I
write until the writing is the only writing that it can be, not whatever it can be, but
self-occurring, as if my own, then offered up as grace given.
I wanted to end, or culminate, this introduction to the Practice of the Unstruck
Word with the "Name" — given that the devotional Name is the most practiced
prayer on earth (not only in South Asia.) It seemed simple enough ... to write
another section in this word-tantra sequence distinguishing Name from Word and
Nāda. But then the self-occurring struck ... jammed the channels with demands;
there was too much information to sift through and sort out. The self-occurring is
deadly or deadening in its intensity of requisites. Self-occurring purifies with our
anguish. At the slightest hint of duplicity or ease — in place of grace — it
scorches the ground.
The impossibility of proceeding is its embracing of the process.
I especially wanted to end this word-tantra with the Name (as incarnation)
because of a specific congruence — i.e., the need that gave rise to name-devotion
as the preeminent sādhanā in South Asia concurring with our current global
crises. A host of traditions — Epic, Puranic, Bhakti, Sikh, Sant and Gaudīya
Vaishnava — all stress the primacy of recitation of the Name as the most direct
and effective religious practice in the age of Kali Yuga, which, according to
Hindu eschatology, is the final and most degenerate of the four ages, followed by
a new epochal cycle (kalpa) of the four ages (at which time recitation of the Vedic
mantras will once again re-constitute the cosmos.)
"Now, the Dark Age of Kali Yuga has come. Plant the Naam, the Name of the
One Lord. It is not the season to plant other seeds. Do not wander lost in doubt
and delusion." — Guru Granth Sahib (1185).
"In the Kali age, the avatāra of Krsna is in the form of the name; from the name
there is salvation of the whole world." — Krsnadāsa, Caitanya Caritāmrta
1.17.19 (c. 1557).
There are countless references such as this, about the Name as the only force
that can cut through confused desecration. This rings true, but is it true? This
tantra is about nothing other than the relationship between finding a way through
this writing and whether we will find ways to survive as a species at this point in
time. Would it be such a bad thing? Are we fated or free? Railroaded or running
the show?
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Ultimately, it's not possible to speak of the Name without presenting its
devotional context, i.e., the bhakti movement that transitioned the Indian
subcontinent from brahmanical to Hindu culture. It's impossible to proceed to an
embodied practice of the Name without fleshing out the agency of nama-avatarā.
And moreover, relative to this writing, it's impossible to proceed without placing
the Name within the context of prosody as performance of the devotional.
The unstruck sound, like prosody, is a devotional practice, an unconditional
listening, a love of being embodied and embraced by creation. Anahata-bhakti is a
perfect union. We're vibration incarnate.
Bhakti is a flavor or perfume of the unstruck, if you will.
It's a way of living.

A NOTE IN THE NAME OF PROSODY
"I recite some small part of the glory of the Name (nām pratāp). May the light of my
heart make these words pure, so that the glory of the Name be described." — Agradās (a
Rām-rasik bhakta, flourished in the second half of the sixteenth century), Nām-Pratāp,
invocation.
“The Name is a witness between the nirguṇa (formless, without qualities) and saguṇa
(with qualities) realms; it is a clever translator through which both realms become
illuminating.”— Tulsīdās, (1532-1623, a Ramanandi Vaishnava saint-poet and rebirth of
Valmiki) Rāmcaritmānas 1.21.4b.

Name is both form and formless. The phonic form of an uncreated creator nondifferent from the observable world. The Name as that without which we can't
call upon or cry out. Or, God as a grapheme not to be pronounced, without which
we're clueless. Whether grapheme or phoneme, the Name is unsurpassed for
presencing the sacred in the most immediate and intimate terms available. For any
one of us, which specific phoneme sequence is the one? Which name can credibly
invoke and incarnate — accord with — that which — whom — without whom,
addressable or not, by name or innately, could cause existence to exist, and cause,
as part of the process of creation, our inexorable incomprehension? Our most
elemental interrelationship is with the ungraspable, whether named or named
"nameless"; whether attended to or left tacit or unarticulated.
How can the heart whose nature is to hear creation and to, like space with which
it is coeval, contain everything, still be capable of closing? Who I name. "Who" is
a verb. I who name. The living are call and response, with or without calling or
responding. The body is a bowing down, with or without consent or conceit.
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Or perhaps the Name is just a glorified trope that should be exposed, not
exalted. Can we extend our apologies to the divine? Divine is generic, not
nameless. Nameless is an almighty name during our dissolute days.
Perhaps the most confused dialectics in the history of sacred sound bears on the
question whether "truth" is the Name (nama-avatarā), meaning (words, śabd,
artha), sound itself (nāda, vibration, the current), syllable (phoneme, imperishable
Aum, Omkara, Pranava, mantra), the Word (Vāk, Logos, Divine revelation), the
Book (revelation, granthe-apauruśeya), or silence (unstruck, beyond words,
ineffable, avācya, Para-Brahman).
I do write from the perspective of prosody because prosody, in my experience,
underlyingly, unvyingly, encompasses and resolves the contentions among the
above terms. Moreover, the nature of prosody, as the sound of the words, the
meaning of the sounds, the power of the implied and paused, the arranging and
dramatizing of expression, the tone of interchange and formative templates of the
phenomenal all rolled into one, is intercessory. Intonation alone, radiating from an
open heart, can instantly ("magically") countervail, suspend or upend ill will.
Prosody can, impartially, disarm belief-biases as it is constitutive and appreciative
of all manifestations of expression. And, what Tulsīdās said of the Name (above)
as enactive illuminating witness between form and formlessnes, can be said of
prosody with regard to its intermediary role among the very elements of
composition: meaning, sound, phoneme, grapheme, syllable, word, name, book,
silence and so on.
Congruent with my experience of prosody as integrative, the sciences of
cognition and language evolution have proposed prosody as protolanguage. In the
emotional and interactional prosody (EIP) of Pierra Filippi prosodic chorusing is
the precursor of language emergence. Positing prosody as precursor of both music
and language, Steven Brown coined the term "musilanguage." Prosody may be
our original, universal Motherese. (Our everyday, turn-taking conversations
continue to be resonantly coeval with the origin of language.)
Voice, however inconspicuously, will be the vanguard of the next, non-invasive,
interoceptive, so-called subtle, vibrational medicine. Poets have called this
invocation. Saints have said intercession. Humanity, at this point in time, is a plea
to continue to exist. Paradise is, elsewhere, nonexistent.
(Last week alone, the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change warned that
compound weather extremes and carbon-emission feedback loops could boil our
planet by the end of the century; the Taliban seized control of Kabul after a USequipped 300,000 strong Afghan army collapsed in eleven days; a month's worth
of rain fell in 30 minutes flooding the Texas State Capital as lawmakers inside
were passing initiatives to boost the fossil fuel industry; a new variant of the
coronavirus tore through a lax and quarreling America; July became the hottest
month in recorded history; the governor of NY resigned over sexual assault
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charges while his other crimes of legalized bribery, corporate immunity, ethics
wavers and so on, remain normalized; rain fell in the Artic; wildfires and a 117
degree heatwave are torching Greece; China, Russia and Iran are befriending the
Taliban...)
But prosody is not primarily about ecology or wellbeing or a well-tuned corpsein-progress or anything else we could lose. I've been emphasizing, in particular,
that prosody is soteriological. I choose this word because of its stiffness — its
rigor mortis — the word that will "work," that can deliver the requisite corpse for
the conditions that must be faced in order to find succor in Kali-yuga. I also like
the savor/savior/savoir pseudo-synonymic sweetness (rasa, if you will, the
precious endogenous nectar of devotional practice.) Bhakti, for example, perfectly
blends sweetness, poetry, liberation and love (a far cry from the dolce stil nuovo
of thirteenth century Europe in which a besotted Dante would raise the praising of
Beatrice to beatitude, her very greeting (saluto) his salvation (salute) through the
sweetness it would release in his heart.)
In South Asian religion, liberation and samsāra are indissociable; that is,
samsāra is invariably that which a sādhaka seeks liberation from. How shall we
practiceably say "liberation" in our most dire, dour hour of the need to desecrate
no more? The words have to take effect. Especially in my case, having translated
Sanskrit mukti and moksha as "prosody" — the ability to break from the bonds of
conditioned life and freely create compassion in the ultra-resonant space of
interbeing; prosodic-bhakti, if you will.
Tantra is the realizing of its meaning. In this way, it can be said to be selfarising in its own primordial space. It can also be said that its meaning is the selfarising. Tantric liberation uproots the causes of suffering, which are constructions
of our own mind ... which is the mind's constructive tendency, its tendency to see
something other than itself as the obstacle. Tantric prosody is a tonal carrier wave.
The wave, taken alone, in tantric terms, is being-consciousness-bliss ... then the
messaging manifests in the world in myriad intonations. Tantric prosody is
meditative conversation. It mends and amends the messaging mix-up. It's that
which is set to music. It's freedom from suffering by means of suffering freely
through fully conscious speech. Every word is the path.
Proverbially, tone of voice connected to origin plus circumstance equals
liberation into the embrace of being. Origin? Origin for a bhakta (or for
Bahá'u'lláh or Jesus) is unequivocally love. Self-occurring words can't obstruct us.
There's nothing to fabricate. Prosody can't fool anyone, because its nature (as the
reverberatory revelatory) is contrary to concealing. Any attainable state of health
or harmony is incidental to the practice of our origin in tone and openness to the
unstruck. Conscious prosody is a set of cosmogonic sādhanas that regulate
material, social and spiritual beings. Technique in accord.
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NAME ALONE
"... So stricken with longing for Kannan it rivalled the ocean's depths and she sent out
the black kuyil-bird to deliver her message begging him to be with her, to wear her
garland of verses that if we centuries later recite, would reveal to us the true name of
Narayana (the omnipotent)."

I can only touch upon the trajectory of bhakti, not in an attempt to give a
complete picture of the devotional path that overspread India, but to provide a
context for inspiring and deepening devotion in our respective practices. I'll form
a triangle, roughly corresponding to the boundaries of India, from Tamil Nadu to
Rajasthan to West Bengal, bringing forward a few key terms and texts.
Bhakti as liberation-through-divine-love is glossed in the Bhagavad Gita (c. 300
CE) and mandated in the Bhagavata Purana (latter half of the first millennium
CE). But the vernacular bhakti "movement" that would ultimately radiate
throughout India began in earnest in the sixth to ninth centuries CE in Tamil Nadu
with the Vaishnavite Alvar and Śaivite Nayanmar poet-saints. It's believed that
Tamil-bhakti was inaugurated by devoted-wife turned cremation-ground-ascetic
Kāraikkāl Ammaiyār, the "Mother from Kāraikkāl (also self-described as
Kāraikkāl Pēy, the "Demoness.") Kāraikkāl set the intimate tone of devotional
poetry by referring to herself in both first person and third person voices:
"...if I cannot serve you by seeing you, and worshipping you by saying "Our
Father," even if I get the whole world, I do not want it." (Arputat Tiruvantāti,
Sacred Linked Verses of Wonder, 72, trans. Elaine Craddock).
"Those who say the words of this garland of these verses uttered by Kāraikkāl
Pēy, melting with love, and worship with everlasting devotion will reach the Lord
and praise him with unceasing love." (Arputat Tiruvantāti, Sacred Linked Verses
of Wonder, 101).
"For those who dance and sing these ten verses by Kāraikkāl Pēy who has
sharp teeth and a fiery mouth, by abundant grace of Śiva-Natarāja who wears a
swaying snake around his waist, and who wears the moon on his matted hair, and
spins in his divine dance — their sins will be destroyed." (Tiruvālankāttu Mūtta
Tiruppatikan, First Sacred Verses on Tiruvālankātu, 2.11, trans. Elaine
Craddock).
The Alvars and Nayanmars would not have considered themselves bhaktas. Nor
would they have felt that their work was discontinuous with the prior lyric,
lovelorn and animistic Cankam culture. The difficulty of definitively defining
bhakti overlaps the difficulty of determining whether any given bhakta practiced
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"pure" bhakti or was partially brahmanic, tāntric, jogic, Sikh or siddha. It's not
uncommon for a bhakta to both appropriate and oppose rival religions. The early
Tamil poet-saints allied themselves with the brahmanic orthodoxy in order to
expel the invasive Jains and Buddhists from their land. Gaudīya bhakti employs
meditation techniques straight out of astānga-yoga textbooks. Even the
Bhagavagita, the great bhakti sourcebook, presented bhakti-marga (the path of
devotion) as but one among a few other "preeminent" (uttamam pavitram) paths
of liberation: jana-marga (the path of knowledge and investigative introspection),
karma-marga (the path of virtuous action) and raja-marga (the path of
meditation) (BG.12.6-7.) The very type of bhakti, typically determined by the
Name of the God that is worshiped (whether Krishna, Śiva, Śakti, etc.) can be
mixed. Tulsīdās, the great Rām-bhakta, dedicated an entire text to Krishna
(Krishna-Gītāvalī.)
What is sure is that the distinction of bhakti (from the verb bhaj "to share with"
"to participate in") — if not the path itself — is integral to the inquiry of any path
taken. Because this writing is my path, my experiencing of bhakti, I'm compelled
to sort through and — hopefully-deftly — cut through the discursive and
scholarly body of research and go straight to the words of the bhaktas (where
translation and interpretation present difficulty enough to deal with.) For bhaktas
as well, the poems are their devotion ... and the devotions are multifarious — even
within a specific era or region or, for that matter, within an individual poet. Bhakti
is what a bhakta sings, in any given case. And this pure bhakti is what can support
us — while the scholarly, on the other hand, can all too easily present bhakti as
less than devotion, or as devotion alone bereft of other practices (both of which
are patently false) ... or as something other than the experiencing of bhakti.
The quote at the head of this section is from the eighth century bhakta-saint
Andal. She was among the first bhakti poets, and the only woman among the
twelve Vaishnavite Alvars. The quote is drawn from her final work, the Nachiyar
Tirumalai (The Sacred Songs of the Goddess), a dauntless, divinely-directed
eroticism. As her hagiographers recount: she began her songs when she was
thirteen years old; at sixteen she married — merged with — her god during her
wedding ceremony at his temple in Srirangam, the moment of her death. Bhakti is
intimacy (in contradistinction to the non-personal Brahman of the Upanisads). In
the Cankam poetics preceding bhakti, there are two types of expression: akam
(subjective, intimate, erotic) and puram (public, political, heroic). Akam is the
"voice" of bhakti. Emotion is the paradigm for the relationship between devotee
and deity. To name the divinity allows direct address and access. Preeminence of
the recitation of the Name, as a personal or communal practice, has been vital for
bhakti from its inception. The Name is, of course, that of the creator; the name
that is creator; the name that creates; the intimately cosmogenic Name which the
bhakta merges with; an un-fabricated participation in creation through utterly
refined verse. Any attempt to separate the Name from the act of devotion would
be futile, as the Name is the embodiment, the physical (phonic, resonant) presence
— avatāra — of the deity. Moreover, with the potency of the Name as the
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encapsulation of the Vedas and all the poems composed in the vernacular
languages, the early bhakti poems, to a considerable extent, were able to fulfill
their egalitarian (saulabhyam) purpose. Here is an instance of Andal's divine
devotion in the flesh:
"I will pluck out my fruitless koṅkai at the root. And casting them on his mārvu,
I will quench my fire! If I cannot succeed in this birth, in my impure services to
Govinda, and in quenching the affliction of my round mulai, why even do
penance? One day, join me to that beautiful sacred mārvu. (Nācciyār Tirumoli
13.8-9).
The earliest collection of Śaivite Nayanmar works (the Thirumurai) opens with
a poem spontaneously sung by the seventh century prodigy Sambandar when he
was only three years old. Sambandar, an unrivaled Vedic scholar by the age of
seven, declared that the name of Śiva is the essence of the Vedas, i.e., the full
realization of Vedic knowledge as divine presence (13.) (The formal act of calling
upon the Name as the embodiment of Śiva "while love's tears outpour" is known
as the panchakshara, the 5-syllable mantra: na-mah-śi-vā-ya). Appar, the next
poet in the Thirumurai (and a contemporary of Sambandar) asks "why bother
reciting the Vedas, pilgrimaging, fasting, purifying, practicing austerities or being
penitent when liberation only comes by calling upon the Name?" He warns "those
who don't call out the 5-syllable Name have been born so that foul plagues might
torture them to death, then death bring rebirths endlessly forlorn." (63, translation
F. Kingsbury, G.E. Philips.) As essential for practicing the bhakit path, Appar also
repeatedly calls out to Umā ("Word" ... Śiva's consort, Vedic Vāk) to reveal her
glory.
(Coincidently, the advent of bhakti in the Muslim world is attributed to
Kāraikkāl and Andal's contemporary and distant counterpart, the legendary
ascetic, proto-sufi and martyr-to-divine-love Rabi'a al-'Adawiyya (714-801). It's
said that she initiated ishq-e-haqeeqi, the path of passionate, absolute devotion to
God — the "ishq" that is ubiquitous in Sufi poetry. "Consume with fire, O God, a
presumptuous heart that loves you." "The one who tastes, knows; the one who
explains, lies. How can you describe the true form of something in whose
presence you are annihilated, and in whose being you still exist?")
Name-devotion (nāma-bhakti) has been a constant in the South Asian evolution
of bhakti-marga. In the latter half of the sixteenth century in North Indian
Rajasthan, eight hundred years after the inception of bhakti in Tamil Nadu, the
founder of Rām-rasik bhakti, the poet-saint Agradās, wrote:
"The Name of Rām is the crown jewel of all accomplishments. Where there is no
country, time, family, or daily rites, there I have abandoned both the proscriptions
and restrictions of religion. The Vedas, Purāṇas, smṛti and śāstras, having
considered them all, I have embraced Rām-Nām. On a highway with gold in both
my hands, I walk fearlessly day and night, well-adorned with the Name. Having
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mulled over all knowledge, scholars have revealed this essence, thus Agra
endlessly recites the Name of his own Lord-husband."
"For the one who follows the Name of Rām, proscriptions and restrictions are
not obstacles; the three karmas fall away from his body. One who sits on a stone
boat loaded with countless pieces of iron, with the Rām-Nām even he crosses the
ocean of existence."
Seeking union with the divine, Agradās preferred a female identity. This
gender-fluidity and "espousal mysticism" is also a constant in bhakti, traceable all
the way back to the rapturous interior voice of the "soul-heroine" (talaivi) of
Cankam akam. The two quotes above are drawn from a work titled Nām-Pratāp, a
long poem dedicated to the saving grace of the Name. "Without the Name, all
spiritual practices are worthless." (Agradās' principal book, the Dhyān Mañjarī,
is a mediation manual, drawing on tantric and yogic interiority and visualization
techniques; exemplifying how readily bhakti-marga subsumes other "exclusive"
paths ... a multi-preeminent practice, if you will.)
Shaikh Farīd, twelfth century Punjabi Muslim and the lone Sufi poet included in
the Adi Granth: "Those who forget the Naam, are a burden on the earth."
And of course Kabir Das (1398-1448 CE): "O brother, listen: Without the name
of Ram, none ever achieved salvation."

ŚAKTA BHAKTI
Shifting from Rajasthan to West Bengal ... as the saying goes: “In Kolkata,
throw a stone and hit a poet.” Perhaps as explanation for this poet-density, it's
also said that devotees worship Kali in order to be inspired to write poetry.
Kolkata and Kali are nearly synonymous, while West Bengal at large is the
epicenter of the Śaktism known as Śakta bhakti ... devotion to the divine
feminine, the potentiality for all appearances, "Mother of all worlds." And
consonant with Name-glorification as the preeminent practice for surviving our
dissolute age, Kali is known as the Kali-yuga devi: goddess of the apocalypse,
having appeared to preside over the current catastrophic yuga. In Śakta bhakti, as
in all bhakti, the heart is the scripture; the path is experiential, direct, intimate
relationship ... while theology and rituals, on the other hand, are mere "religion."
This is not a mundane love, but love of an unknown beloved by means of our
familiar emotions: eros, amour, altruism, familial bond, friendship, passion,
jealousy, lust, unconditional love ... are all worldly attributes of one beauty, one
Goddess dancing, one energy, her energy, directed to her, in reciprocity. There's
nothing we feel that is not hers. All we feel is the recitation of her presence,
provided to us for the perfecting of love offered to her. A single sigh of separation
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from her is more instructive than any teaching, greater than any faith. Her name is
Śakti. Her name is Mahadevi as Durga, Uma, Pārvatī, Devi, Kālī, Rādhā, Tārā,
Sītā, Laksmī, Sarasvati, Gāyatrī, Mother, Ma, or even Śakti in the male form of
Vishnu, Krsna, Śiva or Rāma. The poet-saint Ramprasad (c. 1718 – 1775) began
the Bengali Kali-bhakti tradition by addressing Kali in two, distinct, intimate
modes: in a parent-child relationship with Kali as his Mother, and Kali as a young
girl cared for by parents:
"Be utterly dedicated to her reality. Cry aloud Ma Kali, Ma Kali. Know that she
can clarify the inconceivable maze of relativity...This intricate play of transparent
energy is initiated, sustained, and dissolved by Kali, who is the dream power of
Absolute Reality. At this very moment, you are resting on the vast lap of Mother’s
cosmic dream that you misperceive as the narrow prison of suffering. Why
abandon the kingdom of awareness to obsession with self and disdain for others,
to hollow passion and abject clinging? You are creating a disease without a
remedy. The brief day of your earthly life is almost over... Meditate now on
beautiful Black Tara. This poet sings drunkenly: “Tara! Tara! Tara! Your name
is ambrosia. May all beings enter the secret sanctuary through this name, tasting
your unique sweetness, self-luminous awareness.” (From Mother of the Universe,
translator Lex Hixon.)
Śakti is the name of the beginningless. As omnipotence, as well as being
incarnate, she also has an aspect that is unmanifest — saguna and nirguna states,
with and without form or attributes. In her these two states are absolutely noncontradictory, the opposite of contradictory. She appears as indifferently different
in a practice of devotion deeply open to her on her own terms, spontaneously.
(Just as sound is both struck and unstruck, in practice there is fluidity between
form and formlessness.) We basically live and die in utero, in the unborn Mother.
Our longings to beget and to be embraced have been born of her. Our
conventional language is a listening in ... a listening to its beginnings in the
unborn. Again, from Ramprasad:
“Where is this brilliant lady, this black light beyond luminosity? Though I have
never seen her, simply hearing her name, the mind becomes absorbed completely
in her astonishing reality."
"O Ma Kali, wearing a garland of skulls ... You taught me how to call you, and
at the moment I chanted “Ma” You drove me to ecstasy! Ma Tara, please tell me
the source of your sweetness — where did you get this name full of nectar?"
Ramprasad's poems are commonly sold as a booklet, Ramprasadi Sangit, at
Śakta temples in West Bengal.
The two primary texts of Śaktism that honor the goddess as cosmogonic divinity
are the Devi Mahatmya and Devi-Bhagavata Purana.
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SO, WHAT'S IN A NAME?
"When one is actually advanced and takes pleasure in chanting the Name ... one also
laughs, cries, becomes agitated and chants just like a lunatic, not caring for outsiders.
Love of God increases and is manifested as affection, counterlove, love, attachment, subattachment, ecstasy and sublime ecstasy. This development is compared to sugarcane
seeds, sugarcane plants, sugarcane juice, molasses, crude sugar, refined sugar, sugar
candy and rock candy."— Caitanya Caritāmarta 2.23.41-43.
"My dear Lord, when will my eyes be beautified by filling with tears that constantly glide
down as I chant your holy name? When will My voice falter and all the hairs on my body
stand erect in ecstatic love as I chant Your holy name?" — Caitanya Caritāmṛta
3.20.36.
“We don’t have the wiring for love that isn’t subject-object based. A love that’s not
transactional. But this can be rewired through repeating the names. This creates new
pathways for love to flow through.”
— Krishna Das (Twitter
posting, 6/20/21).

Bhakti was already a climax. It had shattered the traditional puruṣārthas — the
four primary goals of life: dharma (living virtuously), artha (prosperity, living
meaningfully), kama (enjoyment) and moksha (liberation) — by adding a fifth,
foremost goal, devotion. The utmost puruṣārtha, for the most part, had been
moksha. Bengali Krishna-bhakti then brought in a further affection, an acme of
bhakti known as prema-rasa.
But it must first be asked: what exactly did bhakti surpass? What is moksha
such that it would be disparaged by prema-bhaktas. As mentioned above,
liberation can't be known separably from that from which one is released. And
once freed, freed to do or be what? Freed from the usual suspects, dukkha,
saṃsāra, avidya, presumably. Freed from being muddled by the mind or mired in
materiality; freed from chronic causing of harm and overcasting spurious
superpositions on pure consciousness, supposedly. And in the case of bhakti,
freed to be in salvific devotional service to a named God, with or without features,
certainly.
At least with Krishna-bhakti, there is no cosmogonic ambiguity. The Big Bang
is a Being: the expression of ecstatic love, with which we're constitutively
consonant by means of our sensory experience. There are two "ravishing" deities
involved: the cause and then the energy of the cause that generates or offers forth
the effect — Krishna and Rādhā — with rasa as our sentience, as it is our
sentiments that are the fulfilling of deities' desire to experience their own love.
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And with experience comes intrigue and exploits. So, let the stories begin and be
told, the play (līlā) of the gods!
Among the paths to God-consciousness, bhakti is the surest (some say easiest).
Granted. But which approach within bhakti is the most direct, and within that
approach, which mode is most immediately needed in our dissolute age?
The encyclopedic Bhagavata Purana is the consummate source-text for Krishna
devotion in northern India. It's a grantha-avatāra (book of incarnations of the
Name that is itself a divine incarnation). It's an Upaniśadic/devotional amalgam, a
sanskritization of Krishna-bhakti intended to supplant the Vedas — "the ripened
fruit of the wish-fulfilling tree of Vedic knowledge." "One recitation of Krishna's
name is worth more than ten million asveamedha (Vedic horse sacrifices.)" The
Bhagavata Purana (7.5.23-24) lists 9 types of bhakti: nama-kīrtanam (reciting,
singing the Name), śravaṇam (hearing the Name), smaraṇam (contemplative
recollection of the deity's narrative), pāda-sevanam (serving the feet of the
divine), arcanam (ritual offerings, veneration of the icons and mūrtis as localized
instantiations of God in temples and shrines), vandanam (offering prayers),
dāsyam (becoming God's servant), sakhyam (becoming the friend of God), and
ātma-nivedanam (the surrendering of all possessions).
In the Bhagavata Purana, as in other devotional texts I've been citing, primacy
of place is given to the practice of nāma-bhakti as the most appropriate practice in
response to the confused age of Kali-yuga. Nama-bhakti can be further broken
down into: nāma-kīrtana (singing the Name), nāma-śravana (hearing the name),
nāma-smarana (contemplative recollection of the Name), mantra-dhyāna (silent
repetition of the Name), pathana (recitation of the scriptures and hymns),
nāmāksara (inscribing the body with the letters of the Name), līlā-kīrtana
(recounting the exploits of the gods), rāsa-līlā (dramatic dance performances in
which the performers are revered as living forms — svarūpas — of the deity) and,
finally, nāma-samkīrtana (the communal call-and-response singing that has
become the essential expression of bhakti for merging with the phonic
embodiment of the deity whose absolute body consists of sat-cit-ānanda, beingconsciousness-bliss).
But, what constitutes the Name? What are the components of its potency,
particularly in its capacity as God-embodiment? Perhaps it's heretical to raise the
question. Yet, to bow down and say that sound is vibration and vibration is the
cause of All whose name is the Name, or resort to an ontologized astrophysics or
transcendent vantage point would only sidestep the real matter at hand, the need
to practice love, named or unnamed; to be enloved.
Bhakti has always been a radical path — a consummate, nectarous practice of
the Name. This sweetness came to an eloquent apogee in the prema-rasa bhakti of
the Gaudīya Vaisnava tradition founded by the Bengali saint Caitanya Mahaprabu
(1486-1533 CE), a gender-fluid avatara of Radha and Krsna. Caitanya left behind
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only an 8-verse poem, the Śiksāstaka. The entirety of Gaudīya Vaisnavism
emanates from the wisdom of the Śiksāstaka, as extensively elucidated by his
immediate followers and biographers. Verse six of the poem states: "With eyes
flowing tear-streams, voice faltering, words choked, with ecstatic feelings in body,
when shall I be able to chant your divine name?" At the end of the poem Caitanya
introduces the term prema-rasa bhakti (i.e. perfected or fully-blossomed love). In
just a handful of verses Caitanya is mapping the path of an embodied devotion
that leads to ecstatic love. Through the lens of prema-rasa we can ask further: can
the nature of the Name be known through the exterior and interior effects of its
recitation? I don't want to get bogged down in an exhaustive list of signs,
symptoms and sensations consequent to name-glorification and god-embodiment.
Rather, I would like to offer an impression of the Gaudīya devotional body in
progress, as a reference for fleshing out one's own daily, devotional participation
in the incomprehensible fact of existence.
In 1616, Kṛṣṇadāsa Kavirāja Gosvāmī completed a 17-volume biography of
Caitanya's life and teachings titled Caitanya Caritāmṛta. Kṛṣṇadāsa Kavirāja left
no doubt that Caitanya's primary teaching was the mantric efficacy of the
repetition of the divine name, the full embodiment of the Vedas in the vibration of
"K-r-i-s-h-n-a." By reciting the divine name even once, from just a hint of the
Name: the eyes fill with tears and hairs stand on end (3.20.33); undesirable habits
are destroyed (3.20.11); the devotee becomes lower than the grass on the ground
(3.20.22); moksha is easily attained (2.25.154); the devotee is equally disposed
toward every living creature (2.23.155); the mirror of the heart is cleansed,
miseries of material existence come to an end and one is allowed to fully taste the
nectar of the Name at every step (3.20.12); the lesser signs of ecstatic emotion
(anubhāva) appear in one's behavior as forgiveness, detachment, absence of false
prestige, hope, eagerness, the urge to never waste time, and of course a deepening
taste for chanting the holy name of the Lord (2.23.18-19). Kṛṣṇadāsa attested that
when Caitanya spoke the name of God "... his body trembled, and his voice
faltered. He perspired, turned pale and wept a constant flow of tears, which wet
all the people standing there. Eruptions on his body appeared like kadamba
flowers." (2.25.68.)
It's the Name that manifests bhakti and bhakti is the source of prema, which is
itself a progression through itself, a series of stages toward sweet ecstasy
(Caitanya Caritāmṛta 1.8.22-23.) Liberation doesn't liberate. It's the Name that
has the power to liberate by destroying the causes of suffering and sin in
conditioned existence. Because it uproots samsāra — the scarring of samskaras
(impressions and impacts of all past actions and the sharpness of learning curves
cut into our living corpses) — it liberates, irrespective of gender, age, social class,
race, stage of life or language group. Devotional service is specifically not a path
of speculative knowledge, beneficial actions, meditative disciplines and
austerities; not jnana-karma-dharma yoga, but nāma-prema-rasa bhakti (Caitanya
Caritāmṛta 1.17.75).
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"The fifth end of man is the sea of the nectar of the joy of prema; and the joys of
moksha and the rest are less than a single drop of it. (Caitanya Caritāmṛta
1.17.82).
In prema-bhakti (utmost bhakti) sense gratification is extremely low-hanging
fruit ... perhaps already fallen to the ground and rotting — ask for that, and it shall
be given ... to your own detriment. Liberation is incidental to devotion. Freedom
the fantasy that jivan-mukti (individual liberation in this life) is foolproof, durable
or desirable. The dissolution of afflictive emotions, biases, karmic scarring,
vicious cycles, self-inflicted anguish (aṁhaḥ) are byproducts of the recitation of
the Name, while the intended result is prema-upajaya (awakening of intensely
emotional ecstatic love).
"Mukti is the insignificant result derived from a glimpse of awakening of
offenseless chanting of the holy name." (Caitanya Caritāmṛta 3.3. 185-186)

PARA-BHAKTI AND SUCCULENT LIGHT
The Bhāgavata Purāṇa states that practicing jnana (speculative knowledge,
gnosis) without bhakti is like beating an empty husk of rice. There's no
nourishment. There's no liberation without affection — a direct experiential
loving relationship with the divine. There's no devotion without devotee. No
devotee who is impersonal. The impersonal samādhi impersonates bhakti at best.
So, liberation is in belonging in bhakti. The devotee even transcends the object of
devotion because devotional service is God's desire. Prema-bhakti is not a morbid
identification with the body (or a renunciation of the body or its immolation in the
divine (sayujya-mukti)); rather, it is the realization that our living identity is that
of a fully sentient servant of the Named, the realization of our svarupa (inherent
form, our living divine bodies.) To luxuriate in never-ending longing is the
beginningless glory that is merely reflected in our mundane accomplishments and
relationships. One's nature — or fundamental frequency — is not bliss but the
service that engenders it by settling into one's elemental affection. If God wants to
be pleased, bhakti is how one would be pleasing (and by rejecting the deep sleep
of any form of liberation.) “My devotees do not accept salokya, sarsti, sarupya,
samipya, or oneness with me (sayujya)—even if I offer these freedoms—in
preference to serving me.” (Bhagavata Purana 3.29.13). In the words of
Caitanya: mama janmani janamanisvare bhavatad bhaktir ahaituki tvayi:
“Let me be born again and again as long as I can engage in Bhagavad-bhakti.”
The Devī Bhāgavata Purāṇa is the bliss-bestowing feminine counterpart to the
Bhāgavata Purāṇa, venerating Devi and other feminine avataras as primoridal
Mother of all (with our devotional recitations as engaged motherese.) The two
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texts were coevally collated and share strikingly similar bhakti methodology, with
somewhat differing terminology. In the Devī Bhāgavata the total softening of the
heart and utmost emotional state is mahabhava (although Caitanya also used this
term, in Shaktism mahabhava merges the devotee with the Goddess.) The Devī
Bhāgavata lays out a progression of four qualities (gunas) of bhakti: tamas, rajas,
sattva and utmost para-bhakti. In tamasic-bhakti the devotee is filled with anger
and practices bhakti in order to harm others; rajasic-bhakti is practiced for
personal opportunism and power; the sattvic-bhakta worships for no rewards,
wants no liberation, knows nothing greater than serving Devi and is situated to
reach the supreme state of para-bhakti.
"Now hear attentively about the Parā Bhakti that I am now describing to you.
Whoever hears always My Glories and recites My Name and whose minds dwell
always, like the incessant flow of oil, in Me ... With hearts filled with love and
hairs standing on their ends, all should glorify me with tears of love flowing from
their eyes and voices choked with emotion and with dancing, music and singing
with their whole bodies filled with joy." (Devī Bhāgavata Purāṇa 11-20.)
Prema-rasa perfectly links us back to the beginning of bhakti in Andal's bodily
"succulent light." "Withering I wait in vain in Maliruncolai's splendid grove
where pollen bursts, nectar drips, fragrances waft, fruits swell. I'm ready... I wait
like a garland unworn."

BHAKTI AND BODHICITTA
We are a human form of that of which God consists, and this is relationship, not
to be given up by merging with the divine or shunning the corporeal. Just as one
has a civic duty, one has a devotional service to fulfill. The experiencer is
responsible for the experience of the experienced. One term GaudīyaVaishnavism uses to express — or finesse — this play of devotional intradistinction is acintya bheda abheda (inconceivable difference-in-nondifference).
This is somewhat akin to atiyoga (utmost yoga) wherein samsara and nirvana are
the same phenomenon naturally arising from primordial wisdom ... with no
elsewhere to be liberated into or away from. While the goal of bhakti is ecstatic
service in the name of God, atiyoga evokes the practice of an engaged humility
for the benefit of all sentient beings, aka the realization of bodhicitta "enlightened
heart" in which compassion, wisdom and emptiness are selfsame. Both bhakti and
bodhicitta are "utmost" paths that ultimately meet at a single word "amṛta" which
can be translated as "nectar" or "ambrosia" or, less equivocally, "immortality," an
inner alchemical process of having transformed the basic poisons of life into the
vibration of pure love. (Bhakti as ambrosial prosody is matter for a further, fairly
unfathomable tantric essay ... or to be simply left to its enactive expression.) Of
course, bhakti arose in sixth century Tamil Nadu by booting the Buddhists out of
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the land, to be supplanted by intimate, ecstatic, love-struck, possessive
relationships with the local Lords, Śiva and Vishnu. The enlightened heart of a
bodhisattva and the nectar-filled heart of a bkakta are distinctly different
devotional abodes. A bodhisattva can exhaust samsāra, expose the projective
mind as the basis of confusion, never weary of impartially serving others,
perceive all demons as loving parents, unfailingly honor every vow of bodhicitta,
bestow countless blessings on all sentient beings ... and all this may still be
altogether without meaning or purpose, void of rasa, for a bhakta sādhaka.
Buddhist devotion to the bodhisattvas of compassion (Avalokiteśvara and Tara)
notwithstanding, I think it's fair to say, provisionally, that the heart of bodhicitta
is omniscience, and the heart of bhakti is omnipresence. Although, in the end, it's
not necessary to draw any distinction.
A short definition of prema-rasa might be the fully matured, all-consuming love
for the divine. (Then, what is "the divine"? Or "God"? At least Krishna has a
narrative, then again, all gods do.) Because "prema-rasa" is in fact untranslatable,
un-etymologizable, context-sensitive and can only be known experientially, I'll
offer a more ponderous, heuristic interpretation: prema-rasa is the nectar of divine
love induced through devotional service and poured into an unriddled heart
(neither perplexed nor punctured by greed hatred and ignorance) of a devotee
who, as humble as a blade of grass, seeing God in all things, recites the holy
name, not as a string of letters or shadow of the name but the whole name, a pure
phonic entheogen, which is non-different from the consciousness of the divinity
that is adored. Divinity and devotee are embodied by the Name as bliss-being,
tasted as complete sweetness.
Specifically, the Name (Īśvara or Krishna for Gaudīyas) is the same as the deity
because it is self-manifesting and imbued with the deity's svarūpa-śakti (essential,
inherent energy, or vibration,) as distinct from the material (prākrta) illusory
energy of māya-śakti, and because being-consciousness-bliss is the form of which
it (the Name) consists. (A vastly integrative imagination is required to even
approach this insight.) This name-soteriology is why the recitation of the name is
most efficacious in our dissolute age: it provides a transcendent vibration that
manifests as a nāma-avatāra to save the world from ignorance through the vehicle
of the human voice. It can't be said that we are the source of our vocalizations, not
when prema-rasa bursts forth, nor when we speak through the emotional,
interactional impetus of prosodic-bhakti. (An evolutionary science of the coemergence of language and devotion in the offing?)
"The name Krishna is a wish-granting gem, has a body (vigraha) consisting of
consciousness (caitanya) and nectar (rasa), and is completely full, pure and
eternally free (nitya-mukta) due to the nondifference (abhinnatva) between the
name and the possessor of the name." (Caitanya Caritāmṛta 2.17.126-1280).
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Name/Deity nondifference is a practice reaching back into prehistory. Breaking
down a few of the critical terms from prema-rasa bhakti can help us realize this
practice.
(First, to clear the air: in the above paragraph, I used the term "transcendent
vibration." Startling, in that I've never before written or referred to the word
"transcendent." Why am I allowing it at this point? Why is it suddenly congruent?
In my experience, what is conventionally meant by "transcendent" is so ...
immediate and evident (as that without which nothing could exist) that I live a
sort of inverted reality. The world, phenomenally precious as it is, is an
evanescence heavily reinforced by our perceptions. I can't extract God from what
is. It would be just as absurd to assume the power to place God in our midst.
Transcendence is contradictory; an artifice that completely disappears when I
open or close my eyes. It appears as a conventional schism that has obviously
proven useful and served certain interests throughout our theological history.
Startling, my use, serving to liberate my bias against the word.)
Taking apart svarūpa and śakti, we have the energy the intrinsic, without which
nothing could manifest. Svarūpa, taken alone (before it bonds to manifesting
energy as the Name which embodies deity) is simply innateness. What this
innateness is to phenomena, unstruck sound is to the struck. Thus, the unstruck is
that transcendent vibration that forms every phenomenal vibration; it has
countless avatāras, if you will, countless tones and connotations, as one
resonantly embodies one's words according to the inherent rasik nature of one's
intimacy with the divine, whether in the mode of servant, friend, parent/child or
lover — dāyasa-rasa, sakhya-rasa, vātsalya-rasa, mādhurya-rasa, respectively.
Within the context of rasa-bhakti, another way of approaching the mock schism
of transcendent/immanent is through the kindred term alaukika. Alaukika is an
aesthetics-laden word that can be plainly translated as "extraordinary sense
perception," as against the usual desires of kama. Laukika is literal sense
perception, emotion without insight. For example, it's ordinary to know that you
will die, extraordinary to actually do it. An act of kindness is ordinary; bodhicitta
extraordinary. Hurt turning into hate, is ordinary; justified moral outrage is
ordinary; undercutting the basis of bias is not. In bhakti, alaukika is the selfless
emotion of the devotee — the power of evocation to realize a name's
nondifference from deity (prosodic-bhakti would say "any name.") The mere
suggestion of a name as a body of bliss-consciousness is an overwhelmingly
ample cause, especially given the tools of sādhana, sangha, samkirtana, word
yoga and poetic fervor (always, every time, unbegun.)
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THE PRACTICE OF THE UNSTRUCK
WORD

BEING REALISTIC
It's not really possible to practice sound-gnosis (or speech-gnosis, for that
matter) without a realistic world view. The necessary degree of quieting down and
acknowledgment of the causes of distraction, disturbance and destruction latently
disallow self-delusion.
There's no escape! or coming to a conclusion. Our quality of communion is
cumulatively created by our subtlest stirrings. As forms of energy, we can't
simply die our way out of an increasingly desperate world by believing we'll be
uncreated. Everything is conscious. Taking responsibility for breath and coming
to grips with cause and effect in the boggling interrelatedness of all things is a
solid starting point. It's not realistic to seek happiness that happens at the expense
of others — not as realistic as, say, a clear familial conscience embracing all
lifeforms and all of existence. We're sustained by bliss, unbeknownst or not.
Suffering is missing, misused and disused information. In our morbid Kali-Yuga
we're unentitled to happiness even if we earn it. We can't even any longer be
certain that everyone would rather be happy.
A realistic world view sees the utter susceptibility of material conditions to our
intentions, to our trust or distrust in our creative potential. It's not realistic to
separate studying-with-the-mind from study of the mind, or to separate identity
formation from identity fixation, materialist sciences from introspective sciences,
individualist from altruistic motivation; such divides define a dissolute age (are in
fact its facets.)
God also, at some point, just showed up, bemused ... and anxiously awaits our
findings, our critical intelligence, I-inquiry and theoria, in order to know what to
think next.
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WORKING BASIS
Thus the place to begin the practice of hearing-before-the-beginning is in our
experience, conducively. Hearing unmanifest sound is a process of acoustic
resorption, like listening all the way to the last remaining resonance of a bell that
has been rung, and beyond; hearing to the end of sound, to the end of the energy
of sound, and to the end of energy itself if such a possibility could exist ... to the
unbegun, which is also the point of the inception of sound, the "glimmering" of
sound, and the concomitant coming around, the re-emerging of phenomena.
The before-the-beginning that can be soundlessly heard plays a constitutive role
in phenomena. Cosmogony makes a sound (inaptly named a "bang" or noise,
nonsense or nothingness.) Uncreated consciousness first reflecting on itself
produced a tremor; an un-pulsed pulsation, nothing palpable. The point at which,
in an absorptive practice, one finds oneself conscious of nothing other than
consciousness witnessing itself, resting or nesting in itself, is the beginning of the
sounding forth, the tremulous play of solids that are to consciousness what dreams
are to the waking state.
Initially tantric meditation is a process of consciousness encountering more and
more of its contents. With the gradual cessation of content there is simply
recognition (pratyabhijna), a non-wavering state known as nirvikalpa, free of
thought-formulation. It gets to be blissful. Little by little. All at once.
In prosodic anāhata practice — prosody as tantra — omnipotent phonemes and
impalpable phonic patterning (coiled as the unstruck, seeds of the unstruck,
"inceptive" distilling) play formative roles in cosmogenesis. Impossibly (i.e., how
anything is possible at all) prosody is constitutive of the initial conditions
(including its own) (before the beginning) that brought the world about.
Consider an idea you may never have. Consider the inconceivable as,
nonetheless, existing as such.
Filled with wonder. The phenomenal is the ineffable. That's concrete.
As embodied, in the Vedas, the space of the heart is consistently denoted as the
place of listening. The unstruck is a tremoring in the heart, sourced there, both
immanently and transcendently. From the Rigveda (10.129.04): "Sages having
meditated in their heart (hriday) have discovered by their wisdom the correlation
of existence and nonexistence."
Following breath, sound and energy to their cessations and beyond is, at once, a
practical matter of becoming familiar with the process of dying, with experience
of transition as the wisdom of being fully alive. Is there such a state as "beyond
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experience" if it can't be experienced? We can bring ourselves to the precipice of
posing such pointless questions, to chart a phenomenology of extraordinary states.
Skepticism strengthens. It's a reliable, even indispensable, guide. If in absolute
doubt, know that even the lesser benefits of tuning to interior soteriological
sounds — like health, longevity, serenity — are considerable. The unstruck may
have been the original introspection into — to the end of — silence. What is
abundantly clear: for the ṛṣis, saints, sages and sādhakas who've maintained the
tradition, anāhata-dhvani has been a purely experiential practice — not notional,
esoteric, theoretical or theological. Steps are taken toward the real, until there are
no further steps to take, the steps themselves ultimately falling away.
The requisite grace is never gratuitous. Creation itself was an ascesis performed
on itself. The daily sādhanā of anāhata practitioners was resolutely rigorous, a
tuning to the vital energy that sustains us by means of that very energy.
The accounts prescribing the unstruck are quite unequivocal; the method, the
quality of the experience, what is heard along way and the ultimate outcome are
well-charted. It's doubtless. Be at ease, ease into it, strain nothing. Approach the
unstruck openly, without anticipation, neither wanting nor not-wanting to hear a
particular pitch or type of sound. Listen to whichever sound arises, like never
before. The cues are within.

PROLEPSIS
Without the chaffing of content.
South Asian interior-sound practices from different eras specify with
remarkable consistency a succession of sounds through which the unstruck
manifests. The progression is towards greater and greater subtlety, absorption and
omniscience until the sounds themselves cease. What then?
Why would anyone want to become free of phenomenal experience; to become
undistinct as against the pressures of self-esteem to distinguish ourselves? To opt
for content-free bliss (ananda) over mere contentment? One can only find out for
oneself, whether the flowering of freedom and wonder within is theophanic,
formless or irreferential.
In traditional and academic accounts, the unstruck goal is given variously as
samadhi, consciousness-as-such, Nada-Brahman, beyond I-Brahman, videhamukti, innermost ātaman, consciousness without content, turiya-turiya, nonrepresentational reflexivity, Brahma-Pranava, emptiness, non-propositional
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awareness, or deity merger. What could possibly be the word for what it is? What
name to give or be given, so that it is what it is?
The Nādabindu-Upanişad, perhaps the earliest text to concentrate on sacrosanct
sound, enumerates the succession of sonic phenomena that accompanies anahatanada meditation. To paraphrase:
"Sitting stably in siddhasana* pose adopting the Vaishnavi-Mudra (eyes open
without blinking while focused within), one should always hear the internal sound
(nāda) in the right ear. This sound, when constantly practiced will drown every
external sound (dhvani.) After overcoming all objective obstacles by overcoming
all internal obstacles, one enters the turiya state within 15 days. At first one hears
various, loud sounds. Gradually the sounds are heard with greater and greater
subtlety. At first the sounds will be like those produced by the ocean (jaladhi),
clouds (jimūta), the kettle-drum (bherī) and a waterfall (nirjhara). Later, in the
middle stage, the sounds will be like those produced by a tabor (mardala), a big
bell (ghantā) and a military drum (kāhala). Finally, the sounds will be like a
tinkling bell (kinkinī), bamboo flute (vamśa), harp (vīnā) and bees (bhramara).
When louder sounds such as the kettle-drum are heard, one should distinguish
only the sounds that are increasingly subtle. The mind should stay concentrated
on these shifts from gross to subtle and subtle to gross and become absorbed in
any one of them, indifferent to all else, becoming one with the sound as milk with
water, merging with the space of consciousness. Meditating on nāda alone, freed
from concepts and conditions, one becomes the sound that is unstruck. The mind
exists so long as there is sound, but with sound’s cessation there is the state called
Unmani (beyond the dreamless sleep state, no mind, that which underlies all
states), the form of the internal sound that is Brahma-Om."
*(Siddhāsana is a cross-legged asana with (more typically) the left heel against the perineum and the right
foot tucked between the left calf and thigh. This position also acts as body-wide seal, setting up a closedcircuitry for one's internal energy.)

Fifteen hundred years later, these instructions reappear, almost verbatim, in the
Hatha-Yoga Pradipikā (4,81). (The Pradipika also works with subtle physiology,
placing the arising of the sounds at specific centers along the central channel, as
the corresponding prana pierces the 3 knots (granthi) to open the suśumna.)
The Hamsa Upanisad modifies somewhat the self-arising sound sequence as
follows: cini, cini-cini, bell, conch-blast, harp, cymbal, flute, kettle-drum, tabor,
and thunder-cloud (megha). In general, the sequences are understood as
preliminary sounds leading to the pure, primordial, seed vibration from which all
things stream. The Hamsa Upanisad also mentions that the whole unstruck
practice can be a matter of hearing the last sound (thunder) alone.
The Kaulajñāna-Nirnaya (ascribed to Matsyendranāth) reduces the sequence to
5 sounds: "When the jīva is dissolved, one hears the inner sounds, such as that of
a kettle-drum, conch, mrdanga, vīnā or flute. One should always mediate on this,
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which is the highest state of all. One becomes imperishable..." (14.85-86). The
Śiva-Samhitā (5.27) also lists only 5 sounds, though with almost no overlap: "The
first sound is like the hum of the honey-intoxicated bee, next that of a flute, then
of a harp; after this...one hears the sounds of ringing bells; then sounds like the
roar of thunder."
The Gherand-Samhitā (5.79-82) expands the sequence to 12 sounds: "The first
will be like that of crickets (jhiñ), then that of a flute (vamsī), then that of thunder,
then that of a drum (jharjhara), then that of a bee, then that of bells, then those of
gongs of bell metal, trumpets (turī), kettle-drums, mrdanga (double-ended drum),
military drums (anaka), and dundubhi (a kind of kettle-drum...Thus various
sounds are cognized by daily practice of kumbhaka (breath retention.) Last of all
is heard the anāhata sound rising from the heart; of this sound there is resonance,
in that resonance there is a light. In that light the mind should be immersed."
The sounds from the above anāhata sequences are analogous to what is heard,
drawing on familiar sounds from the representational world. Think of them as
suggestive, as instillations. There are natural references like cicadas and bees and
thunder, but most of the sounds refer to musical instruments, implying that
musical instrumentation is a reflection of what yogis hear internally. As
musicologist Guy Beck has said: "A serious study of the Indian musical
instruments and how they correspond to the sounds heard in deep Nāda-Yoga
meditation is a desideratum." (From his book Sonic Theology, to which I'm
indebted for a number of the above textual references.)

SEALING THE SEVEN GATES AND KUMBHAKA
HYPOXIA
The Śiva Samhitā (5.22-26) recommends a more intensive pratyahara mudra
than the abovementioned Vaisnavi Mudra: "Let the practitioners (gently) close the
ears with their thumbs, the eyes with index fingers, the nostrils with the middle
fingers, and with the remaining four fingers let them press together the upper and
lower lips (elbows in line with shoulders). The Yogi, by having thus firmly
confined the air... gradually... begins to hear the unstruck sounds (nádas)." This is
a description of the Shanmukhi Mudra. This mudra is used integrally with the
kumbhaka (breath-retention) practices often prescribed for inner sound
discernment (see below.) While the in-breath is retained, and after the expulsion
of the outbreath, the middle fingers of the Shanmukhi Mudra gently close the
nostrils, completing the sensory seal.
The Vijnānabhairava (7th c. CE), one of 5 primary tantras of Trika Philosophy
also recommends the Shanmukhi Mudra (verse 36): By stopping the openings (of
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the senses) with the weapon (astra) in the form of the hands, by which are
blocked the eyes (and other openings in the face) and thus by breaking open (the
knot in the center of the eye-brows) the bindu is perceived which (on the
development of one-pointedness) gradually disappears (in the space of
consciousness, cidākāśa.) Then (in the center point of the space consciousness,
the yogi is established in the highest state (paramā sthitih.)
From the Hatha-Yoga-Prađīpikā (4.64–67): "I will now describe the practice of
Anāhata-Nāda (nādopāsana) as propounded by Gorakhnāth. Of these, the hearing
of the Anāhata-Nāda is the only one, the chief, in my opinion....The Yogi should
hear the sound inside his right ear, with collected mind. The ears, the eyes, the
nose, and the mouth should be closed, and then the clear sound is heard in the
passage of the Suşumnā which has been cleansed of all its impurities."
The correlated practices of pratyahara and kumbhaka — sensory withdrawal
and breath abstinence — are the prime means for fine-tuning interior sound
receptivity. It's in between on and off, intake and outbreath, in the turiya state,
beyond the serene state of deep breathing, that anāhata can optimally be heard.
"Let the Yogi practice Pûraka (inhalation) and Kumbhaka, closing the ears by the
hands... Thus various sounds are cognised by daily practice of this Kumbhaka.
Last of all is heard the Anāhata sound rising from the heart; of this sound there is
a resonance, in that resonance there is a Light. In that Light the mind should be
immersed." (Gheranda-Samhitā 78-82.)
From the Yoga-Śikhopanisad (127-128) "After giving up the Recaka
(exhalation) and the Puraka, one should take one's firm stand by holding the
breath. Various kinds of sounds are produced."
The Yoga Tattva Upaniśad (142) describes the effect of kumbhaka as a lamp
inside a pot that does not flicker because no breeze can reach it.
The Gorakṣaśataka, a root Hathayoga text, speaks not of breath 'control' but
breath conquest and freedom from existence (bhavamukti). "He is without doubt
liberated whose breath goes neither in nor out, neither in the left nostril nor the
right and neither up nor down." The Gorakṣaśataka's extreme kumbhaka
instruction is interwoven with activation the Goddess Sarasvati (sarasvatīcālana),
who is correlated with both the central suśumna channel and kundalini. This has
special relevance for prosody as Sarasvati is defined as "she who contains sound."
And behind Sarasvati is 'Vak,' the mother of all in the Vedas. (In effect, the
impulse to speak is goddess-stirred kundalini, from the bottom chakra up. In this
sense, each word that arises in us is revelatory, regardless of the signification it
bears.)
Breath retention after inhalation is called antara-kumbhaka; breath retention
after exhalation is called bhaya-kumbhaka. The Gorakṣaśataka (in the above
paragraph) is describing the 3rd type of breath retention, kevela-kumbkaka.
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Kevela-kumbhaka is complete retention. The Atharvavedic Śāṇḍilya Upaniṣad
describes kevela kumbhaka as breath-retention that is not "coupled" with
exhalation or inhalation. It is "alone". It lists the ability to hear inner sounds
distinctly as one of the benefits of absolute retention, along with becoming serene,
clear-eyed and free of all diseases. The Hatha Yoga Pradipika (2:73-74) states
that for yogis who have attained kevela-kumbhaka "nothing in the three worlds is
difficult for them to attain." In the Shiva Samhita (3:59) yogis who are able to
perform complete retention for three hours "become so light that they are able to
balance on their thumbs."
The 13th century Dattātreyayogaśāstra (the first Hatha-Yoga manual) states
that "yoga is the reward of being born," and distinguishes kevala kumbhaka as the
most advanced technique of breath-control, allowing practitioners to hold their
breath for as long as they wish and granting extraordinary powers, such as
clairaudience, traveling long distances in an instant and the ability to become
infinitesimal. (Writers beware: the Dattātreyayogaśāstra also insists on shunning
those who attain their ends through words alone ... listed alongside other obstacles
like wasting one's life digging for buried treasure.)
Stilling the breath stills the mind. Stopping the breath stops the mind. Yet,
complete retention is something more. It's not 'breath' that is being held but prana.
Prana is being held and activated within the central suśumna channel by
separating it from the explicit signaling of inhalation and exhalation. Prana is its
own resource and refreshment. Kevela is absorption to the point of the practitioner
not even being aware that breathing has stopped ... completely absorbed in the
process of interior breathing, in an object of devotion, in the trip taken. Poisons
(kleshas) can't survive in the kevela atmosphere. Kevela-kumbhaka is known to
treat a wide variety of diseases (if not all) ... but, again, health and personal
powers are the sideshow, liberating love the goal.
The kevela state and unstruck inhearing are direct correlates.
The scientific term for kumbhaka is intermittent hypoxia (oxygen deficiency).
Kumbhaka is positive hypoxia. Breath-holding and the so-called diving reflex
work in the same way, producing similar effects. As demonstrated through the
diving reflex: upon facial contact with cold water the human heart slows down.
(Seals can go from 125 beats per minute to as low as 10 when diving.) Positive
hypoxia leads to various adaptive responses and multifold benefits, beginning
with a shift to parasympathetic dominance and vagal activation. Respiration is
optimized by preferentially distributing stored oxygen to the vital organs,
particularly the heart and brain. Slowing the breath slows the heart. If breath rate
is decreased, tidal volume must be increased to maintain respiratory homeostasis,
inducing deeper breaths, greater oxygen absorption into the bloodstream as air is
retained longer within the lungs, and as less oxygen is needed in a state of semidormancy. As heart rate cycles with breathing, cardiorespiratory sync sets in.
Hemoglobin levels increase, Nitric Oxide Synthase is induced, inflammatory
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responses are lowered, risk of stroke or heart attack can decrease by dilating blood
vessels, bone density may increase, immunity strengthen, depression disappear,
and so on.
With or without kumbhaka, breathing is not breathing per se. Breathing is an
astonishment; a sacrifice, or sacrament, if you prefer. In-breath brings the infinite
into individual, exhalation is offering up one's whole being. In-breath is consumed
in the fire of exhalation, oblation after oblation.
In Patanjal's Yoga Sutras there are 8 stages or limbs. Pratyahara is the fifth
limb, the fulcrum between the exterior/bodily-oriented disciplines (ethical
conduct, postures and breathing methods) and the interior-oriented samyama (the
simultaneous 3-fold practice of concentration (dhāranā), devotional meditation
(dhyāna) and samādhi (absorption, union). Pratyahara is the gateway from sense
perceptions to interior recognitions. In that breathing is an interchange with the
environment, stopping the breath is inherently a pratyhara practice. Kevela
kumbhaka is a changeover from exterior to interior breathing — not a full
stoppage of breath, but fullness of breathing in its own right. Jaideva Singh's
Vijnahbhairava (verse 27) explicitly states that kevela is the non-difference
between prāna and apāna (inhalation and exhalation) at which point energy
(śakti) is known as "ceased" (śāntā). This kevala state can also be arrived at theother-way-around, through the cessation of all thought-constructs.
Ultimately, absorption in the increasing subtlety of interior sound is a complete
pratyahara in itself. "When one fixes full attention on this sound, being free from
fear, there is absorption (layla) ... When the mind of the Yogi is exceedingly
engaged in this sound the Yogi forgets all external things and is absorbed in this
sound (nāda)." (Śiva-Samhitā, 5.27.) And as the sound ceases (nādānta), the
breath is also absorbed, at once a kevela kumbhaka practice. The Upaniśads call
this state of absorption turiya. Turiya is the fourth state, beyond and between
wakefulness (differentiated objectivity), dreaming (exclusive subjectivity) and
dreamless sleep. Kashmir Śaivism adds a fifth state, turyatita: Aham, eternal
omniscience, being in bliss. Various Upaniśads redouble the term as turiyaturiya. Abhinavagupta adds yet another state, anuttara. The climaxing of the word
for reality as both apotheosis and underlying basis as plain as the nose on our
faces, will never cease.
It's not the end of the sounding that is the pulsating light of consciousness, but
the absorption in the ending.

AIR THAT IS AWARE: BEING RESPONSIBLE FOR
BREATHING
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"All that exists in the three worlds rests in the control of prana. As a mother
protects her children, O prana, protect us and give us splendor and wisdom."
— Prashna Upanishad 2.13

Is it a full breath if it doesn't reach each alveolus? Is it a full breath if the oxygen
is not cared for, followed through the hemoglobin, followed through to its
perfusion into every cell in the body, to the final phase of respiration, the end of
the electron transport chain in the mitochondrial matrix where that same
atmospheric oxygen molecule bonds with an electron and proton to form water,
liberating free energy for the generation of ATP, our intracellular energy
currency. Thus we breathe because oxygen is electronegative, with this tiniest,
last minute part to play in the transformation of energy necessary for fueling the
organic. We breathe because the series of inconceivably intricate biomolecular
rearrangements involved in life-giving gas interchange with our environment is
glorious.
And then of course there is exhalation — allowing us to relax, speak, sing,
yawn, cool our brains, perceive flavors and return the favor of replenishment to
our photosynthetic friends.
In order to breathe fully, B.K.S. Iyengar recommends breathing only through
the nose. "The nose is for breathing, the mouth is for eating." This assures a
slower, deeper, warmer rate of physiological respiration — not gasping, or
gulping down and blowing out our precious air, or barely breathing.
Sea turtles can stay underwater for up to seven hours. Tangled in a fishing net,
struggling to get free, stressed, they die in a matter of minutes.
Respiratory rate is commensurate with lifespan. Giant land tortoises take 3 or 4
breaths per minute and live as long as 250 years. From the yogic perspective, each
person is given an allotment of breaths equaling their longevity. 15 breaths per
minute is quite average ... 2 seconds to inhale, 2 seconds to exhale, one day
equaling 21,600 breaths. Considering the entire volume of the lungs, this rate is
rather rapid. It can only represent shallow, upper-chest breathing (and perhaps
equally shallow speaking.) By simply shifting to 4-second inhalations and
exhalations, cutting the daily rate in half to 10,800 cycles, for each day lived a
person would gain 1/2 day! For every second of kumbhaka one second is added to
lifespan.
Patanjali said the purpose of pranayama is not the improvement of breathing
but the gradual cessation of breathing.
For prosody as well, pranayama is a means to an end, with health and longevity
as integral by-products. In particular, pranayama is a stable support for
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attunement to subtle, self-arising, interior sounds. If I were to teach a creative
writing course, along with required reading I'd require the practice of lowering
one's respiratory rate to 6 breaths per minute. Without the benefit of this
parasympathetic shift, how can one hear anything at all, either internally or
externally ... much less that which one deeply needs to hear and pronounce in
order to be guided through causation without wasting precious time. When
relaxed, receptivity heightens. Spontaneity replaces one's impulsivity.
This is why the ṛṣis referred to speaking as seeing, and to the words one is
speaking as hearing, or "speaking the breath."
In terms of definitions, the word prana can't be reduced to breath, and
pranayama can't be reduced to methods of physiological ventilation or even
bodywide cellular respiration. Accordingly, air isn't merely a mixture of gasses.
Although prana involves breathing in air, prana can also be understood as
omnipresent energy, or the energy of consciousness itself (devatma śakti) that
manifests as the creativity we call "creation." It's not a homogeneous, lifeless
power source like electricity, but an animating awareness that interacts
consequentially with each individualized form. We breathe creation, and it's our
interaction with this gift that creates our character.
In broad strokes, holistically, in terms of the "yama" (the code of conduct; one's
vows, if you will) of pranayama, unless the interaction between our vital bodies
and prana is spiritually or altruistically directed, life plays itself out either by
indulging in or being subjugated by power and pleasure.
There are five pranas, also called vayus or winds. Prana vayu, is a force that
moves forward and inward, governing the intake of air, food and sensory and
mental impression and our drives. Apana vayu, is a downward-moving force of
elimination ... of excrement, fluids, exhaled carbon dioxide, as well as the
elimination of the kleshas and samskaras, the poisons and scars of negative
sensory, emotional and mental experience; an all-inclusive immunological
system. Udana vayu is an upward-moving force governing growth and qualitative
transformations of our vital being. It's the positive energy of standing, speaking,
being focused, determined and wholehearted as we evolve. Samana vayu is a
balancing force that moves from the periphery to the navel (pranic center),
governing digestion of food, absorption of oxygen and the integration and
significance of our experiences. Vyana vayu is an outward-moving force, from
navel to periphery, aiding circulation on all levels; nutrients, fluids, gases,
emotions, thoughts and prana itself.
Again, is it a full breath if all the pranas are not felt, integrally, as vibratory,
balancing influences keeping us well and bringing our lives to fruition with each
breath?
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Pranayama is most often referred to as breath control. Again, "yama" is far
more complex than restraint of a bioprocess or forbearance under unease. The
first "limb" of Patanjali's Yoga Sutras is in fact called "Yamas." The Yamas are a
list of ethical codes for living in the world ... disciplines, perhaps, but more on the
order of commitments or vows (as mentioned above). In this regard, pranayama
can be defined as taking responsibility for breathing, knowing that it's impossible
(dysfunctional) to isolate any one vayu from all the others. Although prana vayu's
physiological breathing is the body's primary pranic activity from which the other
vayus arise, by taking a breath we're also taking responsibility for our total intake,
digestion, circulation, elimination and transformation of substances, sensations,
emotions and mental states. We become aware through the awareness of air, our
awareness of its intelligence. Vibrationally, the tone of the mind (chitta spanda)
follows the tone of the prana (prana spanda). And any breakdown in the
interconnectivity of the vayus can produce "subtle" repercussions such as
depression, imbalance, insatiability, fear, disconnection, distractedness, conceit,
cynicism, and so on.
Breathe once per minute, live 1500 years! A functioning, blissful hibernation.
Lama Tsultim Allione's preferred, insightful definition of prana is the "motility
factor." I've been preferring, simply, "life" itself: prana as the difference or
defining factor, whether there is life or not.
Deeper yet: prana is not only air that is aware, but a process of breathing in
benevolence — the unique preciousness of the conditions for life; prana as the
Arabic rūh al-qudus, the spirit of holiness — a divine communication with the
imparting of life. Breathing, then, is the sacrifice of sacred, integral air taken in by
our senses which are then ignited by our awareness of the air that is aware of the
sacrifice.
It is a full breath if it is this.

THE SPACE OF THE HEART (HRDAY ĀKĀŚA)
Why did God need a place to hide? So our hearts could exist.
The heart is the area in which the heart happens to be.
The heart is for seeing what is otherwise unseen, for touching what is otherwise
out of reach, for hearing uncreated sound, for tasting the sublime (where the
Vedic entheogen, soma, takes effect), for savoring, discerning, conceiving the
inconceivable, seating the emotions, seeding the love that shines on the seed.
Heart is sun and its shining, thoracic cave conscious without content, the
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upwelling of light — with earth and sky as one wave of upending light with the
heart as its occasion.
There's no difference between symbol and the anatomical. They share
synonymy with wonder ... another of the heart's vital axial functions. A symbol is
simply the supreme reality of that which it symbolizes.
"I" is there (in the heart); it has only ever been I — the terms, all we come
across and cross over, is I. Why is there the heart? So one can be there, where I
changes over to "Am," as the last we'll ever see of I. Place your I there — not
your self, not your soul; not jīva, not identity, not ego, not nous, not particle
smashed into its final component: they will not stand with you when all is lost,
when I will bring you to its end, to see what ends and what doesn't. Only I is
trained to follow the scents of realizable, inconceivable joy.
Where external and internal fuse: behind, beyond the sternum. Cause without
any effects. Cause without any effects yet. Whole and part upheld by one
diaphragm. Coherence, in itself. Heart.
The unpulsing pulsation (sphuratta) of the source of the cosmos and the beating
heart are an entrainment, a match made in the heaven they themselves made. The
heaven they are making. The pulsations that are thought. Stilled thought the most
profound.
The jivanmukta Ramana Maharshi said the "I" was located in the heart's right
atrium, one finger-width from the body's midline. The I is coextensive with the
hrdaya, the omni-faceted Sanskrit word for "heart." Both brain and heart are
meanings of hrdaya. So, the heart is not necessarily location-dependent. In
Ayurveda, both blood circulation and brain function are included under hrdaya,
the place of consciousness. Thought is Creator, prior to thought.
The visualization is simple. There's a sun radiating through the ribcage.
One way to break hrdaya down into its roots: hri "to give," da "to take," and
yam "balance." Just as the physiological heart gives and takes with perfect balance
in our microcosmic bodies, our interactions are harmonized through the heart's
prayer, as the cosmos is held together by its own subtle tremoring.
"Hridaya" is not "anāhata." Is the anāhata cakra within the hridaya named as
such because the unstruck sound is found there? This seemingly contradictory
coincidence is a fascinating story in itself. Why locate unbeaten sound in the place
of the beating heart? Is the beating of our hearts self-arising? The pace-keeping
sinoatrial node is indeed located in Maharshi's right atrium, one finger-width from
our axis. Or perhaps the cakra name came first, and the nāda heard there is named
anāhata simply because that is where it's heard ... without "unstruck" necessarily
being an attribute of the sound. I wonder. In any event, the scriptures, sutras,
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treatises and tantras all point to a perfect confluence of elements, beyond our
comprehension, gifting us a beating unbeating heart.
Although there are scattered accounts of the unstruck manifesting elsewhere (in
the right inner ear, the brahmarandhra, in every pore in the body, all along the
suśumna) it is dependably immanent in the hrdaya.
"Of the sound produced in the anāhata of the heart, there is the reverberation
(nāda, dhvani) of that sound: there is the radiance (jyoti) penetrating the interior
of that radiance." (Mandalabrāhmana Upanisad, 5. 4-5.)
From the Yogacudamani-Upanisad (115): "When the vital air (prāna) has
reached the ākāsa of the heart, a great sound is produced, as of bells and other
musical instruments."
"Of the sound, Anāhata; what is the echo of that sound; the radiance that is in
the interior of that echo; the mind that is in the interior of that radiance; when the
mind meets with dissolution..." Yoga-Śikhopanisad (4-21.)
"There is none who sounds it voluntarily, nor can anyone prevent its being
sounded. The deity abiding in the heart of living creatures sounds it himself."
(Svacchandatantra: 7,50.)
"He whose mind together with the other senses is merged in the interior space of
the heart, who has entered mentally into the center of the two bowls of the heartlotus, who has excluded everything else from consciousness acquires the highest
fortune, O beautiful one." (Vijnanabhairava, v 49.)
Indic intricacy culminates in the compressed theoretical and ritualistic
formulations found in the writings of Abhinavagupta. From his Tantraloka (6,
217): "There is one phoneme (varna) in the form of sound vibration (nāda) in
which lie all the phonemes latently in an undivided form. As it is ceaseless, it is
called anāhata i.e. unstruck, natural, spontaneous, uncaused. As all the phonemes
originate from this nāda, therefore, it is called varna proleptically."
"Hrdaya, the resting place of all, is mantra, which, in its essence, is nothing but
free-consciousness, which also is simply the power of the self-manifesting word
(para vak)." (Abhinavagupta, Isvara-Pratyabhijna Vimarsini.)
"It is the heart whose nature is a vibration which constitutes the supreme
method for achieving the highest non-duality which consists of a universal grace.
For the nature of the self-referential character of the consciousness which
composes the awakening in the heart is that it is an astonishment brought about by
the total fullness of consciousness." (Ksemaraja, cited from The Triadic Heart of
Siva, Paul Eduardo Muller-Ortega, pg. 123.)
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Typically, the Vedic hymns are deva-krta (made by the gods) and apauruśeyā
(unauthored.) The abodes of the gods are the hymns. In particular, it is the
goddess Vac who reveals herself to the ṛṣis, making them ṛṣis. The revelations of
the ṛṣis are also known as ... ṛṣis. These divine impulses, visions (dhi, dhiti) and
inspirations (manisa) were received in the hrdaya. The ṛṣis' role was to arduously
construct (of course, within the hrdaya) these tacit, supernatural cognitions into
intelligible, vocalizable verses. Recitation of the hymns is thus a process of
returning them to their owners, from heart to heart within hrdaya.
"My ears range wide to hear and wide my eyes to see, wide this Light that is set
in the heart; wide walks my mind and I set my thought afar; something there is
that I shall speak; something that now I shall think." (Rigveda 6.9.6, translator Sri
Aurobindo.)
As cited at the opening of this section: "Sages having meditated in their hrdaya
have discovered by their wisdom the connection of the sat with the asat."
(Rigveda 10.129.4.) The elementary, axial, harmonizing, liberating power of the
heart is succinctly stated in this verse. The interdependence of sat and asat
"existence/nonexistence," the bond between being and nonbeing (sató bándhum
ásati) is, in a way, the whole story, our whole story, told in the space of the heart,
right within us.
It must be noted, as well, that the west is not entirely bereft of contemplative
hearing-heart/seeing-heart practices. There is the Sacratissimum Cor Iesu (Most
Sacred Heart of Jesus). There is the Orthodox practice of nepsis, i.e., inner
attentiveness in the heart, guarding of the heart (in fact the primary text of the
Eastern Church is titled Φιλοκαλία τῶν Ἱερῶν Νηπτικῶν, Philokalia of the Neptic
Saints. And the hesychastic noetic prayer of the heart; theoria, i.e., the "oro" or
viewing of Theos through contemplation; metanoia; the mind-in-heart of nous;
and good old fashion western askesis and anachoresis — all viable venerations
while being veritable forms of pratyhara.
Quieting into the heart is the starting point. Nothing can happen outside of the
space of the heart. The profundity of the embodied practice of the space of the
heart is endless, dimensionless. What is prosody's part in this practice (having
claimed that poets and poetry precede the existent) if not unstruck receptivity?
Opening, entering, abounding in the space of the heart primes the practicing of
pristine consciousness' slightest impulse.
For now, with antara-kumbhaka breathe deeply, directly into your hrdaya, and
you're (t)here. That's plenty.
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AN AMERICAN VARNAMAL MANTRA

Breath is precious. There's not a moment to lose in breath-time. Think of the
choices evolution has made to get us right here, sentiently, sentimentally, as open
as the sky, dead as a doornail. We can't be re-used. Pure grace. I'm wasting your
time if I'm wasting mine. It's not that which we say with that with which we say
it; rather it's that we speak — that we can speak at all — it's that that's
incomprehensible.
Let's look at the alphabet from the perspective of the four paths: the path of
gnosis, the path of unconditional love, the path of selfless conduct and the ascetic
path, keeping in mind that the end-time, this time, might be real, not
apocalyptically, eschatologically or prophetically real, but just straight-up secularstupidly and rapaciously real; not as a fullness of time but just the pure waste of
denaturation without a regenerative follow-up cycle — with honesty cashed in for
anomie, the greatest respect shown to those who do the greatest damage, the
homeless having given birth to those who own the most, a despair no one would
be spared.
A path implies there's somewhere to go; somewhere to get to; some way to
fully appreciate the preciousness of the opportunity to be on the path. But if
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there's somewhere to get to — if it's an actual path — there's inherently a way in
which one has already arrived. Paths are for already being where one would go.
Paths are for realizing just that (there's no time.) Otherwise we run ourselves
ragged to no end, realizing dissatisfaction over and over again. We can't place
every bet. On which particular path have you already arrived, if you only knew?
That's the one. Work within that mandala.
The alphabet appeared. Or did it cause appearance? Did it cause appearance
once it appeared? It appeared cosmogonically, having self-occurred as part of the
process of manifestation (a process that we eventually started to speak) through
evolutionary forces well beyond our understanding; it appeared creatively, as
bestowed upon wretched, wondrous creatures by Maker or making; it distinctly
appeared in the second millennium BCE as an invention gleaned from
phonographic elements of magisterial Egyptian glyphs by Canaanite captives. It's
all the same; indivisibility is the illumination of the "Word." We speak,
phonemically. We speak writing. Before, we were just run-on. Behind
alphabetization lies discrete phonemic insight into speech: recognition of a limited
number of sounds capable of infinite recombination.
How we understand, phenomenologically, that we speak determines the depth
of our understanding of the words that we speak. It makes all the difference in the
world because (in a double sense) it made all differences. Speech, re-discerned as
phonemes, takes us all the way back to originary differentiation. The potency of
each sound is integral to the fullness of speech. And each phone played a critical,
formative role in manifestation of the phenomenal world. These formative
energies appear to us as the alphabet. One sound one sign, a limited set that
accords with the physiological capacity of our vocal apparatus.
Was the alphabet ever silent? We can read silently. The alphabet-in-waiting?
Letters are "out loud" and not, both, but also neither, and then some (words
surpass the Catuṣkoṭi made of words.) Are reading and writing really indivisible?
The seventeen tantras unearthed in Tibet in the eleventh century attest that we can
read the unwritten. At least the Tantra Without Letters can begin to dispel the
administrative fallacy of the origin of the alphabet as accounting, or as a
hierophantic tool for maintaining hierarchic authority, or the alphabet as demoted
to demotic socializing and information exchange under the free market precept of
people as commodities, stripped of mystery, gutted.
I can say that the alphabet is love, and live accordingly. Is the alphabet love
because creation is an act of love, realized or not, embraced or unreciprocated?
Does it have a special place in creation, as source, safeguard or destroyer? Is it
that which makes us special among species? Do letters really just do what we say?
To what extent can it be said they're acting on their own; not as in "out of control"
but given and guiding, as against taken, abducted, overpowered. Is the zone
beyond which words are less given than taken — the zone in which we make
words our own — the danger zone of conflict, misunderstanding, aggression and
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alienation? Don't tread on me. I'll take advantage of you. It's a free country. Is free
speech a misreading of the nature of speech. The free make the laws that make
them free, up to a point the less free merely verge on revolt. Could a need as
fundamental as freedom actually be an artifice of the alphabet? Here we are again:
"the people" grabbing back the alphabet (the mic) from those who stand to benefit
from others' dispossession. Weaponry comes after that fact. Is the alphabet doing
this to us? Is it a program that we've simply been playing out, played by, since the
on-switch of oracle bones to the present corporation-scripted congress and
politicians eating their own vomit passing as "speech." We could never have been
backed into this corner without the alphabet. Reciprocally, not a single word
could have ever been written without this corner we've painted ourselves into.
Would we sooner die than step straight onto and redo our fresh laid selfmadeness?
We've worked ourselves to the bone to keep the appearance of still being
sustainably alive. Is no path better than none?
The alphabet is a curse, a blessing, both, neither both nor either, but neither.
Blessing and curse are one. We're consecrated by blood.
"Without letters there could be no machines; what letters do for sound the
machine does for force." (Peter Lamborn Wilson, Abecedarium.)
But sound is the force of the letters. It can pulverize concrete and easily animate
abstraction. Sound did not need the letters. They were invited, to find out if they'd
be welcome. And without first inscribing the key questions onto ox scapulae and
tortoise plastrons, how would the Shang Dynasty diviners have ever conducted
the pyromancy that first necessitated the alphabet. The answers were foretold.
Perhaps that's why the alphabet began. Fear of the future, of being wiped off the
face of the earth. Unable to afford even one crop failure or foul marriage. Wisdom
replacement. A kind of blindness caused by already being blind — the definition
of "advantage." We keep making matters. Even deepest sleep can't unspell a
word.
The letters are our place of burial. The intimacy of the struggle with our selfimposed limitations within an illimitable medium. As such, they are our
personalized miracles. They have no inside or outside. They're self-originating,
uncontrived and totally made-up. Dressed for the occasion. The arbitrariness of
the signified and its sounds and divine phonosemantic indivisibility are without a
trace of contradiction.
Letters obscure the literacy of direct revelation. They are avatars of the unseen
in which we look for hidden meaning. Letters are here to cast no doubt. In turn,
we treat them as outcasts; not exactly as a "necessary evil" and rather as that
which must be kept in line by our own limitations.
Blame it on the Book. Apparently we're continually re-corrupting and
uncorrupting the message, while denying this syndrome by periodically
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pronouncing the "truth" ... whether the radical reformations take place within
religion, science or the arts. We scorch the ground on which the ground was
scorched. Apparently we want our proper brand of the end-of-days, to be scattered
together in a lay capitalcommunist apocalypse, slugging it out in an anguishingly
overwrought slowed-motion flash.
Egyptian King Thamus refused the divine gift of writing from the Thoth, on
the grounds that reading a text is like talking to a person in a painting. As
recounted by Socrates: "One cannot remember with the memory of another. Men
will record, but they won’t recall. They will repeat, but they will not live. They
will learn of many things, but they won’t understand a thing.”
The most radical manifestation of northern Europe's 16th-century Radical
Reformation was the fringe Anabaptist sect known, paradoxically, as the
Abecedarians. The Abecedarians denounced all "human" knowledge. For the
Abecedarians, learning was idolatry, a fatal diversion from direct divine
instruction. Their surefire formula was simple: remove the alphabet. Although
speech itself (as distinct from reading, writing, biblicism and blathering) wasn't
blasphemous, the sect had a strict code of silence and self-restraint. To be fairminded, I would note that, in effect, in intent, Abecedarian practice was perhaps
not entirely unrelated to Sanskrit nirvikalpa, i.e., the state of being without
concept or order (including alphabetic concatenation.)
What did the advent of the alphabet end? Suddenly almost everyone was
illiterate. Although the Abecedarians wanted to roll back the alphabet, ultimately
their resistance merely wrote a realtime footnote in reaction to the 2000-year
history of the "Book" and the alphabet monstrosity. There's no way to rinse
ourselves of the ABCs. What freedoms have we sacrificed along the path of
Alphabetization? Then again, the alphabet is not the same phenomenon as
alphabetization, the letters' standardization of sequence and classificatory
deployment.
It's not that the alphabet is overrated, rather it's taken for granted. We've lost
sight of the benefits of its non-existence, and therefore its existence as well, as
though we're not necessarily hearing the letters or seeing them as we speak and
read, in order to fluently prattle forward. The being of the alphabet's nonbeing? At
least try to imagine the absence of the phonographic standardization of speech.
Revel in the wonder of word/phone correlation, coextensive with the ease of your
eloquence. Carried away by energy greater than ourselves.
Appalled by the Encyclopædia Britannica's random — i.e., alphabetical —
ordering of subject matter, Samuel Taylor Coleridge attempted to publish an
alternative, thematically organized Encyclopædia Metropolitana, based on the
natural relations of ideas. For Coleridge, alphabetization was "an arrangement
determined by the accident of initial letters" that scattered relevant information
"like a mirror broken on the ground." "Why should things that begin with A be at
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the beginning?" Of course Coleridge was objecting to the alphabet as a method of
classification, not the standardization of the letter-order per se. Unwittingly, by
renouncing the semantic confusion of alphabetization, Coleridge at once
disregarded the phonosemantic coherence of language: i.e., snort, sniff, snore,
snot, snorkel, snivel, snuff, sneer, snide, snob, snooty and so on.
One poet's shackles are another's liberation. Velimer Khlebnikov, like
Coleridge, argued for a more organic use of the letters. Unlike Coleridge,
Khlebnikov employed a more phonic, primitive approach to the alphabet, divining
originary potencies in individual phonemes. "Words that begin with an identical
consonant share some identical meaning: it is as if they were drawn from various
directions to a single point in the mind. If we make a list of words that begin with
ch—chuluk [stocking], choboty [a kind of boot], chereviki [high-heeled boots],
chuviak [slipper], chupaki [felt boots], chekhol [underdress], and chasha [cup],
chara [magic spell], chan [vat], chelnok [bark], cherep [skull], chuchelo [stuffed
animal], then we observe that all these words coalesce at the point of the
following image: the volume of one body fills up the emptiness of another body,
which serves as its surface." Khlebnikov held that language had become stiff and
divisive. As a recourse, he broke language down to its indivisible phones to arrive
at a proto-phonosemantics. "I observed that the roots of words are only phantoms
behind which stand the strings of the alphabet." After exhausting his work with
word roots, Khlebnikov's goal was to "find the unity of the world's languages in
general, built from the units of the alphabet."
In the Vedas, gods have no existence apart from the mantras that name them.
For Kūkai, letter sounds and the world are isomorphic, with the written letters
being even more primary than their sounds, assuring the sounds' connectedness
with the world. Words that realize this inter-constitutive nature of word and world
are shingon, "real words."
Both prayer and magic would agree. There is a real efficacy beyond words' use
as instruments of description and semantic intelligibility.
The alphabet is itself a prayer wheel, spread via our use. The world spinning
round. Are we to be a slap in the face of outer space?
The fascination of a glyph was always direct contact with the invisible.

OX HOUSE CLUB OR CAMEL DOOR OR FISH REJOICE OR
WINDOW

"And you have to think of alphabets too, without an alphabet well without names where
are you, and birthdays are very favorable too, otherwise who are you." Gertrude Stein
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Egyptian hieroglyphs are a rich mix of logographs (representing words or
morphemes); phonograms (phonemic representation); semagrams and
determinatives (unpronounced glyphs associated with concepts, semantic
identification and disambiguation) and artistic representation. A logogram
representing a word was frequently followed by phonetic complements. Meanings
were also assembled according to the rebus principle. The script also contained a
complete consonantal abjad of 24 "uniliteral" symbols that stood for single
consonants. The complexity of the hieroglyphic system and its subsequent hieratic
and demotic scripts could have easily been "simplified" into a purely
phonographic script, expressing every Egyptian word according to the one-sign
one-sound alphabetic principle; it was within their purview to do so. I'm
convinced that this evolutionary alphabetic step — generally unquestionably
regarded as "ingenious" — for ancient Egyptians would have marked a loss of
literacy, a loss of possibility, culture and connection to origin; a disembodiment or
mutilation of holistic being.
Once a symbol is correlated with an individual phoneme and a sequence of
phonemes is correlated with the complete set of speech sounds, a language has its
alphabet. (Egyptians didn't note vowel sounds, nor did the subsequent Semitic
languages.) The archeological record shows that Egyptian writing contained the
three requisite features that define alphabetization: glyph/phone correlation, fixed
concatenation, and acrophony. (Acrophony is the naming of a letter with a name
that begins the letter itself, a principle that has acted as a constant through time,
all the way up to NATO's anglo-slanted International Radiotelephony Spelling
Alphabet: Alfa Bravo Charlie Delta Echo Foxtrot Golf Hotel India Juliett Kilo
Lima Mike November Oscar Papa Quebec Romeo Sierra Tango Uniform Victor
Whiskey X-ray, Yankee.) Two of the earliest attestations of abecedaries
(alphabetic tables) were found on the same limestone ostracon unearthed from a
tomb at Luxor (late fifteenth century BCE.) Each side of the sherd bears a
phonetic transliteration (from a Semitic language into cursive Egyptian) of a
script's canonical sequence of letters. On one side is written the "aleph-bethgimel" standard sequence of the Proto-Sinaitic precursor of Phoenician, PaleoHebrew, Aramaic, Arabic, Greek, Roman and possibly Brahmi scripts. On the
obverse side of the sherd, the initial consonants of the first four lines appear
acrostically as h-r-ḥ-m, denoting the "halaḥam" order of the Ancient South
Arabian (Ethiopian) abecedarium. (The same two Semitic abjads are also attested
in Ugaritic cuneiform in the thirteenth century BCE.) The Luxor ostracon may
have served as a primer or mnemonic key allowing Egyptian literati to decode the
foreign "guest-worker" languages.
Egyptian "graphics" and the principle of phoneme/grapheme-correlation were,
in all likelihood, the template for Proto-Semitic alphabetization, re-purposed
glyphs adapted to the foreign phonology and nomenclature. Once a language has
its phonographic abecedary, it can be used to spell out the sounds of other
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languages, and those other languages can adopt the antecedent alphabet to write
itself. The A-B-C/G ordering of the Egypto-Sinaitic-Graeco-Roman-Anglo
alphabet was locked-in before the letters ever left Luxor for the Levant — alpu
(ox), baytu (house), gamlu (throwstick), diggu (fish), haw (praise), with midsequence 'l' 'm' 'n' and final 'p' 'q' 'r' 's' 't' — and has been stable ever since.
Why place the letters in a fixed order? What logic (if there was logic involved)
determined the order? How to sprinkle the vowels into an ancestral abjad, as did
the Greeks? Why were there only 24 uniliterals (consonantal phonemes) among
800 hieroglyphs? This is a question that answers itself. It's physiological. You can
try to create an a unique, alternative, phonetic alphabet (as I have done a number
of times,) adding clicks, grunts, pops and whatever wheezings, and you'll find that
you're able, more or less, to spell out your new tongue with the old. In that
vocalization is unavoidably limited to the cavities and musculature of the mouth,
any usable, novel script will largely fall within the standardized IPA (International
Phonetic Alphabet.) Graphemes are a different story. Any sign could be assigned
to a letter in a set of novel signs. But again, is it practicable, or beautiful? Ditem
tsa Dinoko is a brilliant, recently constructed script for southern Bantu languages.
It's a triangular, featural syllabary — graphemes combine to form a consonant or
vowel sound while indicating the correlative place and manner of articulation in
the mouth. (Sounds are featural to themselves: vibrationally, they assume the
waveform that they are. Graphemes are open: their forms could follow anatomy,
natural phenomena, art, ideas, cymatics and even glottogenesis, while being
necessarily contrastive in relation to each other.)
And an abecedary by a different name is still an abecedary in principle: runic
Futhark was named by stringing together the initial phonemes of the names of its
first six runes: F, U, Þ, A, R and K. The impulse to collate is apparently
irrepressible. Non-alphabetic writing systems such as Chinese hanzi and Japanese
kanji use, primarily, a radical-and-stroke sorting system to form their dictionaries.
Characters are grouped under radicals (morphemesque base-components.) The
character groups are then listed according to their number of strokes, from least to
most. And with the development of pinyin ("spelled sound") ... romanization
strikes again. To a very real extent, computer search engines are obsoleting the
need for alphabetization. Just type in a search word or phrase and the code will
take it from there. (This may have been the open approach Coleridge was
searching for.)
Adlam is one of the many indigenous scripts developed for West African
languages. In the late 1980s two teenage brothers, Ibrahima and Abdoulaye Barry,
developed the script for their Fulani language. Adlan is, as in the beginning,
acrophonic, although this time more specifically meaningfully so. The first four
letters of the Fulani alphabet — A, D, L, N — stand for alkule dandayɗe leñol
mulugol which translates as "the alphabet that protects the peoples from
vanishing."
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Analogous to the way in which Proto-Sinaitic script borrowed non-phonetic
Egyptian hieroglyphs to transcribe speech-sounds, Japanese kana characters were
drawn from logographic Chinese characters (kanji) to represent phonological
syllabograms. "Kana" literally means "false name." Kana were considered fake
kanji due to their purely (lesser) phonetic function bereft of meaning. Exquisitely
beyond the organizational concept of meaningful acrophony, Japanese kana
follow the order of a 7-line poem, known as the Iroha. The Iroha is a fixed
inventory of the letters, but it is also a perfect pangram, a holoalphabetic poem,
using every kana only once. The first attestation of the poem dates back to 1079.
Although the Iroha ordering is still in use, it has been somewhat superseded by
the gojūon system, a 5x10 grid based on the articulatory phonetics of Sanskrit (see
below) imported via China by Kūkai in 806 CE. A translated version of the Iroha:
Even the blossoming flowers
will eventually wither.
Who in our world
is unchanging?
The high mountains of pride—
we cross them today
and we shall not have dull dreams nor be deluded.
The Gāndhāri language used what's known as the Arapacana syllabary (named
after the first five letters) and was written in the Kharoṣṭhī script. Recitation of the
full Arapacana sequence appears as a mantra in a number of Mahāyāna Sutras,
with each letter serving as a deep-mnemonics for bringing to mind basic
Mahāyāna teachings. "A" is for "apple" in English. In the Arapacana, "A" is for "a
door to the insight that all dharmas are uncreated from the very beginning."
The only phonographic script I'm aware of that is not learned in a particular
order is Hanunó'o, a language spoken by the Mangyan peoples indigenous to the
Philippine island of Mindoro. It's said that the Mangyans "learn the script
primarily in order to memorize love songs. The goal is to learn as many songs as
possible, and using the script to write the songs facilitates this process."
Is the alphabet a primer for itself — a didactic, Dr. Seuss, singsong tool for
instructing children? (Although there are teachers who justifiably believe
alphabetization is an impediment to learning the letters.) The acrophonicallynamed letters of the Cyrillic alphabet are ordered: Az, Buky, Vedi, Glagol, Dobro,
Est, a sequence that forms a sentence in Old Church Slavonic: "I know letters, the
word is good." Every language that alphabetized according to the Sinaitic OxHouse-Camel-Door abjad used the letters to represent numbers, as well. Perhaps
numbering is the oldest writing system (as the Sefer Yetzirah would have us
believe) and the alphanumeric letters followed. And the occult folks will certainly
find resonance with a phenomenon as fundamentally powerful as the alphabet;
thus we have gematria, isopsephy, steganography, numerology, incantation,
talismans, divination, divine intercommunication, defixion, spells, pyro-
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scapulimancy, cryptograms, military coding and so on. And because we'll never
really know why the letters are in order, there's bound to be magic in it. Words are
a place in which to hide things, including words. And the worlds of words.
Alphabetic order wasn't established only for edifying and indexing. Poets also
picked up the new technology (perhaps they felt it was their possession!) In the
Book of Jeremiah, the prophet uses an alphabetical atbash cipher to encrypt the
plaintext. Acrostics are common in the Tanakh. In the Psalms alone there are
seven acrostic poems, most notably Psalm 118/119 consisting of twenty-two 8line stanzas, with the lines of each stanza beginning with the same letter of the
alphabet. In time, Augustine of Hippo wrote an abecedarian psalm against the
Donatists. Geoffrey Chaucer's first known poem, An A.B.C. (The Prayer of Our
Lady) begins with the Latin phrase incipit carmen secundum ordinem litterarum
alphabeti: "here begins a song according to the letters of the alphabet." As
instruction in prayer, Chaucer's A.B.C. covers all that is implied by abecedary: a
letter lineup, a primer, the rudiments of a spiritual practice, and a prosodic/literary
device. More recent abecedarii include Gertrude Stein's under-recognized
children's book To Do: A Book of Alphabets and Birthdays and Harryette Mullen's
Sleeping with the Dictionary. John Cage used an acrostic subversion called a
mesositc. In a mesostic, a proper-name is used to form a spine that intersects the
mid-area of horizontal lines. His compositions, governed by chance operations
and rule-based permutations, attempt to de-regiment alphabetic linearity,
demilitarize syntactic sequence and undo self-fixation with a more enlightened
contrivance. (His exiguous insight into prosody, from the Foreword to his book
Silence: "As I see it, poetry is not prose simply because poetry is in one way or
another formalized. It is not poetry by reason of its content or ambiguity but by
reason of its allowing musical elements (time, sound) to be introduced into the
world of words.") Using a "diastic" procedure, Jackson MacLow broke the
abecedarium acrostic by using seed words from a poem's title to step across or
down the lines on a page. To give one diastic example, here is the first line from
his poem titled 'POOR': "Poverty notices poorest poor" (bold added here for
clarity.)
To go proceed along the path of liberation, remove direction? Samsara and
nirvana are selfsame. That's well established, after tens of thousands of years
proving otherwise. We learn the hard way. We can only liberate with that which is
not liberating. We're already free. It's said that we're fundamentally tool-users.
Although a word is not a tool but a gift given without instructions. There's an
emptiness that language relies on in order to arise. Words are our specialty, as is
creating problems out of nothing. Listening to the end of words brings us to their
beginning. Like us, language is already free. It doesn't need our use to be so,
though we may have need of words to be free, or be free of words. Writing has
arrived. It was only yesterday. It arrives as an invention each of us reinvents as
the means we've been given for coming to realize we're incapable of such
invention. It comes with the instruction please return. Recycle before use.
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Writing is oasis where there had been mirage. It's not contradictory to think the
opposite, but all-embracing.

NOW WE KNOW THERE ARE SECRETS
"When we invent with language we are not interfacing one invention with another."

"No one can be afraid that the contemplation of characters will lead us away
from things; on the contrary, it will lead us into the secrets of things.” Leibniz

We incarnate in the alphabet. It incarnates us. The alphabet is the alphabet
incarnate. It is indivisibly all that it can ever be, even when its different
dimensions — mythological, supernatural, archeological, linguistic, philological,
logical — are busy attempting to dispel each other.
Above all, the alphabet is anything but our own; the conceit of human invention,
our tower built tall enough to reach heaven, casting into shadow, dangerously
teetering over, the beauty and wonder of our globe's differentiated tongues,
roughly half of which are currently endangered. Who would have been capable of
creating the letters? Not even a Creator. We're lowly tinkerers and tweakers.
Owning one's own opinions is conceivable. Believing we're in charge of the
wonder of the correlation of words autogenously arising in us and their direct
transcription into writing is simply not veridical.
Phonemes formed us, and now we're written.
We could look ahead, beyond writing, to the future-tacit when we will not only
no longer be thinking each other's thoughts but beholding each other without
conceptual device — but that telepathic trip would be too conjectural to actually
take us anywhere. So let's just call that reverie the present, and then reminisce
back in time to the hard epigraphic evidence of our earliest abjad and begin to
rebut the insistence on writing's purely contrived, commercial, mercenary origins,
by simply reading the writing on the wall.
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The above partially-abecedarian Wadi el-Hol inscriptions were carved into
limestone cliffs northwest of Luxor along the Nile's Qena Bend circa 1800 BCE.
The wildly divergent translations of the script attest to both its ultimate
indecipherability and to translator bias. The various translation attempts, on the
other hand, altogether manage to bring forth the unequivocally theophoric,
supplicatory nature of the messaging:
“Excellent (R[’š]) banquet (mšt) of the celebration (H[illul]) of `Anat (`nt). ’El
(’l) will provide (ygš) [H] plenty (rb) of wine (wn) and victuals (mn) for the
celebration (H[illul]). We will sacrifice (ngt_) to her (h) an ox (’) and (p) a prime
(R[’sh]) fatling (mX).” (Brian Colless, 2009.)
"These are for the goddess Athtar, the bow and the scimitar." "... [is] the
Powerful Lord who intoxicates her soul, and removes its violence." (Michael
Sheflin, 2012)
"Lord of peace! Hallelu! Rejoice O great nations, brothers of Egypt. (Celeste
Horner, 2020.)
"Motion-Powers are making rigid the Revealer (Yahu) by paralyzing the
vulture-eyes causing the fertility-fluid revealer to disperse the abundant
nourishments." (David Olmsted, 2020, with a Minoan Linear A twist.)
A similar script was found on a votive sphinx at Serabit el-Khadim, the site of
an ancient turquoise mine and major Hathor temple in the southwest Sinai
Peninsula. Like a miniature Proto-Sinaitic Rosetta Stone, the sphinx bears a
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hieroglyphic inscription and two phonographic Proto-Sinaitic complements. The
Egyptian reads: "Beloved of Hathor [Mistress] of turquoise." The translations of
the Sinaitic phrases (m'hb’lt, hnd wz lb‘lt) are still in progress. Here are a few
variations to date, beginning with Alan Gardiner's 1916 deciphering: "the Lady"
(a title of Ba'alat/Hathor"; this inscription is for the Lady"; "to Ba'alat"; "Man
(belonging) to the side of Ba'alat." A recent, dramatic interpretation of m'hb’lt by
Michael Shelomo Bar-Ron identifies Ba'alat as the Golden Cow goddess of the
Israelite Exodus, rendering the phrase as "death to Ba'alat"!
Then again, writing is written neither to nor for the divine but from the divine,
correct? This is basically what the hieroglyph/abecedary juncture unearths.
Mdw nṯr is the Egyptian word for hieroglyphic writing. It's a direct genitive
construction: mdw (word) of nṯr (god). Our tongue is the tip of the iceberg. We
stake our claim atop an erupting phonetics. A text is its last minute touch-up to
keep creation from landing on top of us. Teeth chattering is ordinarily what we
perceive as "speech."
The Nag Hammadi, written in Sahidic Coptic, defined hieroglyphs as "writings
of the magicians, soothsayers." Import of message was clearly integral to — if not
constitutive of — the genesis of writing, whose first role was to write the story of
its own genesis selfsame as ours.
Before Germanic languages were Latinized, they employed the runic alphabet, a
phonemic and ideographic mix. The Hávamál (80) defines the runes as
reginkunnr 'god-sprung,' with the runes themselves as knowledge of the gods. In
Hávamál (139), Odin, after hanging for nine nights upside down from a tree with
unknowable roots, looked down and "took up the runes, screaming I took them
and fell back." In Old English rún also means 'whisper, mystery,' tracing back to
Proto-Germanic rūnō 'secret, secret conversation, hidden.' In modern Irish, a rún
is still a 'secret.' Finnish runo means 'poem,' appropriately enough, as the
originary secrets of the alphabet were kept and divulged as poetry.
Writing is poetry.
The subject of the alphabet — its prime topic and raison d'être — is the hidden.
Suddenly, there was a key. How deep would its cavern be? How vast our
exuberance? The letters are the same as the hidden unhidden and kept hidden,
beginning with the knowledge of themselves. The first secret that was kept with
the alphabet was ... itself; beyond which, not even the sky was the limit.
A deal was cut. The letters reveal by keeping themselves secret.
We want to know less that which is kept secret, and more that which keeps
secret.
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We wouldn't have known there are secrets. Secrets are made so that we know
there are secrets. It's the play between existence/non-existence. It's the unhidden
that hides.
Knowledge of the alphabet was tantamount to holding the patent to reality.
("Twenty-two letters are engraved by the voice, hewn out in the air, and fixed in
the mouth in five places. Twenty-two letters were engraved, hewed out, weighed,
changed, combined, and formed out of them all existing forms, and all forms that
may in the future be called into existence." Sefer Yetzirah, 2.2-3.)
Impressed by a hunter's ability to identify a hoof-print with its corresponding
animal, the legendary Cangji hit upon the Chinese writing system. In one account
of Cangji's story, his discovery was so miraculous that millet rained from heaven
and ghosts wailed through night due to the power over the spirit-realm people
would now possess. In yet another version of the story, the millet fell mercifully
from heaven because deceit would inevitably appear along with writing and the
farmers would neglect their fields.
The history of hieratic, highbrow elites hoarding the power of knowledge to
maintain hierarchical, oppressive societies is undeniable and indefensible. On the
other hand, it can be said that a priestly class was an actual marker for divine
revelation and the embodied responsibility to protect and authentically transmit a
truth. Nonetheless, contrary to any dilution of the sacred, what the history of the
alphabet itself reveals, through its irrepressible tendency toward the demotic, the
vernacular and popular literacy steeped in everyday exchange, is the boundless
renewal, magnification and authentication of mystery as divine presence for all.
(Take Bhakti, for example, as the Alvar and Nayanar poets scrapped imperious
Sanskrit to be directly absorbed in God in Tamil and Telugu.)
The hidden, straight-up. The hidden — because we know it is the hidden,
because we see that the evident is the form in which the hidden is hidden — is the
unhidden. Existence can't be made any more obvious than existence. The sacred
simply removes the blinding sheen.
We're still marked by residual hieratics. Call it a culture of relic-secrecy,
leftover occultation. Esoterica, siddhis, poetry, sophistry, thaumaturgy, henosis,
hypnosis, fanaticism, apophaticism, derangement, seance, estrangement, animism,
animal magnetism, magia naturalis, μύω (múō) mystic concealing in order to
unconceal: all fine and well —phenomenal! in fact — plenty of room for any
supports that don't clutter the view or violate the emic/etic divides. (Deride no
one.)
Lastly, it can be spelled out: the less contrived, the more we're realized. (We
became, as only love could. Ring clear as a bell.) The alphabet has been our best
lesson in this.
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There is no god of the alphabet. Our love of god is the letters.

TWINKLE TWINKLE
'Twinkle, Twinkle, Little Star' is carried by the same tune as the standard
English Alphabet Song. The original melody dates back to an anonymous 18th
century French folksong titled Ah vous dirai-je, Maman. This is the same song
Mozart adapted in his 'Twelve Variations on Ah vous dirai-je, Maman.' In 1835
the American music publisher Charles Bradlee copyrighted the soon-to-be
ubiquitous alphabet song under the long title: 'The A.B.C., a German air with
variations for the flute with an easy accompaniment for the piano forte.' In the
song, the "meaningless but fixed" letter concatenation is set in four 8-beat, endrhyme lines, with the help of doubling the tempo of l-m-n-o-p, pausing between st and x-y, and stretching out w and x. The song dramatizes the state of the art of
the order of the alphabet: it's rather all over the place phonetically; both the
manner and place of consonantal articulations are unpatterned, vowels are
randomly sprinkled about and, as though that weren't disorderly enough, in terms
of total speech-sound count, our American ABCs also happen to be "short" 18
phonemes. Its disarray does have a history. It's our custom, an unconscious
consensus. An accidental inevitability.
Was alphabetization instrumental in discerning the full spectrum of speech
sounds? Or had language groups successfully systematized their phones long
before the phonographic revolution arrived at their door? Were speech sounds
more open, unique — perhaps infinite —before being pinned down by graphemes;
before the Sanskrit phonemes spilled out of Śiva's damaru during a dream of the
great grammarian Panini, or before pinyin sorted Mandarin Chinese into roman
letters?
Phonemes are not dependent on graphemes. Is the reverse also true? We read
silently, or tactilely (braille cells are sound transcriptions.) Perhaps it was the
glyphs that initiated their proper sounds ... or were at least cymatically suggestive
of an acoustics — a wavelike line for running water, a circle for a rounded 'o'
sound. In Rudolph Steiner's eurythmy, every vowel and consonant has a basic
gesture; the body's gestures form — conform to — the phonemes, while our
movements are the writing of speech, making speech visible. Do any of the lettershapes look like their sounds? Do the sounds come from an embodied
phonosemantics? Are they natural entrainments with nature and the signification
of all things, the assigning of signs? There is "seeming" onomatopoeia behind the
acrophony of at least some of the letters, like 's' 'm' 'i' or 'o.' Or, does an ox look
like the essential sound of ox as transcribed in its name? Is there greater freedom
and possibility in a loosely dissociative system of sound, sense, script and the
signified? Anything goes?
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Perhaps the most extraordinary aspect of the Vedic tradition is the absolute
fidelity with which the pronunciation of the hymns (sūktas, "well-recited praise")
has been transmitted for 3500 years. Faithful transmission of course presumes that
the order, voicing and performance of the text has first been fixed. The only way
to "arrest" the Vedas was by halting the evolution of Vedic Sanskrit, by "closing
the book" so to speak, and fully elaborating the phonology, morphology and
grammar of Vedic Sanskrit while perfecting the methods of teaching, recitation
and transmission — to preserve the fully-formed hymns with no possible
authorization for future alteration. Frozen. Perfectly memorized. Avoiding the
imperfections and limitations of writing.
Vedic culture is so preeminently phonocentric that Sanskrit doesn't have a
native script. It couldn't be bothered with developing its own abecedary. It has
donned whatever regional script was around: Brahmi, Kashmiri Śāradā,
Bengalese Bāṅglā, Gujarātī, Grantha and, since the late nineteenth century,
Devanāgari. And as a rock-bottom debasement, Sanskrit is now frequently
transcribed in a romanized scheme referred to as IAST. Regardless of the script,
written Sanskrit is no more than a transliteration into a foreign medium. There can
be no "text." There's no conceivable notation. Each written word is its own
exonym.
Language could not have appeared as a "convention" because it would have
then needed the convention of language in order to form itself conventionally.
Vedic verses were consonant with the inconceivability of the cosmos. As Śrī
Aurobindo has stated: "Each of Sanskrit's vowels and consonants has a particular
and inalienable force, which exists by the nature of things and not by development
or human choice: these are the fundamental sounds which lie at the base of the
Tantric seed mantras or constitute the efficacy of the mantra itself."
The logic behind Sanskrit's graphemophobic insistence on pristine
pronunciation is evident enough. In Vedic cosmogony, unstruck and
undifferentiated sound issues forth the entirely denoted, differentiated world —
from Vedic Vāk to Upaniśadic Śabda-Brahman, soteriological OM, and the seed
sounds and Nāda-Brahmanism of Tantra. The potency of the word is such that
speech reified the total interconnectivity of reality by means of a
sound/sense/signified indivisibility. Naming things into being is not only nonarbitrary but inerrant. Pulsatile phonemes are the emanative energies of all
phenomena. Sound is visualizable. Matter is meta-phonetics. Speech is a Goddess,
Vāk. The Goddess of the alphabet is Matrika, meaning "little mothers," the letters
as individuated energies. Grammarians are sages and sages are grammarians.
We're acoustic condensations. The mantras that were revealed to the poets are the
very templates for re-reciting the cosmos into being with each new cycle. Akṣara
means both "syllable" and "imperishable." Svara is the name for "vowel,"
"breath" and "tone" (musical note.) Vowels "shine by themselves." (Sanskrit
could never have been an abjad!) Ritual recitation of the hymns brings Vedic
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deities to the table. The poets underwrite the sacrifices. Nature will continue to
support people. Words are attuned to an entirely subtilized, spirituo-sensory
sphere of resonance we westerners can't even imagine. A cosmogony, entirely
within the space of the heart.
Devanāgari is indeed a beautiful script, worthy of its name as deva "divinity"
nāgari "abode." But the more I work with Devanāgari the more I feel that it's not
a script that could ever manifest the deeply coherent, correlational, subtly
embodied patterning of Vedic speech. I'm left to wonder about — even lament the
absence of — the set of phonetically-informed symbols the ṛṣis might have
envisioned, integral to the receiving of their mantra-verses. It would have had to
be more finely-featured than anything we familiarly call "alphabet." It would have
had to vibrationally reflect the speech-sounds and all the sacrificial intonations.
The letters themselves would have had to be able to undergo considerable
modification to encode oscillating phonological features. The graphemes
themselves, in their sonic correlations, would have been anything but arbitrarily,
abstractly drawn, and not drawn as a simple isomorphism like King Sejong's
Korean script in which consonants reflect the shape of the vocal organs used to
pronounce them, or the Visible Speech of Alexander Melville Bell wherein
symbols represent the physiological positions of articulated sounds. In Vedic
recitation, a single phoneme might have needed a dozen modifiable marks to
inscribe the flux of its live contours, cavities and continguities. "Who knows?" An
orthographic Rgvedic treatise would certainly have been on a par with its
illustrious grammars and phonology manuals.
Legibility is in the air.

3rd millennium BCE Harappan Script prior to Vedic peoples' migration to the Indus Valley

Dhanadeva Ayodhya inscription, 1st century BCE, earliest written Sanskrit, in Brahmi script
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PURELY PRONOUNCED PERFECTLY PERFORMED
"... the origin of language: when the seers came forth, naming. Flawless, a name, secret
in nature, was shown to them because they were loved by the First to see truth as
existence. Through the sacrifice She —Speech — was found, having entered into the
seers." — Rgveda X.71,1-3.
"There are the pure sounds of the phonemes pronounced alone (pratrnna) and the sounds
as they turn into euphonic combinations when pronounced together (nirbhuja)."
— Rgveda-Prātiśākhya, 1,3

Although the origins of Sanskrit will perhaps forever remain a contentious
matter, I'll hazard a rough hypothetical timeframe, supported by the most recent
DNA evidence (as genetics has largely superseded the good old-fashioned
archeological and philological dating methods.) Around the close of the third
millennium BCE, Proto-Indo-Iranian speakers bifurcated in Central Asia. During
the early second millennium BCE a pastoralist, purely-oral, Indo-Aryan people
gradually moved southeasterly into the Indus Valley where they met the remnants
of the great Harappan Civilization and its Indus script. The oldest layer of the
Rgveda, the "family mandalas" of mantra-verses, the pith of the Vedic tradition
to-come, was composed in Old Sanskrit over a period of a few hundred years and
may have been completed by1500 BCE. Why and how this ever-evolving,
adaptive, innovative poetic tradition stretching back perhaps thousands of years to
the Eurasian Steppe was then compiled and capped is a story in itself. This
standardization process is believed to have been completed by the end of the
second millennium BCE. Although there may have been attempts to write down
the Vedas towards the end of the first millennium BCE (the earliest known
Sanskrit writing in the Brahmi script dates to the 1st or 2nd century BCE, and the
record of the Brahmi script itself begins with the Ashokan inscriptions of the 3rd
century BCE) the hymns were probably not committed to writing until the Gupta
period (fourth to sixth century CE) when the Brahmi script was widespread. The
oldest surviving Rgvedic manuscript dates to the eleventh century CE.
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Hathibada Ghosundi Inscription, 2nd century BCE, earliest written Sanskrit, in Brahmi script

In brief: there's a period of roughly 2000 years between the composition of the
oldest layer of the Rgveda and its eventual transcription, during which time
writing systems (beginning with the Harappan script, through Aramaic, Kharoṣṭī
and Brahmi) would have been within the purview of the Vedic poets, priests and
phonologists. In his monumental grammar, Ashtadhyayi, Pāṇini (c. 500 BCE)
refers to scribes and writing (lipi.) Yet, it can't be overemphasized that Panini's
grammar, marking the shift from Vedic to Classical Sanskrit, was composed when
oral composition and transmission were still the norm ... and for the purpose of
maintaining the norm, and for assuring Sanskrit's preeminence over the
surrounding vernaculars (prākṛtas: "derived, evolved, artless".) I've searched in
vain for definitive proof that Panini was, himself, literate. His 3,959 ultra-succinct
grammatical aphorisms (sutras) might indeed have been orally composed and
committed to memory, perhaps collectively with his students. It's reputed that
Buddha, roughly contemporaneous with Panini, was familiar with sixty-four
scripts (Lalitavistara Sūtra) — even as hyperbole, a remarkable accomplishment!
Writing was in the air. And orality and literacy would have had to have had an
extended and intriguing period of overlap.
Surrounded by abjads, abugidas, picto-phones, rebus-o-graphs, logo-syllabic
cuneiforms and full phonographics, it's reasonable to suppose that the Vedic
people chose to not hop on the alphabet bandwagon. For the elite custodians of
Vedas, writing may have portended cultural corruption; it may have even been
forbidden. The staggering phonetic nuance and complexity of the verses are in
fact untranscribable. Recall King Thamus' argument for refusing the gift of the
letters from Thoth: writing would destroy memory and confer a mere semblance
of knowledge. Indeed, in effect, reading the Vedas is like talking to a person in a
painting. Indeed, it would take but one generation to break the heritage, to lose the
astonishing memory capable of memorizing the 10,600 verses of the Rgveda
Samhita. The aids to memory are, paradoxically, integral to losing memory. (Just
as a book could be lost, and all would be lost.) There are still gurukulas (boarding
schools) in India where students as young as five years old, practicing from 5am
to 8pm, learn to recite the hymns by heart. The samhitas were, after all, sruti, i.e.,
originally "heard" (by the rsis) and meant to be only heard subsequently (among
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select company at select times.) On the page, the verses are not what they are.
Their efficacy entirely depends on the finest tone-phoneme synchronization.
The acceptability of written Rgvedic hymns and the advent of regional writing
at a point in time when the intelligibility of Vedic Sanskrit was all but lost were
the coextensive conditions for the shift from orality to textuality. Reading the
Vedic Indologists and translators struggling to make sense of the hymns, it
becomes clear that the fabled unbroken oral transmission of the divine language
has been a long process of attempting to fit together the pieces of a cultural
puzzle.
So, how would this quintessentially aural people discern/sort/identify their
constitutive speech sounds? By fully embodying the phonemes formative of
embodiment, by carefully observing how the sounds were formed by the vocal
organs. A microcosmic practice of the cosmogenic phonemes.
There are six indispensable ancillary disciplines (Vedangas "limbs of the
Veda") connected with the Vedas. The first Vedanga, considered the most
important, is a phonetics treatise known as the Śikṣā. The Vedanga Śikṣā is an
utterly exhaustive treatment of all the rules of pronunciation, permutation and
euphonic phoneme combination (sandhi.) Integral to the perfectionist,
preservationist purpose of the Śikṣā was the protecting of Vedic Sanskrit —
setting it apart from its own diglossic everyday speech, as well as intra-Aryan
dialects and indigenous tongues such as Pani, Dasas, Dravidian and the
hypothesized Harappan language. Vedic Sanskrit was less a language per se and
more a certain manner of speaking. "Sanskrit" (from the verbal adjective sáṃkṛth:
sáṃ "together, well, entirely" and kṛta "made, formed, worked") implies a quality
of being "cultured, perfected, consecrated." Sanskrit is also known as Deva-Vani,
"God's language, divine speech." The Dalai Lama refers to it as the "elegant
language of the gods," legjar lhai-ka. And certainly a strictly linguistic case can
be made for Vedic Sanskrit's degree of refinement, with its phonemic
combinations based on maximal euphony and efficiency of breath, its 10 tenses
and moods, 8 cases, 12 ways of forming infinitives, 4 tones, 3 vowel-lengths, 250
words for "rain" and considerable freedom of word order due to its morphosyntactic compounding flexibility. (There are as many as 30 ways to form a
compound in Sanskrit. The Classical poet Tirumalāmbā, took this inflective stemsuffixing principle to its recursive extreme and wrote a grammatically-correct
one-word sentence that is194-syllables long!)
Vedic mantra-verses are, above all, mnemonic, metered phenomena. Eleven
recitation methods (pāthas) are used to reinforce and cross-check accurate
memorization. The first three basic pāthas are considered natural (prakrutipathas:
from prakrti "original or natural form.") The remaining, later (post-Panini,)
pāthas, involving artifice and the reversing of word order, are called
vikrutipathas: from vi "after" and kruti "creation," i.e., "changed, manipulated"
(or, in Ayurvedic medicine, "imbalanced" with regard to one's natural
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constitution.) Samhitā-pātha is a continuous recitation without word boundaries,
incorporating all rules of euphonic phoneme combination and wordcompounding. Pada-pātha is a word by word, staccato recitation, removing all
phonetic rules, and grammatically breaking words back down into their stems, as
a semantics safeguard. The Krama-pātha is a word-pairing patterning: ab bc cd de
ef, and so on. Jata-pātha is a six word-unit measure: abbaab, bccbbc, cddccd, and
so on. Mālā-pātha: ab ba ab, bc cb bc, cd dc cd, and so on. And so on, in an
increasing complexity that at once exponentially increases the benefits and
blessing conferred by the recitations; as the requisite ability to memorize entire
texts is magnified proportionately by the pātha process itself, and as these
originally mnemonic techniques transformed into devotional practices in their
own right.

THE ALPHABET IS THE PRIMER
"A blue jay cries one mora (note), a crow cries two morae. A peacock should be
recognized as having three moras. This is a summary of the three weights." RgvedaPrātiśākhya, 13,50.
“Now I started to understand that the single letters could be invented but, in the way I did
it, never joined together in syllables, and that I had to follow nature which has only one
glottis and only one mouth out of which all sounds are emitted and only for this reason
can connect with each other." Wolfgang Ritter von Kempelen

We are scarcely, aurally, aware of what we're saying and how it's being said.
One of the Vedic-era Śikṣā treatises that has come down to us is the RgvedaPrātiśākhya. Prātiśākhyas are phonetics and prosody manuals that were written
for each of the Vedas, and for each version of the Vedas practiced by the various
regional clans and schools. The Rgveda-Prātiśākhya is difficult to even vaguely
describe. On one level, it's an interfacing of Samhitā-pātha and Pada-pātha
recitations that lays out the rules and exceptions for the pronunciation of every
possible intra- and inter-word phoneme adjacency in the hymns. It's as if the
resonance of each phoneme — as it anticipates and intermixes with contiguous
phones, tones, pauses and inflective shifts — is a unique occurrence of its sound
in a particular vocalization. (In a writing system, a linguist might say that
Sanskrit's phonemic orthography is continually modified by speech.) And in the
purely oral, presumably less individuated Vedic culture, perhaps it can be said
that sound was infinite while expression was finite. (Today, conversely, we say
absolutely whatever we want with a few dozen sounds used over and over again.)
The Prātiśākhya covers metrics, proper classroom etiquette, attempts to
enumerate the innumerable common pronunciation errors, and opens wide a
window to Vedic practice. Be that as it may, that which I want to draw attention
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to — and my sole purpose in having travelled this far through alphabetic history
— is the Prātiśākhya's introducing of the Sanskrit phonemes in its opening
chapter, revealing an "alphabet" that is inscribed in the body. This alphabet
(varṇamālā: varṇa "letter," mālā "garland") is, in itself, a fully realized, fully
embodied articulatory phonetics in which the speech sounds are correlated with
both aspects of physiological production, i.e., the place and manner of
articulation. A speech science even remotely comparable to the understanding
inherent in Vedic Sanskrit didn't appear in the west until, say, Wolfgang Ritter
von Kempelen exhibited his Speaking Machine in 1804, shortly after the Imperial
Academy of St. Petersburg offered a prize to anyone who could define the
physiological differences between the vowels. Up until the 18th century,
astonishingly, no real distinction was made between letters and sounds, and the
mishmash of alphabetic letter-order wasn't grappled with until the International
Phonetic Association turned to the Vedic varṇamālā to devise its International
Phonetic Alphabet (IPA) in the late 19th century.
And of course this Vedic articulatory phonetics would have been instilled and
practiced long before it was systematized and written down for the purpose of
preserving the authenticity of the hymns, and long before Panini dreamt the
compact phonemic groupings of his 14-line Maheshvara Sutra that opens his
grammar book. The full Vedic varṇamālā comes down to us, as it appears in the
introductory stanzas of the Rgveda-Prātiśākhya, patterned as such:
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In terms of the five places of articulation, both vowels and consonants move
from the back of the mouth forward, from guttural to palatal, retroflex, dental and
labial. (I've intentionally, and reluctantly, placed the 'r' and 'l' vowels out of
sequence as per the varṇamālā recitation as it's practiced today.) The vowel
sequence is ordered as short-long pairings, ending with the compounds
(diphthongs.) In terms of manner of articulation, the consonants are first ordered
as plosives (stops,) with each place of articulation having a double-pairing of
unaspirated/unaspirated voiceless stops and unaspirated/unaspirated voiced stops
followed by the corresponding nasal stop. The plosive sequence is followed by
the glides (semi-vowels/approximates.) (Note: in Sanskrit the 'r' and 'l' sounds are
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also proper vowels.) Finally, there are the sibilants, ordered according to the place
at which each sound is shaped. Kṣa was added as the 35th consonant.
The above chart shows the varṇamālā's correlation of the sounds with vocal
physiology. Of course, in the dizzyingly correlative Hindu world, further
correlations abound. The varṇamālā is a mantra in itself, often used as a
purificatory rite at the beginning of any recitation. The varṇamālā can be used as
a recital of the cosmogenic emanation. The letters are also correlated with colors,
chakra petals, body parts, constellations, physical forces and so on.
Following this Vedic template, as a way to open the space of the heart as
subtlest place of hearing, I'll end by proposing a practice of an American
Varṇamālā. English is a highly non-phonemic language. There are 26 letters and
44 sounds. "A" alone makes seven distinct sounds. There's no orthographic
distinction between aspirated and unaspirated consonants. English orthography is
"deficient" in the sense that not all sounds are represented by its script (such as
the difference between voiced and unvoiced "th" as in thou and thing.) What we
say is not what we see (hiccough?). The sounds of the letters we write are often
not what we say. English is fluid. Its perfection lies in its capaciousness.
Tune the varṇamālā to your "own" idiolect, ethnikos, intonation and cadence.
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Speaking Machine, Wolfgang Ritter von Kempelen, 1804
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